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Chapter 1
Motivation and objetives
1.1 Motivation
Modern soieties must fae a great number of ritial situations: terrorism, migratory
pressure, oastal surveillane, a fast and eient natural or man-made disaster response,
et. The atual seurity ontext is dened in a ever-inreasing globalization soiety that
generates a growing asymmetrial threat environment. Threats an be related to small
menaes more likely than large-sale aggressions. Furthermore, there are ollateral aspets
that must be onsidered: environmental impat, eonomi and soial onsequenes, et.
Beause of that, non ollaborative targets detetion and traking is a hallenging
problem of great interest. It basially involves the detetion and estimation of target
harateristis, suh as position, veloity and trajetory. This information will be a useful
tool in dierent seurity areas:
• Border management: national defenes, migratory ontrol, smuggling ght, et.
• Surveillane for management or protetion of restrited areas or ritial infrastru-
tures, as reservoir, power plants, ommuniations hubs.
• Aerial, maritime and ground tra monitoring for seurity and management pur-
poses.
A great researhing eort was developed in a wide spetrum of sensor tehnologies.
Some of them have been widely used, and have been the subjet of intense researh
and industrial development for deades. Optial tehnology and digital image proessing
solutions have the disadvantage of requiring a light soure and depend ritially on weather
onditions. In ontrast, onventional ative radar systems provide their own illumination,
and, with a orret working-frequeny hoie, an be insensitive to weather, but they must
aord ollateral on-use restritions: radio-spetrum ongestion, publi health regulations
for band alloation and transmitted power ontrol, and loation regulations in order to
avoid publi opinion rejetion.
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Among the new emerging sensor tehnologies, passive systems are under an intense
researh eort that fous on overoming the aforementioned drawbaks of using RF ded-
iated transmitters, maintaining the operating apabilities of ative radars. In order to
ahieve this goal, they make an opportunisti use of the transmissions of other systems
present in their surrounding area, mainly related to ivil radio-ommuniation servies
(Illuminators of Opportunity, IoOs).
A Passive Bistati Radar (PBR) an be dened as a set of tehniques using non-
ooperative signals, suh as broadast, ommuniations, radar, or radio-navigation signals
as illumination soures, rather than using a dediated radar transmitter [IEE, 2008℄. The
non-ooperative soures are known as Illuminators of Opportunity (IoO), and are a ritial
element in the design of a passive radar due to the fat that they were not designed taking
into onsideration radar appliations requirements.
Through the oherent proessing of the IoO diret signal and the radar ehoes gen-
erated by objets when they are illuminated by the IoO, targets detetion and the esti-
mation of its positions and speeds are possible. In Figure1.1 a simplied PBR working
sheme is depited. PBR systems exploiting frequeny multipliity (the system uses sev-
eral frequeny hannels), and spae multipliity (the system uses several issuers) an be
onsidered when using one or multiple IoO's.
 
Reference 
Channel 
Surveillance 
Channel 
IoO 
Coherent Processing 
DPI Target 
Figure 1.1: Passive radar system geometry and main elements.
Passive radars main advantages with respet to ative ones are mainly related to the
absene of a dediated transmitter:
1. In ative radars, transmitters are usually a large fration of radar system ost and
design eort, and typially require a major share of system prime power and main-
tenane. PBRs exploit IoOs available in the area of interest, so only reeiving hains
are required.
2. Possibility of using Commerial O-The-Shelf, COTS, omponents developed for the
radioommuniation systems the seleted IoO belongs to. This implies a further re-
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dution in development, maintenane and updating assoiated osts. This redution
is espeially relevant in the design and development of researh oriented tehnolog-
ial demonstrators, for whih the additional exibility and versatility ahievable
using this kind of omponents are truly appreiated.
3. Passive radars do not require frequeny band alloation and are not aeted by
the ommuniations systems progressive erosion of traditional radar frequenies.
In addition they are not subjet to publi health or eletromagneti ompatibility
regulations.
4. Possible solution to ommuniations systems progressive erosion of traditional radar
frequenies.
5. System deployment does not require expensive works projets (solar panels an be
used as energy suppliers).
6. Low intereption probability an be assumed if the visual impat of the reeiver
antenna is negleted. In addition, the use of a bistati geometry, or the possibility of
use working frequenies not assoiated with onventional radar tehnologies provide
them with some innate defenes against eletromagneti ountermeasures.
However the use of non-ontrolled transmitters and signal waveforms not designed for
detetion purposes, leads to researh on design and implementation of omplex signal
proessing tehniques:
• Commerial ommuniation signals were not designed for detetion purposes. An
exhaustive study is required in order to make an optimal seletion of the IoO taking
into onsideration waveform, transmission parameters, IoO emplaement, seleted
area of interest, and possible PBR reeiver emplaements.
Analog signals usually have high transmission power levels, so good system over-
ages are expeted. But their eetive bandwidth is usually low and signal ontent
dependent, making system resolution poor and variable. On the other hand, higher
and ontent independent bandwidths are usually assoiated with digital ommu-
niation signals, and lower overages are expeted due to their lower transmitted
power. Then, early detetion objetives are often assigned to FM based systems,
while smaller overages with higher resolutions are usually fullled by passive radars
exploiting digital signals [Griths and Baker, 2005b,Baker et al., 2005℄.
• Commerial signals waveforms usually inlude synhronization pilots, yli prexes,
reserved data slots and other strutures that make possible signal reeption fullling
the dened servie quality. These elements an turn into undesirable eets from
the passive radar point of view, degrading its detetion apabilities. The use of
signal waveforms not designed for detetion purposes, gives rise to the neessity
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of omplex signal proessing tehniques oriented to overome those diulties for
fullling the desired detetion performane.
Thanks to platforms for easier Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) program-
ming, or Graphis Proessing Units (GPUs), the fullment of real time operation re-
quirements is feasible [SELEX Sistemi Integrati Passive Radar, 2015, Bernashi et al.,
2012,Szumski et al., 2009℄.
Many published studies fousssed on the analysis of IoOs waveforms and the design of
system demonstrators. Digital signals reahed great relevane against analogue ones due
to their bigger and information ontent independent bandwidths [Baker et al., 2005℄, [Grif-
ths and Baker, 2005a℄. Among them, Digital Video Broadasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) is
of speial interest due to its growing availability, transmitted power and waveform [Saini
and M.Cherniakov, 2005℄, [Ruk et al., 2009℄, [Barena-Humanes et al., 2014℄, [O Ha-
gan et al., 2014℄, [Bolvardi et al., 2015℄. Most of the demonstrators were validated in
aerial senarios (i.e. detetion of ommerial airrafts and performane analysis using
seondary radar outputs). In [Edrih et al., 2014℄ a multi-band, multi-illuminator system
at near-prodution stage is presented. In [Baker, 2014℄, Professor Chris Baker presented
a detailed study about surveillane appliations trends and the role of passive radars
as emerging tehnologies. He stated the neessity of faing the study of terrestrial and
maritime appliations and of developing lutter models for detetion parameters predi-
tion. These were the objetives of the IDEPAR projet (Improved Detetion tehniques
for Passive Radars), funded by the Spanish Ministry of Eonomy and Competitiveness
(TEC2012-38701). The present PhD Thesis was developed under the sope of this projet,
with the main objetive of designing and developing a DVB-T multihannel passive radar
demonstrator for terrestrial and maritime senarios [Jarabo-Amores et al., 2016,del Hoyo
et al., 2015, del Rey-Maestre et al., 2015℄. This tehnologial demonstrator is a valuable
design, development and validation platform, the base of the passive radar researh line
developed by the Remote Sensing and Surveillane Systems Laboratory of the University
of Alalá High Frequeny Tehnologies researh group, oordinated by Dr. María Pilar
Jarabo Amores.
1.2 European researh groups
The exploitation of ommerial transmitters has opened the door to the use of Commerial
O-The-Shelf (COTS) devies for signal reeption (antenna, RF front-end and aquisition
systems), and the development of an intense researh ativity by ompanies, universities,
and other institutions. European researh groups with a relevant trajetory in passive
radar researh are the following:
1. Institute of Eletroni Systems, Warsaw University of Tehnology. An
intense researh in radar signal proessing was developed: radar detetion, lassi-
ation, data fusion, Synyheti Aperture Radar (SAR) and passive radar. They are
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involved in researh on passive radars sine 1999. The rst passive radar demon-
strator, PaRaDe, used FM radio signals, and was built in 2006. The family of
Passive Radar Demonstrators (PARADE I, II and C) onstitute a basi referene
in passive radar design and development [Malanowski et al., 2008,Malanowski and
Kulpa, 2008℄. In 2009 the rst DBV-T transmission started in Poland, and in 2011
a DVB-T demonstrator was presented [Malanowski et al., 2011℄.
2. Radar and Surveillane Systems (RaSS) enter of the Italian National In-
teruniversity Consortium for the Teleommuniations (CNIT), originated
from a joint eort of the universities of Florene, Pisa and Siena in putting together
a team of researhers working on the eld of radar, remote sensing and applied
eletromagnetis. The main expertise of the CNIT-RaSS entre is radar system
design and analysis, radar data and signal proessing, eletromagneti surfae and
man-made target sattering modelling, as well as other issues relevant for remote
sensing. Spei researh ativities have been foused on ISAR image formation,
Bistati/multistati ISAR, CFAR and STAP target detetion, DVB-T and UMTS
Passive radar. Under the diretion of Professor Fabrizio Berizzi, the researh team
at the University of Pisa has developed systems based on DVB-T, and UMTS sig-
nals [Petri et al., 2011,Capria et al., 2015,Mosardini et al., 2015,Olivadese et al.,
2013℄
3. FGAN FHR Researh Institute for High Frequeny Physis and Radar
Tehniques. Conepts, methods and eletromagneti sensor systems are developed,
partiularly in the eld of radar, in lose onjuntion with novel signal proessing
methods and innovative tehnologies. An intensive researh was developed in pas-
sive radar tehnology. CORA (COVERT RADAR) is a system apable of exploiting
alternatively DAB or DVB-T signals, using a irular antenna array with elements
for the VHF and the UHF-range [Glende et al., 2007,Kushel et al., 2008℄. The
department of Antenna Tehnology and Eletromagneti Modelling (AEM) has de-
veloped various antenna element types for the dierent frequenies of interest for
improving CORA antenna array [Knott, 2011℄. LORA11 array antenna is omposed
of 11 UHF disone antennas with an operation bandwidth ranging from 470MHz
to 870MHz [Knott et al., 2011, Basavarajappa, 2012℄. SABBIA (Sattelite Based
Bistati Imaging Aessory) is the last passive system developed at FHR. This
system exploits DVB-Satellite signals using paraboli antennas with an operative
bandwidth ranging from 10,700MHz to 12,750MHz.
4. University of Rome, La Sapienza The Department of Information Engineer-
ing, Eletronis and Teleommuniations (DIET, former INFOCOM) is part of the
Faulty of Information Engineering, Statistis and Informatis, of the University
of Rome La Sapienza. The Radar Remote Sensing & Navigation (RRSN) group
is a young researh-ative one whose fous areas range from remote-sensing and
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navigation theory to tehnology and pratie, radar and radio positioning system
analysis and data proessing. An intense ativity was arried out on passive radar
tehnology, with projets funded by radar industries and the European Union.
A summary of some relevant publiations inludes FM transmitters [Colone et al.,
2013a,Colone et al., 2013b,Colone et al., 2009a,Villano et al., 2013℄, satellite Illu-
minators [Cristallini et al., 2010℄, DVB-T [Colone et al., 2014℄, WiFi [Falone et al.,
2012,Colone et al., 2012a,Falone et al., 2014℄, although the most of the proposed
solutions an be applied to passive radars exploiting dierent types of illuminators.
5. SELEX AULOS is the passive radar system designed by Selex ES to provide dete-
tion and traking apability for defene and homeland seurity appliations [Lallo
et al., 2012,Cantini et al., 2009,Fuloli et al., 2015℄. SELEX has been arrying an
intense researh and development ativity in passive radar tehnology [Maninelli,
2010℄:
• 2D AULOS (2006-2007). Design, development and test on real data of a pas-
sive radar exploiting a single FM transmitter, and implementing o-hannel
interferene removal by adaptive ltering, range-Doppler proessing, azimuth
estimation, bi-stati and Cartesian traking.
• 3D adaptive AULOS (2008-2009). Spatial nulling, STAP (Spae Time Adaptive
Proessing) and ADBF (Adaptive Digital Beam Forming) are applied to further
remove o-hannel interferene and to rejet multi-path. Estimation of target
elevation angle.
• 3D multi-stati multi-band AULOS (2008-nowadays). Multiple FM transmit-
ters exploitation, analysis of multi-band onguration (DTV-B, GSM, et.),
link and data fusion.
Selex ES was awarded an industrial prize for its AULOS radar system in 2013
(http://www.uk.leonardoompany.om/-/aulos-radar), and a great eort was ar-
ried out for real time operation requirements fullment [SELEX Sistemi Integrati
Passive Radar, 2015℄, [Bernashi et al., 2012℄.
6. Cassidian Eletronis: PCL ativities at Cassidian started few years ago with the
development of a experimental system, whih was evaluated in various measurement
ampaigns followed by intensive theoretial analysis of the results. CAssidian passive
radar system is apable of proessing DVB-T SFN, DAB-SFN and 8 FM hannels
simultaneously with ross-band data fusion apability [Shroder, 2011, Shroeder
et al., 2012a,Edrih and Shroeder, 2013℄. Multistati ongurations were presented
in [Shroeder et al., 2012b,Shroeder and Edrih, 2014℄. In 2012 Cassidian deided
to set up a seond stationary FM Passive Radar system on top of a building on the
Cassidian premises in Ulm for permanent 24/7 operation and rst sensor luster
measurements [Shroeder et al., 2013℄.
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1.3 Related researh projets
This is the rst PhD Thesis related to passive radar tehnology arried out in the researh
group oordinated by Dr. María Pilar Jarabo Amores.
The origin of the passive radar tehnology researh line was the partiipation in
the APIS projet "On Array Passive ISAR Adaptive Proessing" (Con-
trat A-1086-RT-GC, European Defense Ageny (EDA); A-0900-RT-GC
- ICET Call 2 Data Capture and Exploitation). The objetive of this projet
was the development of a passive radar demonstrator for the prove of onept of the
apability of this tehnology for the detetion of ommerial airlines ying at low
altitudes, and the generation of Inverse Syntheti Aperture Radar (ISAR) images.
The APIS demonstrator was a multihannel DVB-T system, using an antenna array
for the surveillane system, with the apability of ISAR image generation. The sys-
tem exploited the highest three onseutive hannels (24 MHz entered on 850MHz),
that nowadays are assigned to LTE servies. It was validated for the detetion and
traking of ommerial airplanes in the Barajas Adolfo Suarez Airport (Madrid),
during landing and taking o manoeuvres.
Thanks to the knowledge and expertise aquired in the APIS projet, the researh
group partiipated in the Spanish Ministry of Eonomy and Competitiveness all in
2012, and obtained funding for the projet IDEPAR (Researh on Improved
Detetion tehniques for Passive Radars, TEC2012-38701). The main ob-
jetive of this projet was to arry out an intensive researh in order to improve the
detetion apabilities of passive radars. A tehnologial demonstrator was designed
and developed, diretly related to the objetives and results of the present PhD
Thesis. For the aquisition of real data in terrestrial and maritime senarios, and to
propose solutions for reduing the eet of dierent interferene soures: the Diret
Path Interferene or DPI (the signal transmitted by the Illuminator of Opportu-
nity sneaking in through the surveillane hannels), the multipath, and the eet of
ambiguity peaks in the Ambiguity Funtion (AF) of the signal IoO.
The upgrade of the IDEPAR demonstrator for improving system robustness with
respet to the new and variable DVB-T hannels alloations, inreasing aquisi-
tion bandwidth and making possible the exploitation of satellite illuminators is now
possible thanks to the MASTERSAT projet (MultihAnnel paSsive radar
reeiver exploiting TERrestrial and SATellite Illuminators, TEC2015-
71148-R).
In parallel with IDEPAR, the follow-on projet of APIS, MAPIS (Multihannel
passive ISAR imaging for military appliations, CONTRACT N
o
: B-1359
IAP2 GP) was approved. MAPIS projet arose with the objetive of studying,
dening, and analysing a new system onept for implementing and demonstrating
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ISAR imaging apability in a plug-in multistati array passive radar nalized to
target reognition. University of Alalá researh ativity is foused on senario
denition, target haraterization from the point of view of detetion and imaging,
target detetion and lassiation.
Passive radar tehnologies were also proposed in the SCOUT projet, Multiteh
SeCurity system of interOnneted spae ontrol groUnd staTions, Col-
laborative projet, FP7 THEME [SEC-2013.2.2-5℄. The goal of the projet
was to study, design and analyze on a risk-based approah a seurity system relying
on multiple tehnologies for the protetion of spae ontrol ground stations against
physial and yber attaks, and for intelligent reonguration of the ground station
network in the ase that one or more nodes should fail. The salable distributed
multisensor network for protetion against physial attaks inludes passive sensors.
Dr. María Pilar Jarabo Amores is the exeutive leader of WP 4 (SCOUT system
design and analysis).
Other projets losely related to passive radar tehnology were funded by the Univer-
sity of Alalá.
- RIDPAR (Robust Intelligent Detetors for PAssive Radars appliations,
CCG2013/EXP-92). The main objetive of this projet was the design of robust
solutions for the detetion of terrestrial targets using DVB-T based passive radars
operating in senarios haraterized by spatial-time variable lutter.
- RSS-BIRASAT (Remote Sensing and Surveillane BIstati RAdar sys-
tems using SATellite illuminators, CCG2014/EXP-060). In this projet,
the study of passive radars exploiting satellite illuminators for remote sensing and
surveillane appliations was onsidered. Geostationary, medium and low orbit
satellites were analized; a omplex labour taking into onsideration the dierent
geometries involved and the long distanes (high propagation losses).
- ARTEPAS (ARray signal proessing TEniques for PASsive radar appli-
ations, CCG2015/EXP-070). The objetives of this projet were the following:
study of design and system requirements for the antenna array and the spae adap-
tive proessing tehniques for passive radars operating in the DVB-T frequeny
band, analysis of frequeny sparse signals, and updating of IDEPAR RF and aqui-
sition hains to be ompatible with the new DVB-T hannels alloation.
1.4 Objetives
The main objetive of this PhD Thesis is the deep study of passive radars, taking into
onsideration dierent but highly intertwined issues:
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- Appliations and assoiated senarios of interest.
- Analysis of potential IoOs radiation parameters and waveforms.
- Feasibility of COTS devies designed for ommerial radioommuniation servies
reeption: antennas, RF front-ends.
- Use of general purpose aquisition hains.
- Array antennas based on ommerial single radiating elements.
- DPI and lutter rejetion.
- Optimization of proposed proessing tehniques onsidering system performane
and omputational ost.
Spei objetives are desribed in the following subsetions.
1.4.1 Referene and surveillane hannels pre-proessing
.
A study of signal proessing tehniques for reduing the eets of the DPI, the multi-
pah, the lutter and the IoO waveform omponents for reeiver synhronization is arried
out:
- Surveillane hannels signals must be pre-proessed to redue DPI and multipath:
The DPI omponent present in the surveillane hannels orrelates perfetly with
the referene signal, masking many of the targets that are sought, and generating
false alarms. DPI multipaths and lutter also inrease the Probability of False Alarm
(PFA).
- The referene hannel must be proessed to obtain a referene signal free of multi-
path interferenes and to redue the eets of the omponents for reeiver synhro-
nization.
The main ontributions of this PhD Thesis fous on the proposal of solutions for im-
proving state of the art ones desribed in radar literature, and for new senarios generated
as a result of the ontinuous hanges in frequenies and bandwidth alloations that the
strong spread of ommuniation servies are produing, and the growing interest in the
exploitation of higher bandwidths for improving system resolution.
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1.4.2 Analysis of potential senarios of interest
Due to the passive radar partiular harateristis, the analysis of the potential radar
senarios is one of key point in the systems design and development in order to ahieve
the required detetion apabilities. Among other elements, the resulting possible system
geometries, available IoOs in the surrounding area, elevation maps and targets harater-
ization must be taken into onsideration.
In this PhD work, dierent senarios were analysed to be used as suitable ones for
IDEPAR demonstrator system: expeted detetion apabilities and systems overage es-
timation were obtained through reeption hain performane and the studies of the sur-
rounding area. Target haraterization was onsidered of great relevane due to the short-
age of studies of radar ross setion of targets in bistati geometries and at frequenies
lower than typial radar ones.
1.4.3 Proposal of antenna solutions based on ommerial single
radiating elements
Dierent ommerial antennas were studied (simulated and/or measured in anehoi
hamber) to analyse their feasibility for the referene and the surveillane hannels. The
possibility of building antenna arrays was explored to inrease angular overage and an-
gular resolution through the appliation of beamforming tehniques.
1.4.4 Robustness improvement with respet to available IoOs han-
nel alloation
The DVB-T is one of the most promising IoOs due to the hannel bandwidth (approxi-
mately 8 MHz), and the possibility, at least at the beginning of its deployment, of aquiring
onseutive hannels. But as one of the main drawbaks of the lak of dediated illumi-
nators, passive radar systems are responsive to transmitted DVB-T hannels alloation,
that is not under the ontrol of the system developer or user.
As an example of this undesired eet, along the PhD developing proess, a hannel
frequeny realloation has been arried out in Spain in order to failitate the digital
dividend, and, additional future hanges are expeted.
On the other side, dierent ountries and dierent regions of the same ountry an have
ompletely dierent sets of available frequenies, reduing dramatially the probability of
aquiring onseutive hannels and inreasing the omplexity of the reeiver hain. In
this PhD Thesis this problem was studied and solutions based on ommerial devies
were proposed as a ompromise between ost and nal performane.
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1.4.5 Passive radar demonstrator design and development
As a result, a passive radar demonstrator was built. It was used for data aquisition
that was a key element for algorithms design and evaluation. This demonstrator was the
base for most of the projets desribed in setion 1.3, not only for proving researh group
apabilities, but also for proving hardware availability and justify proposed improvements.
This researh strategy has allowed a ontinuous upgrade of the system.
1.5 Struture of the doument
The rest of this doument is organized as follow:
• First part of the doument is omposed of a series of hapters that foused on the
study of the theory fundamentals on with this work is based. A theoretial analysis
of the Passive Radars basi priniples is inluded in Chapter 2. In addition, the
main design parameters that must be onsidered in the system development stage
are desribed.
• In Chapter 3, a brief summary of the digital signals harateristis when are used as
passive illuminators are enumerated, inluding also a desription of the Ambiguity
Funtion as signal analysis tool. The DVB-T broadasting signal is presented as
one of the most promising ommerial signals to be used as IoO, and as the se-
leted one in this work. In addition a brief study of two spae-borne illuminators is
also inluded: DVB-S broadasting signals and radar signals designed for Syntheti
Aperture Radar appliations.
• Chapter 4 is the last of the hapters of this theoretial review, and foused on the
adaptive ltering fundamentals, presenting the algorithms that will be used in the
PhD thesis, also inluding, for eah of them, a brief state of the art of their use in
passive radar appliations.
• A desription of the IDEPAR demonstrator aquisition system an be found in
Chapter 5. The most relevant among the hardware and software omponents are
presented: antenna subsystem, aquisition hain, proessing tools, et.
• In Chapter 6, a radar senario analysis methodology is presented due to its relevane
as a key tool for system development and validation stages. The study mainly
fouses on the haraterization of the target through the bistati radar ross-setion,
and on the estimation of the exess propagation losses.
• Chapter 7 is based on the adaptive ltering analysis results, fousing on the varia-
tions on the RDS the dierent ltering strategies gives rise.
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• An analysis of the results obtained with IDEPAR demonstrator for data aquired
in the main IDEPAR senario and onsidering ooperative vehiles is arried out in
Chapter 8, for system validation purposes. In addition, a omparison between the
results obtained applying the seleted ZDI anellation tehniques is also presented,
onsidering system detetion and traking apabilities.
• Chapter 9 onsists of the desription of a set of robustness and versatility system im-
provements: a low ost approah for the DVB-T hannel dispersion and an analysis
for an additional ommerial antenna to improve angular resolution.
• In Chapter 10, the main onlusions obtained in this works, and some future researh
lines this thesis gives rise are enumerated.
Chapter 2
Passive Radar Fundamentals
The main objetive of a Passive Bistai Radar (PBR) is to detet targets and to estimate
parameters suh as position and speed, using ommerial broadasting, ommuniations,
radar or radio-navigation systems as IoOs, rather than a dediated transmitter. In this
hapter, a brief summary of the operating priniple of passive radars and their basi
arhiteture are presented.
2.1 Passive Radar operation priniple
In Figure 2.1 the system geometry and the basi omponents of a PBR system are shown.
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Figure 2.1: Passive radar system geometry and main elements.
Where
• L is the IoO-to-reeiver distane, whih is alled base-line.
• σbis,i, i ∈ {a, b, c} are the Bistati Radar Cross Setions (BRCS) of the aeroplane,
the building and the ar, respetively. This parameter models the power that is
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Figure 2.2: PBR arhiteture main stages.
sattered from the target towards the reeiver, when it is illuminated by the IoO.
• RRi and RT i, i ∈ {a, b, c} are the radar-to-target and target-to-IoO distanes, for
the aeroplane, the building and the ar, respetively.
• βi, is the bistati angle dened by RRi and RT i, where, again, i ∈ {a, b, c} stands
for the aeroplane, the building and the ar, respetively.
In Figure 2.2, the basi sheme of the PBR signal proessing arhiteture is depited:
1. Reeption Stage: Due to the bistati geometry and the lak of ontrol over the IoO,
the use of a dual-hannel reeption system is mandatory:
• A Surveillane hannel foused on the aquisition of target ehoes. In order to
redue the DPI, IoOs diret signals must be rejeted.
• A Referene hannel foused on the aquisition of the IoO transmitted sig-
nal. Only the seleted IoO must be aquired, while rejeting the signals from
other IoOs belonging to the same ommuniation system, espeially in Single
Frequeny Networks, SFN. These signals will be onsidered as interfering IoOs.
2. Proessing Stage:
The system priniple of operation, the oherent proessing of the two hannels, is
based on the orrelation of time delayed and Doppler-shifted opies of the seleted
IoO signal, the referene hannel, with target ehoes aquired by the surveillane
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one. As a result, the Cross Ambiguity Funtion (CAF) is generated (2.1), obtaining
the Range-Doppler Surfae(RDS).
sCAF [m, p] =
N−1∑
n=0
s∗REF [n−m] · sSURV [n] · exp(−j2π
p
N
n) (2.1)
• Tint and fs are the oherent proessing time and the sampling frequeny, re-
spetively.
• N = Tint · fs is the number of samples.
• m represents the time bin assoiated with a delay τm = mfs .
• p is the Doppler bin orresponding to Doppler shift fDp = fs · ( pN )
• sREF [n] and sSURV [n] are the referene and surveillane signals, respetively.
In Figure 2.3, a generation sheme of a RDS for an integration time (signal duration)
Tint, is presented. An objet, T1, present in the area of interest will generate a CAF
loal maximum at the pair (m1, p1) assoiated with the target bistati delay, τm1 ,
and Doppler shift, fDp1 .
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Figure 2.3: CAF generation basi sheme.
For eah target of the overage area, the result of the CAF is the Ambiguity Funtion
(AF) of the transmitted signal, saled and shifted to be entered on the time delay
and Doppler shift orresponding to the bistati range and bistati Doppler shift of
the target. Figure 2.4 presents an example of CAF generated in a senario with the
following elements:
• Two stationary targets are at bistati ranges Rb1 and Rb2. These bistati
ranges are alulated as Rb = τbistatic · c, where τbistatic is the bistati delay
alulated in (2.2) as a funtion of the target-IoO, the target-PR, and the IoO-
PR or baseline distanes, denoted as RT , RR and L, respetively and c is the
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Figure 2.4: Example of CAF generated in an senario with 3 targets. The eet of the
DPI signal is also shown: 3D (left) and 2D (right)
veloity of light. Stationary targets appear in the zero Doppler line of the
range-Doppler map.
τbistatic =
RT +RR
c
− L
c
(2.2)
• One moving target is deteted at a bistati range Rb1. Its eho appears in the
range-Doppler map at (Rb1, fdb3), where fdb3 is the bistati Doppler generated
by target movement relative to the IoO and the PBR.
• The diret signal transmitted by the IoO is aptured by the referene and
surveillane hannels. The surveillane antenna is designed for rejeting this
diret signal, but as it an be 100− 80dB higher than the target radar ehoes,
the level aptured by the surveillane antenna an be signiant ompared to
target ehoes ones. This signal, known as the Diret Path Interferene (DPI)
signal, orrelates perfetly with the referene antenna signal and, as a result,
a peak appears in the range-Doppler map of the CAF, loated at zero bistati
range and zero Doppler.
Besides the radar eho generated by the targets to be sought, there is a set of unde-
sired eets generated by other signals ontributions that an redue dramatially
system detetion performane. The most important are:
• Clutter and multipath.
• The Diret Path Interferene (DPI) is the result of the diret IoO signal a-
quired by the surveillane hannel. Although the surveillane hain introdues
a high attenuation, sDPI [n] = Att · sREF [n], its level an be 80− 100 dB higher
than the reeived target ehoes. sDPI [n] orrelates perfetly with the referene
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Figure 2.5: Examples of dierent CAF output (RDS) onsidering several senario ondi-
tions
signal. When it is inluded in (2.1), a new omponent is added to the CAF
output, that spreads throughout all the range-Doppler map.
sCAF [m, p] =
N−1∑
n=0
s∗REF [n−m] · (starget[n] + Att · sREF [n]) · exp(−j2π
p
N
n)
sCAF [m, p] = sCAF,target[m, p] + sCAF,DPI
(2.3)
• Other transmitting IoOs belonging to the same SFN will generate new terms
at the output of the CAF, so they must be rejeted.
• As the IoO signal waveforms have not been designed for detetion purposes,
the CAF an present dierent types of artefats or ambiguity peaks, that an
derease the detetion apabilities of the system.
In a ground-based PBR, the main ontributions of interfering IoOs and lutter
generated by non-moving non-desired objets mainly are loated along the zero-
Doppler line, but atually, their eet spreads along all the RDS. As examples,
in Figure 2.5 the CAFs generated by the DPI, a stationary point target and the
DPI, and a set of 4 stationary point targets and the DPI, are ompared. Main
peaks spillover along the Doppler dimension is learly observed; signal powers in
a Doppler line far from the zero Doppler line were estimated to demonstrate how
objets (targets or lutter) aet all the range-Doppler map of the CAF.
The detetion of moving targets with low Doppler shifts is dramatially aeted by
this phenomenon. Due to the bistati geometry and its relation with the Doppler
shift in the bistati passive senarios, setion 2.2.1, this problem is more important
that it may appear at rst glane.
Pre-proessing tehniques an be onsidered in order to fae these problems, as for
example the inlusion of a stage designed for disturbane anellation purposes.
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Due to the variability of the IoO signals, and its unknown statistial harateristis,
adaptive ltering strategies are usually hosen for this task. For those radar systems
that seleted antennae systems are based on array and digital beamforming, spatial
ltering tehniques an be implemented as an additional improvement. Other pre-
proessing tools, foused on the redution of the artefats and spurious that the
IoO nature gives rise on the CAF, are the equalization and the reonstrution of
the transmitted signal.
3. Detetion Stage: The output of the CAF will be applied to the detetion stage whih
implements a detetion rule to deide between target absene or target presene,
guaranteeing the speied Probability of Probability of Detetion, PD and False
Alarm, PFA values.
The most ommon detetors used in PBRs are based on inoherent Constant False
Alarm Rate (CFAR) [Gandhi and Kassam, 1988,Cao et al., 2010℄. The magnitude
of eah element of the CAF is ompared with an adaptive threshold estimated from
surrounding ells. This approah assumes that main interferene omponents due
to DPI, lutter, and IoO signal artefats were rejeted by the pre-proesing stages,
and the detetion rule an be designed under thermal noise dominated interferene
onditions. So omplex CAF samples are inorrelated and Gaussian distributted.
4. Traking Stage:The detetor outputs must be proessed to estimate the trajetories
of the deteted targets, improving the detetion performane by the fusion of the
outputs generated in dierent oherent proessing intervals. Then, the estimated
traks ould be analysed in order to extrat targets information for lassiation or
management purposes.
The most ommons traker designs on radar systems are those based on Kalman
lters methodologies. These tehniques work on the bistati range - bistati Doppler
domain, where the target trajetories obtained by the PBR an be dened. For low-
angular resolution systems, an additional problem the bistati nature of the PBR
gives rise, is the denition of the estimated traks on a geo-referened oordinated
system in order to provide real target loation within the area of interest. On systems
with high angular (azimuth) disrimination, improved 3D traking algorithms an
be implemented [Howland et al., 2005℄. Solutions based on partile lters or multiple
IoOs an be found in [Jishy et al., 2010,Malanowski and Kulpa, 2012℄.
2.2 System Design Parameters
2.2.1 PBR resolutions
In a monostati onguration, time delay and Doppler resolutions are dened by the
transmitted waveform, and are proportional to range and veloity resolutions, respetively.
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In a bistati onguration, delay-range and Doppler-speed relations depend, in addition,
on the relative position of target (Ti), transmitter and reeiver (system geometry). In
Figure 2.6, time delay and Doppler shift are studied in a bistati senario, where β is the
bistati angle, and ψ is the aspet angle with respet to the bistati bisetor.
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Figure 2.6: Geometry for range resolution and Doppler resolution alulations.
• Bistati Range resolution (∆R) is dened as the minimum distane between two
targets that guarantees a time delay between their respetive radar ehoes equal
to the radar ompressed pulsewidth [Willis, 2005℄. ∆R an be alulated using
expression (2.4):
∆RT1T2 =
c
2B cos(β/2) cos(ψT1−T2)
(2.4)
where B is the signal bandwidth, τ1 is onsidered the bistati delay alulated in
(2.2) as a funtion of T1-IoO distane, RT , T1-PBR distane, RR, and L the baseline
length.
τ1 =
RT +RR
c
− L
c
(2.5)
• Doppler resolution. For monostati and bistati Doppler resolution, 1/TD is on-
sidered as an adequate degree of Doppler separation between two target ehoes,
where TD is the oherent integration time:
|fDT1 − fDT2 | =
1
TD
(2.6)
For a target, T1, with speed vetor v1 = V1v˜1, expression (2.7) allows the alulation
of the observed Doppler shift when the PBR and the IoO are stationary using the
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veloity vetor and system geometry.
fD1 (Hz) =
2 · V1
λ
· cos (ψ) · cos (β/2) (2.7)
• Angular resolution. A onservative estimation of the distane between two tar-
gets lying on the same isorange ontour is given by the expresion (2.8) [Willis,
2005℄, where φ3dB,T and φ3dB,R, are the -3dB (one way) antenna beamwidths of the
transmitting and reeiving antennas respetively, and the ross range dimension of
the 3dB transmitting beam is assumed larger than the reeiver's null-to-null beam
ross-range dimension.
∆Rφ =
2RRφ3dB,R
cos(β/2)
(2.8)
2.2.2 System performane
The radar detetion problem an be formulated as a binary hypothesis test, where the
system has to deide if target is present (alternative hypothesis, H1 ) or absent (null
hypothesis, H0). The Neyman-Pearson detetor is widely used in radar appliations. It
maximizes the PD, maintaining the PFA, lower than or equal to a given value [Neyman
and Pearson, 1933℄.
System overage must be dened for spei target and interferene models, as the
maximum range where a target is deteted fullling PD and PFA requirements. In a
thermal noise dominated radar senario, the relation between the detetion threshold to
be applied to the square-law detetor output and the PFA is given by expression (2.9),
where N0 = kT0fSY S, being k the Boltzman onstant (k = 1.38 · 10−23), T0 = 290K the
system input noise temperature, and fSY S the noise gure of the whole reeiving hain.
PFA = e
−γ
N0
(2.9)
The required signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the detetor for a speied pair
(PFA, PD), an be determined. Detetion urves for PFA ∈ {10−8, 10−6, 10−4} are pre-
sented in Figure 2.7 for non-utuating targets (snrDET is onstant) and Swerling I targets
(snrDET is an exponential random variable of mean snrDET ).
2.2.3 System overage
Given design values of PD and PFA, the snr at the antenna terminals, snrIN , for the
required snr at the detetor input, snrDET , must be alulated, being snr the signal-to-
noise ratio in natural units, and SNR(dB) = 10 · log10(snr) (Figure 2.7).
snrIN an be alulated using (2.10) for a target with a bistati radar ross setion
σbis, loated at RT and RR distanes, taking into onsideration the following parameters:
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Figure 2.7: Detetion urves for the square-law detetor in thermal noise interferene:
non-utuating target (a), Swerling I target (b)
- Reeiver input noise power haraterized by nIN = k(Ta+Tant−con)B, being Ta the
antenna noise temperature, Tant−con the interonnetion elements equivalent noise
temperature, k the Boltzman onstant, and B the reeiver eetive bandwidth.
- pT is the IoO transmitted power.
- gT and gR are the transmitter and reeiver antenna gains respetively.
- λ is the wavelength.
- Free spae propagation losses are usually assumed to obtain preliminary results.
snrIN =
pTgTgRλ
2σbis
(4π)3 (RRRT )
2 ·
1
k · (Ta+ Tant−con) · B (2.10)
Rewriting the above exoression, an estimation of the system overage an be obtained
through the main system paramters and required detetion apabilities:
(RRRT )
2 =
pTgTgRλ
2σbis
(4π)3 snrIN
· 1
k · (Ta+ Tant−con) · B (2.11)
The loi orresponding to RT · RR = onstant is known as Cassini's oval. In Figure
2.8, for a baseline length L = 10km, overage limits for
√
RR · RT varying from 4 to 8 km
are shown, simulating a variation in the reeiver signal intensity. If L > 2 · √RR · RT the
oval of Cassini breaks into two parts, reduing the overage area and making mandatory
the area of interest of the surveillane hannel lies in the overage region entred on the
reeiver.
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Figure 2.8: Coverage limits for L = 10km and
√
RR ·RT varying from 4 to 8 km.
2.2.4 Targets bistati radar ross setion
The Radar Cross Setion (RCS) is the parameter used for modelling the power sattered
from the target towards the radar reeiver, when it is illuminated by the radar transmitter
(ative radar) or the seleted IoO (passive radar). The RCS is dened as a (tional) area
that interepts a part of the power inident at the target whih, if sattered uniformly
in all diretions, produes an eho power at the radar equal to that produed by the
real target [Skolnik, 2008℄. This parameter is measured in square meters, and depends
on signal frequeny and polarization, inidene and sattering angles, and physial and
eletrial properties of the target.
In monostati ongurations, inidene and sattering diretions are the same, but in
bistati ongurations the bistati RCS, BRCS, of a target is a funtion of the aspet
and the bistati angles. Beause of that, its haraterization is more omplex than in
the monostati ase. In the optial region, three bistati regions are onsidered: the
pseudo-monostati, the bistati and the forward satter.
- The pseudo-monostati RCS region [Skolnik, 2008℄. Complex targets dened
as an assembly of disrete sattering enters (simple enters suh as at plates, reex
enters suh as orner reetors, skewed reex enters suh as a dihedral with orner
6= 90◦ and stationary phase regions for reeping waves).
For small bistati angles (typially less than 5◦), the BRCS of a omplex target is
equal to the monostati RCS measured on the bisetor of the bistati angle at a
frequeny lower by a fator of cos(β/2).
When the wavelength is small ompared with the target dimensions, these omplex
target models approximate many airraft, ships, ground vehiles, and some missiles.
The targets an be omposed of onduting and dieletri materials.
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- The bistati RCS region [Skolnik, 2008℄: In this region, the bistati RCS diverges
from the monostati one. Three soures of this divergene for omplex targets and
for a target aspet angle xed with respet to the bistati bisetor were identied:
hanges in relative phase between disrete sattering enters, hanges in radiation
from disrete sattering enters, and appearane of new enters or disappearane of
enters.
In general, this divergene results in a bistati RCS lower than the monostati RCS
for omplex targets. Exeptions inlude:
1. Some target aspet angles that generate a low monostati RCS and a high
bistati speular RCS at spei bistati angles.
2. Targets that are designed for low monostati RCS over a range of aspet angles.
3. Shadowing that sometimes ours in a monostati geometry, and not in a
bistati one.
The seond exeption is somewhat surprising and should be disussed. Stealth
tehnology an be based on target shaping, as well as on the appliation of radar
absorbing materials or strutures, or on a ombination of both. Suh tehniques,
generally, fous on the redution of RCS of a target within a so alled threat one
around nose-on aspet. Radar wavelengths in the metri dimensions (VHF/UHF)
pose a onsiderable hallenge to stealth target engineering, as well as bistati or
multi-stati radar system onepts, where the position of the reeiver is unknown
[Kushel et al., 2008℄.
Another eet than an our in the bistati region is the glint redution: when the
returns from dominant satterers are redued in the bistati region, the soure and
hene the magnitude of glint exursions are redued.
- The forward-satter RCS region [Skolnik, 2008℄. In this region, the bistati
angle approahes 180◦. This tehnology has been speially designed for deteting
very low RCS targets. For targets with linear sizes muh bigger than wavelength,
the forward sattering RCS rises sharply (in 103  104 times) in omparison with
the monostati RCS [Cherniakov et al., 2010,Sizov et al., 2007℄.
2.2.5 Bistati lutter haraterization
Clutter refers to all radar ehoes generated by objets present in the overage area that
are not onsidered as desired targets. As targets, point lutter soures are modelled using
the (RCS).
Due to the distributed nature of ground lutter, for modelling the energy baksattered
by the ground surfae when it is illuminated by a transmitter, the sattering oeient
σ0 is used. It is dened as the lutter radar ross setion, σRCS,C per unit area, σ
0 =
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σRCS,C/AC , being AC the radar lutter resolution ell [Skolnik, 2008℄. AC is a funtion of
the geometry and the signal waveform.
The mainlobe bistati lutter ell area, AC,bistaic is dened as the intersetion of the
range ell, the Doppler ell, and the main beam footprint in the area of the ground
ommon to the one-way transmitting and reeiving beams [Willis, 2005℄. The alulus of
AC,bistaic is really omplex [Willis and Griths, 2007℄. In (2.12), an approximation of the
range-limited AC,bistaic for small grazing angles and RT + RR >> L is presented [Willis,
2005℄: ∆φR is the reeiver antenna azimuth beamwidth, B is the signal bandwidth, and
β is the bisati angle.
AC,bistaic =
c · RR ·∆φR
2 · B · cos(β/2)2 (2.12)
Bistati lutter studies are signiantly less numerous than monostati ones. In [Willis
and Griths, 2007℄ a detailed review of the bistati σ0 database for terrain and sea at
mirowave and optial frequenies published by Weiner in 1980 is presented. Most of
the data were aquired at X band, and no results were presented for VHF nor UHF
frequenies. In [Al-Ashwal et al., 2011℄, monostati and bistati sea lutter were measured
simultaneously at 2.4 GHz. The K+noise distribution was used for modeling amplitude
statistis. In [Malanowski and Kulpa, 2012℄ two tehniques were proposed for modeling
the land and sea lutter proles at FM frequenies. In [Maio et al., 2008℄ and [Maio et al.,
2010℄, bistati land lutter was measured at 1, 853.6 and 2, 162.6MHz. A statistial study
of the in phase and in-quadrature omponents proved their deviation from the Gaussian
model. In [Al-Ashwal et al., 2014b℄ and [Al-Ashwal et al., 2014a℄ a detailed study of real
data at S band was presented: mean σ0 values and statistial models for lutter amplitude.
2.2.6 Time proessing parameters
Referene and surveillane hannels olleted data are divided into data segments of Tint
s (Coherent Proessing Intervals, CPIs), using a periodi pulse train with a seleted Pulse
Repetition Interval (PRI) (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Time proessing parameters denition
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Taking into onsideration desired targets dynamis, Doppler resolution and proessing
tehniques to be applied, Tint and PRI are seleted. In many ases, Tint = PRI. A
Range-Doppler Surfae (RDS) is generated for eah CPI. The assoiated integration gain
is dened by Tint. Preproessing and detetion tehniques are also applied to eah CPI,
while the traking tehniques operate on the generated plots at a data updating rate equal
to PRI.
Time parameters must be arefully seleted onsidering their impat on the dierent
proessing stages and system parameters:
- The higher Tint, the higher the CAF proessing gain, but also the assoiated om-
putational ost.
- To exploit all the possible integration gain, during Tint the target must be illumi-
nated, and a targets dynami study is required to minimize the target lak of fous
due to its movement.
- System Doppler resolution is dened as 1/Tint, so the higher Tint, the higher the
Doppler resolution.
- PRI determines potential time integrations applied in the detetion stage. This
time integration apability is ritially limited by desired targets size and dynamis,
system resolution, and the appliation of range-Doppler migration ompensation
tehniques.
- PRI dened the traker data updating rate, and aets traker manoeuvre detetion
performane.
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Chapter 3
Digital signals as IoOs
3.1 Introdution
Numerous works an be found in radar literature that fous on the study of the IoO
waveform, using the Ambiguity Funtion (AF) as the main analysis tool. The analysis of
the AF of a waveform allows a fairly aurate estimation of the radar system resolutions,
and the predition of potential ambiguities.
In this hapter, the denition and main properties of the AF are summarized and
dierent digital ommuniations waveforms are studied. A omparative study of several
mobile ommuniations and broadasting ommerial digital signals is presented, from a
radar engineer point of view, in order to determine their impat on the nal passive radar
system performane. The study is ompleted with the study of a radar signal onsisting
in a set of oherent Linear Frequeny Modulated, LFM, pulses, designed for Syntheti
Aperture Radar appliations.
3.2 The ambiguity funtion
The Ambiguity Funtion (AF) is a key tool for analysing the main properties of a waveform
for radar detetion purposes. It desribes how a signal is orrelated with itself delayed
in time by an amount τ , and shifted in frequeny an amount f . It is also known as the
time-frequeny autoorrelation funtion. The Doppler-sensitive autoorrelation funtion
performs two important tasks:
• It provides the neessary signal proessing gain to allow detetion of the target eho,
ating as a mathed lter for the radar system.
• It allows the estimation of the bistati range and Doppler shift of the target.
The AF is a two dimensional funtion (3.1):
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sAF (τ, f) =
1
Tint
∫ Tint
0
x(ν)x∗(ν − τ) exp−j2πfνdν (3.1)
A disrete-time implementation of the AF is shown in expression 3.2:
sAF [m, p] =
N−1∑
n=0
s[n] · s∗[n−m] · exp(−j2π p
N
n) (3.2)
• Tint and fs are the oherent proessing time and the sampling frequeny, respetively.
• N = Tint · fs is the number of samples.
• m represents the time bin assoiated with a delay τm = mfs .
• p is the Doppler bin orresponding to Doppler shift fDp = fs · ( pN ).
• s[n] = x(n/fs).
The AF has the following properties that must be taken into aount in the IoO
seletion:
1. The maximum of the absolute value of the AF always appears at the origin.
2. The magnitude of the AF is symmetri with respet to the origin: |sAF [m, p]| =
|sAF [−m,−p]|.
3. The value of the AF at the origin is related to the energy of the signal: |sAF [0, 0]| =
|∑N−1n=0 |s[n]|2|
4. In a PBR system, when the AF is applied to the referene and surveillane signals,
it has a maximum at the pair (τ0, fd), that is the Maximum Likelihood estimation of
the relative delay, τ , and Doppler, fD, shift values between both signals and diretly
related to the target ehoes parameters.
5. The ut of the AF along the frequeny axis allows the study of frequeny resolution.
This ut is expressed as the Fourier transform of the squared amplitude of the signal.
6. The ut along the delay axis is the autoorrelation of the signal, that is related to
the Energy Spetral Density of the signal through the Fourier transform. The delay
resolution will depend on the signal bandwidth.
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3.2.1 Range and Doppler Resolutions
The resolution in delay estimation is inversely proportional to the signal bandwidth. In
monostati radars, the relation between delay and target-to-radar distane is alulated
as: ∆R = c/(2 · B), being c the light speed and B the signal bandwidth. The AF ut
for zero Doppler is the autoorrelation of the signal, but it an be also interpreted as the
output of the mathed lter for dierent signal delays, allowing the study of the system
range resolution.
The AF ut for zero delay provides information about the response of the mathed
lter to targets with a zero delay, but with a Doppler shift dierent from zero. The
Doppler resolution is inversely proportional to signal length. It is determined by the
amplitude modulation of the signal, and not by the phase.
3.2.2 Types of AFs
The AFs (or the waveforms whih produe them) an be lassied in three dierent
lasses [Rihazek, 1971℄:
• Class A: The AF onsists of a ridge along τ = 0 or f = 0, and is typial of
waveforms for whih the produt of length and bandwidth is approximately unity.
The waveforms with this lass of AF an provide good resolution in time or Doppler,
but not both at the same time. An example is shown in Figure 3.1.
 
Figure 3.1: Class A ambiguity funtion example [Levanon and Monzeson, 2004℄.
• Class B1: These waveforms are noise-like, and are almost unorrelated with them-
selves. The AF onsists of a spike at the origin with the largest part of the volume
distributed in a low level pedestal. There exists an inverse relationship between the
length, the bandwidth, and the volume of the spike at the origin (Figure 3.2).
This lass of waveforms an resolve targets very well in both time delay and Doppler
shift, if long durations and high bandwidths are used, but the targets with low RCS
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an be masked by the pedestal. Long pseudo-random sequenes are good examples
of Class B1 waveforms.
 
Figure 3.2: Class B1 ambiguity funtion example [Levanon and Monzeson, 2004℄.
• Class B2: The AF onsists of a ridge oriented at an angle to the axis. The
waveforms are non-periodi deterministi signals, with a length-bandwidth produt
muh bigger than unity. They are obtained by modulating a lass A signal (Figure
3.3).
3.2.3 Periodi Ambiguity Funtion. Type C signals
Signaling and synhronization omponents of digital ommuniation systems waveforms
are periodi, and produe ambiguity peaks in the AF. They an be explained by studying
the Periodi Ambiguity Funtion (PAF), whih was introdued for the purpose of analyz-
ing the response of a lter mathed to a nite interval Tf of a Continuous Waveform (CW)
signal, modulated by a periodi waveform u(t) with period T0 [Levanon and Monzeson,
2004,Freedman and Levanon, 1994℄.
A CW signal is an innite duration signal with onstant amplitude and frequeny, and
the PAF an be dened with the following expression:
sPAF (τ, f) =
1
Tf
∫ Tf
0
u(t)x∗(t− τ) exp−j2πftdt (3.3)
The multiperiod PAF (Tf is a multiple of T0, the period of the periodi signal) an be
related to the ambiguity funtion of the nite duration signal of one period. The single
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Figure 3.3: Class B2 ambiguity funtion example [Levanon and Monzeson, 2004℄.
pediod PAF is multiplied by a funtion to obtain the multiperiod PAF. This funtion
presents peaks at frequenies that are multiples of T−10 , and nulls at frequenies that
are integer multiples of (T0 ·N)−1, exept f = kT−10 . These nulls orrespond to Doppler
frequenies that annot be deteted. In (3.4), the PAF of a set of N periods, sPAF,NT (τ, f)
is expressed as the produt of the one period AF sAF,T (τ, f) and the dened funtion
(Figure 3.4):
sPAF,NT (τ, f) = sAF,T (τ, f) · sin(π · f ·N · T )
N · sin(π · T ) · exp (jπ · f · (N − 1) · T ) (3.4)
In this ase, the ut along the delay axis (f = 0) is the periodi autoorrelation of
u(t), and the ut along the Doppler axis (τ = 0) is the Fourier transform of |u(t)|2 . As
the periodi autoorrelation of u(t) is also periodi with the same period, the ut of the
PAF along the frequeny axis is periodi with the same period T.
All these properties should be taken into onsideration in the analysis of dierent
IoOs, beause they an impose some onstraints to the Doppler frequenies or delays of
the target in order to be deteted without ambiguity
Type C signals inlude all deterministi periodi waveforms. In Figure 3.5 the PAF of
N periods of a signal omposed by retangular pulses of length T with a pulse repetition
interval Tr is depited.
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Figure 3.4: | sin(pi·f ·N ·T )
N ·sin(pi·T )
| for N = 10, T = 3 · 10−6 s, and f ∈ (0, 1)MHz.
 
Figure 3.5: Class C ambiguity funtion example [Levanon and Monzeson, 2004℄.
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3.3 IoO seletion
Many published studies fous on the analysis of IoOs waveforms using the AF. But there
are other harateristis that must be also onsidered:
- Reliability of IoO: the IoO must be available in the geographial Area of Interest
(AoI), or at least, it should be possible to predit when and where it fulls this
ondition.
- Known position: the IoO should have a known position or, at least, it should be
possible to loate it easily in order to estimate the target position from the radar
system measurements [Willis, 2005℄.
- Known waveform: the IoO should have a known waveform in order to allow
optimum reeption and detetion with appropriate signal proessing.
- Signal bandwidth: It should be large enough to ensure the required range reso-
lution.
- Signal soure power levels: They should be high enough to aomplish with the
performane requirements of the radar appliation. Tehnologial limitations an
impose input signal sensitivity and SNR performane limitations, whih ultimately
bound the radar performane.
- Area illuminated by the IoO: The IoO should illuminate the passive radar and
the target simultaneously, allowing the aquisition of the target eho and the refer-
ene signal for mathed ltering.
- Target Illumination time for passive radar appliations: The signal should
have enough length to allow oherent time proessing required for target detetion.
3.4 DVB-T Broadasting as IoO
Digital signals reahed great relevane against analogue ones due to their bigger and infor-
mation ontent independent bandwidths [Baker et al., 2005,Griths and Baker, 2005a℄.
Among them, Digital Video Broadasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) is of speial interest due
to its availability, transmitted power and waveform [Saini and M.Cherniakov, 2005,Ruk
et al., 2009,Barena-Humanes et al., 2014,O Hagan et al., 2014,Bolvardi et al., 2015℄.
DVB-T is the Digital Television Broadast transmission standard most used in the
European Union. It feasibility as PBR waveform has been studied in radar literature [Saini
and M.Cherniakov, 2005℄. In this setion, a brief summary is presented, foussing on
the exploitation of onseutive DVB-T hannels for inreasing signal bandwidth and,
onsequently, PBR range resolution.
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Table 3.1: Conguration modes of the DVB-T signal
Mode 2k 8K
Number of arriers, Kc 1705 6817
Symbol length, Tu 224 µs 896 µs
Guard Interval length, ∆(1/4) 56 µs 224 µs
Carrier modulation 64-QAM 64-QAM
Total bandwidth 7.61 MHz 7.61 MHz
In Table 3.1 the transmission modes enumerated in the ETSI standard, [300-744,
1999℄, are summarized. The single hannel bandwidth is assumed as 7.61MHz. with
a monostati range resolution approximately equal to 20m, but this resolution an be
improved using multihannel signals.
The Ambiguity Funtion is the basi tool for analyzing detetion apabilities of wave-
forms. Its expression an be obtained substituying sSURV [n] by sREF in (2.1). The
general DVB-T signal generation sheme is presented in Figure 3.6 [300-744, 1999, Saini
and M.Cherniakov, 2005℄.
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Figure 3.6: Basi sheme of DVB-T transmission system
• The random signal omponent is a B1 lass waveform, whose AF onsists of a spike
at the origin with the largest part of the volume distributed in a low level pedestal
(thumbtak funtion). This lass of waveforms an resolve targets in both time
delay and Doppler shift, if long integration times and high bandwidths are used,
but the targets with low RCS an be masked by the pedestal [Rihazek, 1971℄.
• The deterministi omponent is generated by Pilot Carriers (PC), Transport Pa-
rameters Signalling (TPS) and the Guard Interval (GI). They have well known
positions into the transmission frame, and generate high orrelation peaks in the
range-Doppler map, their positions are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Ambiguity peaks loation in the range domain
Mode GI peaks (km) Sattered PC (km) Continual PC (km) TPS (km)
2k, TU = 224µs Every 33.6 Every 2.8 & 138.6 Every 11.2 & 34.65 34.65
8k, TU = 896µs Every 134.4 Every 11.2 & 554.4 Every 44.8 & 138.6 138.6
The 3D AF of a signal omposed by a real DVB-T hannel is depited in Figure 3.4.
The aforementioned ambiguity peaks distribution it is shown in Figure 3.4where the rst
peak pattern is learly presented. Deep studies about the eet of these deterministi
omponents, an be found in [Saini and Cherniakov, 2002,Saini and M.Cherniakov, 2005,
Conti et al., 2011,Conti et al., 2012,Barena-Humanes et al., 2014℄.
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Figure 3.7: AF of an aquired DVB-T hannel
The DVB-T broadasting onguration an allow, if onseutive hannels are available,
the use of more than only one. As the signal bandwidth its inreased, an improvement in
the expeted system range resolution an be ahieved. An additional onsequene of using
onseutive hannels is the redution on the AF pedestal level due to the B1 noise-like
signals AF harateristis: the pedestal levels is ontrolled by the
1
BT
value. This level
determines the ratio between the main lobe level and the noise one. Then, through the
use of multiple onseutive hannel, the SNR of the AF is slightly improved. In Figure
3.8, the AF of a real 8K mode signal omposed by three onseutive hannels is presented.
The thumbtak funtion entered on (0, 0) is observed, together with ambiguity peaks
generated by the deterministi omponents. In Figure 3.9 a omparison between the zero-
Doppler ut of the AF using one, two and three onseutive hannels is depited showing
the ommented pedestal level improvement.
In Table 3.3, the onlusions about the suitability of the DVB-T signal as IoO in
passive radar appliations are summarized.
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Table 3.3: Main features of DVB-T signals as IoO in passive radars.
Charateristis DVB-T as IoO in passive radar
Reliability of the IoO
- Emitter loations are xed.
- The bandwidth is not data dependent.
Known position
- Emitters loation are publi and aessible to
everyone.
Known waveform
- The harateristis of the transmitter waveform
and its bandwidth are known.
- There is no unertainty in range resolution.
- There are ambiguity peaks in the range domain,
due the deterministi omponents, but an be avoided
using signal proessing.
- There exits ambiguity peaks in the Doppler domain,
that generate ambiguity veloity peaks, but the values
of ambiguity veloities are high enough for most of
the appliations.
Signal bandwidth
- The DVB-T signal bandwidth is onstant, and high
enough to obtain range resolutions of about 20m.
Signal soure power levels - High enough to ensure a big overage area.
Area iluminated by the
IoO
- Both the target and the radar an be easily illumi-
nated at the same time.
Target illumination time for
passive radar appliations
- Due to signal ontinuous transmission, the target
illumination time is only limited by the overage of the
seleted IoO and the target dynamis.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Real multihannel signal (a), Ambiguity funtion (b)
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Figure 3.9: AF omparison between using one and three onseutive hannels.
3.5 Spae-Borne illuminators
Spae-born emitters, suh as ommuniation, global positioning and Digital Video Broad-
asting satellites, have some harateristis that make them suitable to be used as IoOs.
They are mainly related to the use of higher frequenies, whih redues de physial sizes
of the antennas, big bandwidths and the possibility of almost global availability. On the
other hand, some drawbaks must be taken into onsideration:
• The big distane between target and transmitter gives rise to very low sattered
power from the target. Inreasing the transmitter power is very diult, due to
power supply limitations in spae platforms.
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• Target-to-transmitter range is muh longer than the target-to-reeiver range. Be-
ause of that, Cassini ovals are split into two overage areas, one entered on the
transmitter and the other is entered on the reeiver.
• An important redution of the passive radar overage is expeted ompared to that
ahievable using DVB-T transmitters.
• The bistati angle an be too high, giving rise to a poor range resolution.
In [Cherniakov et al., 2008℄, an analysis about the power issue in the spae-born IoO
is presented. Considering only the power level, the most promising spae-born IoO are
the new digital video broadasting satellites W2A and I-4 EMEA. These new satellites
have more diretive antennas, but the transmitted power is almost the same. The main
disadvantage of these satellites is that they are geostationary. This means that they are
above the Equator and there are target positions with a bistati angle lose to 180◦, giving
rise to unaeptable range resolutions. The spot beam GPS is expeted to be able to
provide an inrease in reeived power on the Earth surfae of 20dB. In these systems, new
problems related to the low orbit of the emitters and their non-onstant overage area,
must be addressed.
3.5.1 Digital Video Broadasting - Satellite
In this setion, DVB-S ommerial broadasting signals are onsidered, so all the study
fousses on geostationary satellites. The DVB-S standard dates from 1994 and only spei-
es the harateristis of the physial link and framing, and desribes the modulation and
hannel oding system for satellite television (multi-programme and High Denition Tele-
vision). It uses the MPEG-2 video ode, and is suitable to be used on dierent satellite
transponder bandwidths. DVB-S2 denes a "seond generation" of satellite broadast-
ing, with improved modulation and hannel oding stages. The new standard dates from
2005, and improves the previous one in the oding and modulation bloks but it does not
speify any onstraints about arrier frequeny or transmission bandwidth that are har-
ateristis of the satellite transponder. In fat, the standard is dened as the funtional
blok diagram of equipment performing the adaptation of the baseband digital signals
from the output of a single or multiple data soures (MPEG transport for example) to
the satellite hannel harateristis.
The DVB-S2 standard, [302-307, 2009℄, speies the following appliation areas: Broad-
ast servies, Interative servies, Digital Satellite News Gathering (DSNG) and Profes-
sional servies. Dierent ongurations for eah appliation area are possible, but not all
of them are suitable for being used as IoO: there is a onguration mode that hanges
the modulation harateristis and the ode ratios frame to frame, to ahieve the best
performane. In a passive bistati radar system, the variability of the IoO harateristis
with time must be avoided.
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In Figure 3.10 the main bloks of the global arhiteture of the DVB-S2 signal is
presented. Those stages grouped in red are those that an generate ambiguity peaks,
onsidering the data stream at the input of that group as a pseudo-random sequene.
There are two stages that ould generate repetitive patterns that must be taken into
aount to obtain the possible range ambiguity peaks:
• In the Physial layer framing blok, the data stream provided by the bit-mapper
(XFECFRAME) is divided in slots of 90 symbols, then a header symbols, the Phys-
ial Layer Header (PLHEADER), are added to a set of slots in order to form the
Physial Layer frame (PLFRAME). If the harateristis of modulation are on-
stant during transmission, the whole PLHEADER will be repeated every frame. In
other ases, only the Star of Frame ode (SOF), a small portion at the start of the
PLHEADER, will be repeated.
• In the transmission mode with pilot bloks, they are inluded every 16 slots (i.e. ev-
ery 16x90 symbols). This pattern generates a range ambiguity peak in the ambiguity
funtion that must be taken into onsideration.
 
Figure 3.10: DVB-S signal generation blok diagram, [302-307, 2009℄
The PLFRAME, exluding the PLHEADER, will be randomised for energy dispersal
by multiplying the omplex value by a random sequene. The inuene of the srambling
proess in the repetitive patterns that have been found in the PLFRAME must be also
studied:
• As Srambling is not applied to the PLHEADER, the sequene is still periodi after
the proess, and the ambiguity peaks generated are still relevant.
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• The ambiguities assoiated with the pilot bloks are not ompletely removed. The
srambling ode will be reset at the end of eah PLHEADER. Therefore, the sram-
bling ode will be the same from the pilot blok from one frame to the equivalent
blok in the next frame. The same repetitive pattern from one frame to the next
remains (whih has the same time interval than the header), but the inter-pilot
blok pattern disappears.
For obtaining the range ambiguity value, the satellite transponder bandwidth must be
known, and the length of the PLFRAME, that depends on the length of the FECFRAME,
frame form the stages before modulation, on the harateristis of the bit mapping and on
the number of pilot symbols in the transmitted signals, shall be alulated using equation
(3.5), for a DVB-S signal with µmod = 2, orresponding to a QPSK modulation, and
with pilots inorporated, (the length of the PLFRAME hanges if the pilots symbols are
added or not).
lPLFRAME = (360 + 1) · 90 + 360 + 1
16
· 32 = 361 · 90 + 22 · 32 [Symb] (3.5)
As transmitted bandwidth and arrier frequeny are determined by the satellite hara-
teristis, the loations of the aforementioned ambiguity peaks are transponder dependent.
Simulated signal was generated assuming HISPASAT satellite transponder: a roll fator
of the modulation raise osine of α = 0.35, QPSK modulation (parallelism level = 2), and
a transponder with a bandwidth of 36MHz were onsidered. The range ambiguity de-
rived from the PLFRAME frame repetitions an be obtained, before obtaining the frame
duration TFRAME equation (3.6):
TFrame = ∆τ =
33.194
RS
= 1.245ms (3.6)
where RS is the transmitted signal symbol rate that depends on the signal bandwidth
and on α, equation (3.7):
Rs =
B
1− α (3.7)
For the seleted modulation and satellite transponder lPLFRAME = 33.194, RS =
26.67MB, giving rise to a frame duration of TFRAME = 1.245ms. This value is assoiated
with a monostati equivalente range of 186.75 km, being great enough to have no relevane
in most of the situations. Furthermore, the randomized nature of the signal gives rise to a
very good AF. In Figure 3.11(a), the 3D ambiguity funtion of the simulated transmitted
signal, assuming an integration time of 25 ms is presented. The range resolution and
ambiguities an be seen in Figure 3.11(b). Their position in the delay axis is loated at
1.245 ms (186.75km in the range axis).
In order to hek the inuene of the satellite transponder bandwidth, the same proess
has been implemented using a 33 MHz satellite transponder. The new ambiguity peaks
are loated at 1.354 ms, orresponding to 203.8km in the range axis (Figure 3.12).
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(a) 3D
 
(b) AF zero Doppler ut
Figure 3.11: AF obtained for a 36 MHz satellite transponder
 
Figure 3.12: Range ambiguities peaks for a 33 MHz satellite transponder
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Table 3.4: Main features of DVB-S signals as IoO in passive radars.
Charateristis DVB-S2 as IoO in passive radar
Reliability of the IoO
- The bandwidth is not data dependent.
- Continouos transmission with a xed power.
Known position
- Emitters loation are publi and aessible to
everyone.
Known waveform
- The harateristis of the transmitter waveform
and its bandwidth are known.
- There is no unertainty in range resolution.
- There are ambiguity peaks in the range domain that
depend on the satellite transponder haraterists.
Signal bandwidth
- The B is onstant, and high enough to obtain range
resolutions of about 4 m (it depends on the satellite
transponder).
Signal soure power levels
- Power levels are very high but the attenuation due
to the large distanes makes the reeiver eho power
very low.
Area illuminated by the
IoO
- Both the target and the radar an be illuminated at
the same time, but additional onsiderations about
the system geometry must be taken into aount.
Target illumination time
for passive radar appliations
- Due to signal ontinuous transmission, the target
illumination time is only limited by the overage of the
seleted IoO and the target dynamis.
In Table 3.4 the main onlusions about the suitability of the DVB-S signal as IoO in
passive radar have been summarized.
3.5.2 Coherent LFM pulse train
In this PhD Thesis, passive radar systems exploiting satellite IoOs were also onsidered.
A feasibility study of Earth Observation Syntheti Aperture Radar, EO-SAR, as IoOs was
performed. In this setion, the analysis of a basi radar signal used in EO-SAR sensors
is presented. The use of radar signals was expeted to provide signiant advantages
with respet to ommerial broadasting ones. In this setion, the study of the oherent
train of LFM pulses is presented, beause in the onsidered passive radar appliation, the
oherent proessing time will be longer than the pulse duration, so the mathing ltering
stage is dierent from that used for SAR images generation, [Bárena-Humanes et al.,
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2015℄.
The AF of a syntheti signal is depited in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. The syntheti signal
was generated with the following parameters:
• Pulse Repetition Frequeny, PRF = 3.03886 kHz
• Duty yle, τ = 19%.
• Modulation fator, kr = 2.0383 · 1012 Hz/s
• Bandwidth, ∆B = 127.44 MHz
• Pulse duration, T = 62.523µ s.
• Number of LFM (Linear Frequeny Modulation) pulses, 50. 
1
  
PRF 
Figure 3.13: Ambiguity funtion (AF) estimation for a syntheti signal omposed of a set
of LFM pulses.
The ambiguity peak pattern predited in [Levanon and Monzeson, 2004℄ an be learly
identied along the time delay dimension, with a period equal to
1
PRF
, and also along
Doppler shift dimension with a period equal to PRF .
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Figure 3.14: AF main uts.
Chapter 4
Adaptive Filtering Fundamentals
In previous hapters the problems that must be faed in the design of a passive radar were
enumerated. Among them, the degradation in the detetion apabilities that DPI and
other interferenes give rise, is one of the most relevant. Nowadays there are numerous
analyses and studies aimed at the suppression of DPI as set forth in [Colone et al., 2006℄,
[Saini et al., 2003℄ and [Wu et al., 2012a℄, whih are based on the adaptive algorithms
ability to follow the variations of the signal. The main problem these algorithms urrently
present are the evaluation of their impat in the system performane and their high
omputational ost.
4.1 Adaptive Filtering basi priniples
In the statistial approah to the linear ltering problem, prior knowledge of ertain
statistial parameters of the signal and of the undesired additive noise is assumed. When
the prior signal information is not available, adaptive lters an be used due its reursive
operation: they are able to follow slow time varying signals. Only FIR lters are taken
into onsideration in order to avoid feedbaks in the lter strutures.
Taking the Wiener-Kolmogorov sheme as the starting point for most of adaptive l-
ters, a basi lter sheme is presented in Figure 4.1, [Diniz, 2008℄ and [Haykin, 2008℄. The
transversal lter is omposed of only three basi elements: time delay units, multipliers
and adders. Assuming a lter order of K-1, the struture onsist on K-1 delays and adders
and K multipliers or weighs.
For a given time instant (n), the lter output y(n) is an estimation of the desired
signal d(n). The main aim of this struture is minimizing e(n), dened as the dierene
between the desired signal and the output of the lter e[n] = d(n) − y(n), aording
to a previously dened ost funtion, through the alulus of a weight vetor Wn,K =
[wn,0, wn,1, wn,2, · · ·wn,K−1] for eah time instant n. The denition of the target funtion
that depends on e(n), and the seleted approah for minimizing it will determine the
implemented solution and will be key points in the adaptive ltering seletion:
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Figure 4.1: Transversal lter sheme.
• Performane funtion denition: The seletion of the funtion to be minimized
by the algorithm strongly aets its omplexity, onvergene and stability. One
of the most ommon target funtions is the Mean Squared Error, MSE: F [e(k)] =
E[|e(k)|2], where E denotes the expetation operation. Dierent mean squared error
estimators were proposed:
1. Sum of Squares Error (SSE): FSSE(k) =
∑L−1
i=0 |e(k − i)|2. The value of L is a
ompromise solution between the estimation error auray, and the hanges
on the input signal properties.
2. Weight Least Squares (WLS): FWLS(k) =
∑L−1
i=0 λ
i|e(k − i)|2] , with λ < 1.
3. Instantaneous Squared Value (ISV): FISV (k) = |e(k)|2.
• Performane funtion minimization algorithm denition: Taking into on-
sideration that the main objetive is the minimization of the seleted performane
funtion, the way in with this task is aorded depends on the optimization approah
seleted. A adaptive proess based on minimization desent methods is presented in
(4.1), where ∆ is the algorithm update term based on performane funtion gradient
and αK is a non-negative salar that minimizes F [e(k)] and generally is a funtion
of the weight vetor:
(
.
n+ 1) = d(n) + αK∆F [e(k)] (4.1)
Newtown's, Quasi-Newton's and Steepest Desent methods are widely applied. The
onvergene time (time that the system takes to obtain a stable output response)
and the omputational omplexity of the seleted adaptive ltering strategy mainly
depend on this algorithm seletion.
In order to larify how the transversal lter sheme an be used in the Zero-Doppler
interferene suppression ontext, signal models of the referene, SREF (n), and surveillane,
SSURV (n), hannels are presented in (4.2).
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Figure 4.2: DPI and Clutter 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ellation sheme.
SREF (n) = sIoO (n) + nRref (n)
SSURV (n) = ST (n) + νo (n) = ST (n) + SCLUTTER(n) + SDPI(n) + nRsurv(n)
(4.2)
where sIoO(n) is the diret signal from the IoO, nRref is the thermal noise ontribution at
the referene hannel reeiver antenna. The term ST (n) refers to the desired signal in the
surveillane hannel, the targets ehoes. The term ν0(n) represents the interferenes in
the surveillane hannel: lutter omponents, SCLUTTER(n), the DPI, SDPI(n), and the
thermal noise in the surveillane hannel, nRsurv(n).
Taking into onsideration this signal model, the proposed struture to solve the Zero
Doppler Interferene (ZDI) problem is a transversal adaptive aneller, Figure 4.2 [Diniz,
2008, Haykin, 2008℄. The ltered signal, SSURFFIL(n) is expressed in (4.3), where ωk,n
denotes the k-th lter weight at iteration n (in this example, lter weights are updated
sample by sample).
SSURVFIL (n) = SSURV (n)− y(n) = SSURV (n)−
K−1∑
k=0
wk,nSREF (n− k) (4.3)
The objetive of the proess is to minimize the performane funtion in order to rejet,
for the range loations assoiated with the rst K range bins, the ontributions of lutter
and DPI interferenes. Atually, SSURVFIL(n) is the error measured between the desired
signal (SSURV ) and the lter output (y(n)): e[n] = SSURVFIL(n).
4.2 Adaptive Filtering Algorithms for ZDS in passive
radar
In this setion, theoretial fundamentals of the onsidered algorithms are presented. The
Least Mean Square algorithm, LMS, belongs to the family of the stohastis gradient algo-
rithms. Reurxive Leasr Square, RLS, and the Extensive CAnellation, ECA, algorithm,
are based on the Least Squares approah So a brief introdution to the Least Squares
fundamentals is also inluded.
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4.2.1 Least Squares fundamentals
The goal of the Least Squares Method is the minimization of the sum of squared dierenes
between the onstruted urve y(n)), Figure 4.2 and the vetor SREF,n = [SREF (n), SREF (n−
1), ...SREF (n − (K − 1))] . The transversal lter struture proposed in the signal model
setion is also applied here, as the algorithm hooses the tap weights of the lter, wk, to
minimize a performane funtion that onsists of the sum of error squares:
F (w0, ..., wK−1) =
N∑
n=1
|e(n)|2 (4.4)
To desribe the least squares ondition of the linear transversal lter, the system of
normal equations will be presented [Haykin, 2008℄. The minimum estimation error emin(n)
is dened as the estimation error that the lter gives rise using the weight vetor obtained
when the system is optimized to operate in the least-squared ondition, equation (4.5).
emin(n) = d(n)− wˆHSREF,n (4.5)
N∑
n=K
SREF (n−K)e∗min(n) = 0 (4.6)
Substituting equation (4.5) in equation (4.6), priniple of orthogonality, and rearrang-
ing terms, a system of K equations an be delared:
N∑
n=K
SREF (n−k)d∗(n) =
k−1∑
t=0
wˆt
N∑
n=k
SREF (n−k)S∗REF (n−t) k = 0, . . . , K−1 (4.7)
This system of euations an be rewritten in matrix from (4.8):
1. The K x K time-averaged orrelation matrix of the lter input vetor SREF,n:
Φ =


φ(0, 0) φ(1, 0) . . . φ(K − 1, 0)
φ(0, 1) φ(1, 1) . . . φ(K − 1, 1)
.
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.
.
.
φ(0, K − 1) φ(1, K − 1) . . . φ(K − 1, K − 1)

 (4.8)
where eah element of the matrix, the time averaged autoorrelation funtion of the
tap-input vetor (4.9):
φ(t, k) =
i−t∑
i=K
SREF,n(i− k)S∗REF,n(i− t) 0 ≤ (t, k) ≤ K − 1 (4.9)
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2. The K x 1 time-averaged ross orrelation vetor between the tap inputs and the
desired response:
zSREF ,d = [zSREF ,d(0), zSREF ,d(−1), · · · , zSREF ,d(−K + 1)]T (4.10)
where eah element of the matrix an be expressed as:
zSREF ,d(−m) =
N∑
i=K
SREF,n(i−m)d∗(i) 0 ≤ m ≤ K − 1 (4.11)
3. The K-by-1 tap-weight vetor of the least-squares lter:
wK = [w0,w1, · · · ,wK−1]T (4.12)
Therefore, we may rewrite the system of K equations as:
ΦwˆK = zSREF ,d (4.13)
Thanks to the uniqueness theorem, the problem of minimizing the sum of error
squares, F (n), always has a solution, [Stwart, 1973℄.
4.3 Least Mean Square, LMS, algorithm
The LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm belongs to the family of stohastis gradient
algorithms as has already ommented, the updating proess of the lter weight vetor
uses an estimation of the error funtion gradient. One of its main features is its simpliity.
It is usually used as a referene solution [Widrow and Ho, 1960,Guillemin and Kalman,
1971℄.
The seleted error funtion is the ISV, FISV (k) = |e(k)|2. Attending setion 4.2, two
main stages an be distinguishes within the algorithm.
• A linear ltering proess, expression (4.14), where the ltering stage output is the
error e(n), dened as the dierene between the ltered signal and the surveillane
hannel, expression (4.15).
y(n) = wH(n)SREF,n (4.14)
e(n) = SSURV,n(n)− y(n) (4.15)
• An adaptive mehanism that iteratively adjust the weighs of the transversal lter.
At eah iteration, a orretion of the weight vetor is arried out using an estimation
of the gradient of the system error surfae, w(n+1) = w(n)−µ∇̂(n) [Widrow and
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Stearns, 1985℄. A saled fator µ is used as the algorithm learning onstant or step-
size parameter. This update mehanism is shown in Figure 4.3. If omplex samples
are available for the input and referene signals, the LMS algorithm uses expression
(4.16) for weight update, [Haykin, 2008℄:
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + µ · SREF,n(n)e∗(n)
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + µ · SREF,n(n)[SSURV,n(n)∗ − SHREF,n(n)w(n)]
(4.16)
 
SREF(n) 
SREF(n) 
FISV(n) 
SREF (n-k +1) 
. . .  
SREF (n-1) 
 
Figure 4.3: Weights ontrol mehanism for LMS algorithm.
The LMS algorithm is onvergent in the mean square sense [Haykin, 2008℄, if satises:
E[|ǫ(n)|2] −→ constant as n −→∞ (4.17)
where ǫ(n) is the weight error vetor dened as the dierene between the estimated and
the optimum weight vetors. If Fmin[|e(n)|2] is dened as the performane funtion value
obtained using the optimal lter (assuming the optimal weight vetor), and using the
trae operator properties, an expression that relates the mean-squared error terms and
the autoorrelation matries of the tap-input vetor and weight error vetor, R(n) =
SREF,nS
H
REF,n and K(n) = ǫ(n)ǫ
H(n) respetively, an be enuniated:
F [|e(n)|2] = Fmin[|e(n)|2] + tr[RK(n)] (4.18)
Through the study of expression (4.18) the onvergene of the LMS algorithm ould
be assured if and only if the step-size parameter µ satises the ondition, (4.19), where
λmax is assoiated with the largest eigenvalue of the orrelation matrix. The knowledge
of λmax is not always available, but it is possible to redene onvergene ondition using
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the sum of the mean squared values of the signal input vetor samples [Haykin, 2008℄:
o < µ <
2
λmax
o < µ <
2
K−1∑
m=0
E|SREF,n(n−m)|2
(4.19)
The onvergene time required by the algorithm is related to the step-size parameter:
as smaller is the parameter, the onvergene time get higher. Therefore, through the
seletion of the µ parameter, a trade-o between performane and onvergene time ould
be ahievable taking into onsideration eah senario harateristis.
Otherwise, in terms of omputational ost, for a lter of order (K−1), the LMS algo-
rithm requires (2K) omplex multipliations and (2K) omplex additions per iteration,
so the omputational omplexity of the LMS algorithm is O(K). Both main parameters,
µ and the lter order, are losely related to the algorithm performane for ZDS problem
through the onvergene time.
4.3.1 Normalized LMS algorithm
One drawbak of the LMS algorithm is the gradient noise inrease as the lter order
inreases, due to eah orretion to the tap-weight vetor is proportional to the input
vetor SREF,n. In addition, lter order determines two more ltering parameters: the
maximum range bin till the ZDS takes plae, and the step-size parameter upper limit due
to the onvergene rule. The lter orders required for a xed distane, ould be assoiated
with high onvergene times through too small µ values.
Normalized LMS algorithm is a variation of the standard LMS, whih applies a nor-
malization to the tap-weight vetor w(n+1) with respet to the squared Eulidean norm
of the input vetor, in order to adapt the algorithm to the priniple of minimum distur-
bane [Haykin, 2008℄ . The new update expression an be written as:
w(n+ 1) = w(n) +
µ˜
‖SREF,n(n)2‖SREF,n(n)e
∗(n) (4.20)
NLMS algorithm onvergene is assured if the step size parameter satises the following
ondition [Weiss and Mitra, 1979℄ [Hsia, 1983℄. Then the NLMS algorithm allows the
detahment of the relationship between the parameter µ and the lter order K.
0 < µ˜ < 2 (4.21)
4.3.2 Bathes error estimation
In order to improve the gradient estimation for the target funtion, and make the lter
response less dependent with respet to the fast input signal variations, a bathes esti-
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mation proess an be used instead of the instant one. For this purpose, the estimation
of the gradient is obtained through the last Lbatch samples of the signal. In (4.22) an
example of this is presented, assuming a LMS as starting point.
w(n+ 1) = w(n) + µ · SREF,n(n) · 1
Lbatch
Lbatch−1∑
i=0
e∗(n− i) (4.22)
4.3.3 LMS Appliation in passive radar systems
Nowadays, the researh eort on LMS disturbane removal on passive radar systems is
mainly foused on the redution of the onvergene time.
One of the most promising strategies for ahieving a redution in the onvergene time
is the use of variable step-size parameter instead of a xed one: in [Wu et al., 2012b℄ the
time evolution of the elements of the weight vetor shows that their onvergene rate is
not onstant in time and for disrete lutter distributions, dierent weights do not have
to share the same onvergene veloity. The Variable Step-size LMS algorithm, VSLMS
algorithms, take advantage of these weights properties.
• In [Wu et al., 2012b℄ the weight adaptation algorithm is based on the seletion
of big µ for those oeients that hanges more quikly in eah iteration. The
individual weight evolution is managed using the ross orrelation funtion R(n)
between SREF (n) and the output of the ltering proess. An estudy of the proposed
algorithms performane is arried out using simulated DVB-T signals as IoO.
• Other VSLMS algorithms exploit time variability: seleting higher step-size param-
eters at the beginning of the ltering and reduing them as the algorithm approahes
onvergene. Dening Steady State Misadjustment, SSM, as the utuating error
the weight vetor suers when the algorithms has onverged, generally smaller step-
size gives rise low SSM but generally inreases onvergene time. The step-size time
varying strategy ould improve the trade o between both parameters. In [Jie et al.,
2013℄ this approah is proposed, though a omparison of dierent LMS based dis-
turbane anellation algorithms in terms of onvergene rate and SSM. For the top
of the art, the time evolution of the weight oeients is managed by a dual param-
eter based sigmoid funtion presenting the best performane among the onsidered
LMS-based algorithms.
• In [Masjedi et al., 2011℄ a previous lter bank stage is added in order to minimize
the eet of the dependeny of the onvergene rate with respet of the spetral
density of the input signal. The referene and surveillane signals are proessed by
the lter bank and eah subband is then deimated and ltered using a VSLMS
algorithm. A synthesis lterbank is then used to reonstrut the output signal.
Using FM simulated signals, the subband VSLMS shows an improved behaviour in
terms of onvergene time when ompared to other LMS algorithms.
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Using a variable step-size parameter, an improved onvergene rate is ahievable, but
the omputational ost of the ltering proess inreases onsiderably.
One way of improving the omputational eieny of an algorithm is the paralelliza-
tion of the ode, but in general, LMS algorithms are not well suited for this tehnique.
In [Zhao et al., 2013℄ a blok based LMS algorithm is proposed, BNLMS, in order to re-
due the exeution time for passive radar disturbane redution purposes. The proposed
algorithm uses a frequeny-domain implementation instead of the time-domain onven-
tional one. It takes advantage of the optimized fast algorithm for the Disrete Fourier
transform (DFT) omputation. In addition, the weight vetor is updated following a
ourrene law based on a blok gradient estimation. Both tehniques allow the paralel-
lization of several parts of the algorithm. Taking into onsideration a real-time strategy,
in [Zhao et al., 2013℄, the ltering is implemented in C using Computed Unied Devie
Arhiteture, CUDA, libraries in order to run the algorithm in Graphis Proessing Unit,
GPU, devies.
In passive radar senarios, the presene of strong targets (undesired or desired) ould
sometimes mask weaker ones, lowering system detetion apabilities and giving rise to
dynami ranges problems. LMS-based solutions were also proposed for this goal.
• In order to fae the dynami range problem, in [Meller, 2012℄ a lutter and strong
targets ehoes removal strategy based on an extended LMS algorithm was proposed.
LMS output ould be pass through a set of linear lters designed to minimize the
mean-square lutter traking error in its respetive range ells to improve the per-
formane in ase of moving ehoes. Adaptive and non-adaptive noth lters were
applied to simulated data. If additional delays were permissible, non-ausal lters
ould be implemented.
• In [Xiaode et al., 2014℄ a dierent approah to strong ehoes anellation is shown.
A Range-Doppler NLMS algorithm is tested using Chinese digital television signals.
After a rst onventional NLMS ltering, range and Doppler shift of the strongest
ehoes were estimated from the CAF. Then referene and surveillane signals were
shifted to eah estimated position, and then, ltered using the RDMLS for removing
strongest ehoes and improving weak ines detetion apability..
Most of the these researh works foused on the omparison of the onvergene time
and the SSM and the redution of the disturbane to main peak ratio on the CAF, but
there is a lak in the analysis of the LMS algorithms behaviour from the point of view
of the detetion and traking stages and onsidering the evolution of the whole system
performane.
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4.4 Reursive Least Square, RLS, algorithm
The Reursive Least Square, RLS, objetive is the minimization of the WLS error fun-
tion: FWLS(n) =
∑n
i=1 λ
n−i|e(i)|2. Where 0 < λ ≤ 1 is the forgetting fator, and gives
more relevane to reent inputs with respet to older ones. This algorithm uses all the
available input signal samples, from the lter proess starting time. The elements of the
general expression for LS algorithms an be rewritten assuming a reursive approah. In
equation (4.23) the reursive form for the time-averaged orrelation funtion, φ is pre-
sented, [Haykin, 2008℄:
φ(n) = λ · φ(n− 1) + SREF,nSREF,nH (4.23)
This expression ould be reformulated in order to obtain φ−1, that is required to obtain the
weight vetor estimation, w(n) = φ−1 · SSURV , taking advantage of the matrix inversion
lemma:
φ−1(n) = λ−1φ−1(n− 1)− λ−1kG(n)SREF,nHφ−1(n− 1) (4.24)
The assoiated adaptation rule is dened in (4.25), where kG(n) is the gain vetor
dened in (4.26) [Haykin, 2008℄.
w(n) = w(n− 1) + kG(n)F ∗WLS(n) (4.25)
kG(n) =
λ−1Φ−1(n)SREF,n
1 + λ−1SREF,n
Hφ−1(n− 1)SREF,n
(4.26)
Φ(n) =
n∑
i=1
λn−1SREF,iS
H
REF,i (4.27)
For λ = 1, the RLS mathes the LMS method. The forgetting fator aords the possi-
bility of following the statistial variations of the observable data when the lter operates
in a nonstationary environment, whih leads to a fast onvergene of the algorithm. This
theoretial improvement in performane, however, is ahieved at the expense of a large
inrease in omputational omplexity ompared to the simple LMS.
4.4.1 RLS appliation in passive radar systems
In passive radar bibliography, RLS algorithms are usually used in the studies of other
solutions, that are the real objetive of the work. The proposed ltering tehnique perfor-
mane is usually ompared with a list of well known algorithms in terms of omputational
ost, onvergene time, stability or SSM. RLS an be frequently found among these algo-
rithms for dierent values of the forgetting fator.
Examples of the use of RLS strategies as a omparison tools an be found in [Car-
dinali et al., 2007℄ where a omparison between LMS, ECA and RLS based algorithms
is performed in terms of estimated lutter attenuation. In [Zhai and Wu, 2015℄ a new
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approah for disturbane anellation is proposed based on MUSIC algorithm, and RLS
is use, among others, to arry out the algorithm performane evaluation.
4.5 Extensive CAnellation Algorithm, ECA
The Extensive CAnellation, ECA, algorithm is based on a Least Square, LS, approah,
[Colone et al., 2006,Cardinali et al., 2007℄. It exploits all the data available in a CPI, so a
unique lter weights vetor is alulated for eah CPI. Data struture must be redened
for the implementation of this solution. For a K -1 lter order:
• Input vetor, SREF , omposed of the N = Tint ·fs samples of SREF (n) aquired in
a CPI, plus a number of additional samples dened by R (4.28), so the total number
of samples used in the ltering proess rise to N+R-1.
SREF = [SREF (−R + 1), ..., SREF (0), SREF (1), ...SREF (N)]T (4.28)
• Referene signal matrix, XREF , whose olumns are delayed versions of SREF
(4.29). Operator D
i(.) applies a delay of i samples to the vetor it is applied to, and
T
denotes the transpose operation. The resulting XREF is a (N+R-1)xK matrix.
XREF = [SREF D(SREF ) D
2(SREF ) ... D
K−1(SREF )] (4.29)
• Desired signal vetor omposed of the N = Tint ·fs samples of SSURV (n) aquired
in a CPI (4.30)
SSURV = [SSURV (0), SSURV (1), ...SSURV (N − 1)] (4.30)
• Clutter subspae matrix, X, whose olumns dene a M − dimensions lutter
subspae, where M = (2P + 1)K, being P the number of Doppler bins loated at
eah side of the zero Doppler line in the RDS, from whih lutter interferene is
intended to be rejeted. The proess for generating X is the following:
1. Matrix XT is obtained, using the matrix operator Λi, that applies the phase
delay related to the i − th Doppler resolution ell, to the matrix it is applied
to (4.31). The resulting XT is a (N +R− 1)x(M ·K) matrix.
XT = [Λ−P (XREF ) ... Λ−1(XREF ) Λ1(SREF ) ... ΛP (XREF )] (4.31)
2. Using the vetor operator BN, a seletion of the last N rows of XT , (4.32) is
arried out, obtaining a resulting Nx(M ·K) matrix.
X = B(XT ) (4.32)
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• Filtered surveillane signal vetor (4.33).
SSURVFIL = [SSURVFIL(0), SSURVFIL(1), ...SSURVFIL(N − 1)] (4.33)
With the underlying objetive of minimizing the sum of squared errors, the tap-weight
vetor an be expressed as the solution of expression (4.34):
min
w
||SSURV −X ·w||2 (4.34)
The ltered signal vetor is alulated as the projetion of the desired input vetor
SSURV on the subspae orthogonal to the zero Doppler interferene subspae (4.35) [Colone
et al., 2006℄. The lter weight vetor is estimated using 4.36:
SSURVFIL = [IN −X(XHX)−1XH ]SSURV (4.35)
wˆ = (XHX)−1XHSSURV (4.36)
The omputational ost is one of the most important problems assoiated with the
ECA solution. Due to it is mainly dened by the dimensions of the lutter subspae
matrix, X, and then diretly related to the lter order K-1 and signal length N. In
[Zhao et al., 2012℄, assuming M = (2P + 1)K and N is the signal length, the overall
omputational ost was estimated as O(NM2+M2logM)+2NM +M2. In addition, the
required dinami memory also inreases with this parameters.
4.5.1 ECA appliation in passive radar systems
For passive radar systems, large signal segments are used to inrease integration gain and
Doppler resolution, high signal bandwidth are desired for inreasing resolution range(high
signal sampling) and high lter orders are required beause of the lutter spread along
range. As a result, ECA omputational ost beomes a ritial parameter, espeially for
the evaluation and inversion of the lutter subspae matrixes.
In [Colone et al., 2009b℄ a multistage proessing version of the algorithm is proposed
and tested on FM based signals with a nomianl bandwidth of 200 KHz an integration
time of 1.1 seonds and K = 140. The assoiated omputational ost estimated using the
expression proposed in [Zhao et al., 2012℄ is equal to 4.37 · 109 omplex operations. First,
in order to redue the omputational ost with a similar anellation performane, an
algorithm based on a bathed proessing was presented, ECA-Bathes, ECA-B: eah CPI,
of a duration of Tint, is divided into segments of length TB, and eah segment is ltered with
an ECA lter. The data length redution ratio redues the omputational ost assoiated
to the alulation and inversion of the (XHX) matrix, and also to the system dynami
memory requirements, but the Doppler resolution is also redued. This is shown as a
widening eet in the ltered region around the zero-Doppler line in the RDS, diretly
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related to the ratio
Tint
TB
. This algorithm version is used as the base for a multiestage
approah used to improve the ZDS, dening an extended anellation mask based on
lutter and deteted targets information estimated from the ECA-Bathes algorithm.
This proess allows the removal of the strongest targets with the goal to improve the
detetability of the weakest one. The use of a ustomizable mask, makes possible a
redution of the omputational ost, if a limited set of range or Doppler points are seleted.
This disturbane anellation tehnique was also used in the validation of the WI-
FI signals for passive radar purposes in outdoor and indoor senarios [Colone et al.,
2012b, Pastina et al., 2015℄. Bathes of 0.1 s of a signal of 22MHz are proessed, with
a lter with K=50. The assoiated omputational ost estimated using the expression
proposed in [Colone et al., 2016℄ is equal to 2.28 · 1011 per bath.
But the use of ECA-B algorithm also aets to radar performane through the TB
seletion, if system adaptation apability is onsidered. The redution of TB ould improve
the system robustness against slowly variant IoO signal harateristis, and improve the
system performane when a highly time-varying disturbane is the predominant one in the
seleted senario. But, the Doppler resolution degradation eet ould imply a redution
in low Doppler shift targets detetion apabilities. In [Cardinali et al., 2007, Palmarini
et al., 2015℄ these eet was ommented using FM and WiFi signals.
In [Palmarini et al., 2015,Colone et al., 2016℄ a modied version of ECA-B was pro-
posed and tested on FM and WI-FI signals, in order to deouple TB and the minimun
detetable target veloity. To ahieve this goal, a sliding window tehnique is applied to
the input data , renaming the algorithm as ECA-Sliding. This window of length TS is the
data segment that is ltered in a given time instant, but the weight vetor used during
this ltering proess is obtained onsidering a segment TB symmetrially taken around TS.
Then the minimum veloity is determined by
1
Ts
but the algorithm performane against
highly variable disturbanes is till ontrolled by TB parameter seletion, making possible
to improve the trading o between both behaviours.
Other approah to redue omputational ost is presented in [Zhao et al., 2012℄, where
the ECA-by-Carrier, ECA-C, algorithm is proposed and proved using DRM signals with
a bandwidth of 12 KHz and an integration time of 13.6 seonds. The algorithm, rst
down-onvertes the reeived signals into baseband and then separate them into their
arriers. Then, for eah arrier, an ECA algorithm is applied, with a low omputational
ost. The dimension of the new matrix, X, under study was redued from MxM to 1xL
where L is the number of OFDM symbols in the ltered signal segment. This is possible
taking advantage of the OFDM properties that stablish that along a symbol and for eah
arrier, the ontributions of multipaths and lutter to the disturbane sub-spae matrix
are almost ompletely orrelated. But ECA-C removes only disturbane omponents
distributed along the zero Doppler line of the RDS. In [Shwark and Cristallini, 2016℄
an additional improvement was proposed. The ECA-by-Carrier Doppler was applied to
a signal omposed by a DVB-T hannel, expanding eah arrier lutter subspae by two
replias shifted by a given Doppler frequeny ahieving low-Doppler disturbane removal.
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Chapter 5
IDEPAR aquisition system
5.1 Introdution
IDEPAR is a tehnologial demonstrator developed in the University of Alalá, under the
Spanish Ministry of Eonomy and Competitiveness projet TEC2012-38701. The main
objetive was the design and development of the DVB-T PBR demonstrator, to be used as
a development and test platform to fae the study of terrestrial and maritime appliations,
the generation of databases of real data aquired under ontrolled onditions to test and
optimize the pre-proessing tehniques that this kind of radar requires, and to develop
lutter models for detetion parameters predition. Beause of that, the general design
requirements were the following:
• Use of COTS omponents in order to redue osts and allow an easy update as the
researh on the dierent system stages progresses.
• Modular system: easier maintenane and growth apability.
• Use of standard development tools, data formats and interfaes.
• O-line digital signal proessing for providing a high level of ongurability, with
the drawbak of signiant signal proessing latenies.
In the following setions, a brief desription of the dierent sub-systems that onforms
IDEPAR demonstrator were presented.
5.2 IDEPAR system desription
The IDEPAR demonstrator developed was designed to operate in the higher frequeny
band of the Spanish DVB-T. In order to be able to exploit the three higher onseutive
hannels, the aquisition system operates with a bandwidth up to 25 MHz, obtaining an
improved range resolution.
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Figure 5.1: Basi IDEPAR arhiteture
Aording the basi PBR arhiteture depited in Figure 2.2, the main elements im-
plemented in the IDEPAR demonstrator are shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2.1 Antenna subsystem
The aquisition subsystem was implemented using ommerial DVB-T antennas: one
for the referene hannel and other for the surveillane one. Antenas DAT HDBOSS
75 [TELEVES DAT HD BOSS 75, 2015℄, were seleted due to their good gain, high
return losses and high front-to-bak ratios for the demonstrator frequeny band. In Figure
5.2 the antenna 3D model, and the radiation patterns for azimuth and elevation planes
obtained through eletromagneti simulation using the Ansoft HFSS tool (High Frequeny
Struture Simulator), are depited.
 
(a) 3D model
 
(b) Azimuth
 
() Elevation
Figure 5.2: Antenna DATHD 75 BOSS: 3D Model and radiation patterns.
5.2.2 Adquisition hain
The reeiving hain is omposed of:
• Input RF avity bandpass lters in both hannels and Low Noise Ampliers, LNA,
in the surveillane one, are used in order to improve system detetion apabilities.
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• Software Dened Radio aquisition boards were seleted due to their versatility,
researh-oriented design and ustomizable software for storing the aquired dig-
itized samples in RAM (Random-Aess Memory). The system is omposed of
RF-Daughter boards and ADC system.
• An external lok of 10 MHz and a shared squared-start signals were provided to
the aquisition boards for synhronization purposes.
Aquisition and proessing IDEPAR omponents were mounted in a protetive stru-
ture whih failitates the system deployment and transport, Figure 5.3. Main parameters
of the IDEPAR aquisition hain omponents are summarized in Table 5.1
 
Figure 5.3: Rak front-side view (synhronization network and aquisition boards are
marked in red and green, respetively).
5.2.3 Signal Proessing Stages
The digitized samples provided by the USRP devies were saved to disk in a high perfor-
mane proessing unit. Dierent proessing algorithms were implemented in Matlab for
testing the reeiving hains. The main proessing stages were implemented: the CAF,
the zero Doppler interferene algorithms desribed in Chapter 4, and dierent detetors
based on CFAR tehniques.
Maximum aquisition lengths around several tens of seonds are assumed, following
time proessing struture presented in 2.2.6. Tint around 250 ms was generally seleted for
proesing purposes in this work. At the output of the CAF stage, a RDS, is generated
for eah CPI and ltering, proessing, detetion and traking stages were implemented
o-line.
5.2.3.1 Zero Doppler Interferene (ZDI) suppression
The relevane of the stationary lutter, interfering IoOs and DPI, all of them known as
zero Doppler interferenes, was highlighted in setion 2. ZDI phenomenon speially aets
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Table 5.1: IDEPAR reeiver hain parameters: antenna system, RF-front-end ans ADC
T ′a is the apparent temperature of the sky as viewed at the radar frequeny, and La is the
dissipative loss within the antenna.
Reeiver Chain Elements Parameters
T ′a = 90
◦
La = 10 · log10(la) = 1 dB
Ta =
0.88·T ′a−254
la
+ 290
Antenna System
Fant−con = 4 dB → Tant−con = 438.45K
Mathing Network LMN = 1.2 dB
Band-Pass Filter LBPF = 1 dB
LNA GLNA = 32 dB;,FLNA = 0.8 dB
Conetors LCon = 8.5 dB
Daughter board FFE = 4.34 dB; GFE = 19.3 dB
ADC FADC = 34.5 dB; GADC = 0 dB
the detetion of moving targets with low Doppler shifts, but due to the bistati geometry,
low speed vehiles are not the unique targets whose eho ould be loated in this RDS
region (setion 2.2.1). In Figure 5.4 an example of a RDS generated using referene and
surveillane signals without applying any ZDI suppression tehnique is presented showing
details of a target and interferene ontributions.
Figure 5.4: Range-Doppler surfae for Tint = 200ms, with details related to a target
(purple) and zero-Doppler interferenes (red) ontributions.
Pre-proessing stage foused on the adaptive ltering of the surveillane hannel was
implemented. LMS and ECA anellers were seleted, both of them explained in setions
4.3 and 4.5 respetively. In Figure 5.5, examples of RDSs generated after the ombination
of the zero-Doppler proessing are shown, for the basi LMS (Figure 5.5.a) and the ECA
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(a) LMS algorithm (b) ECA algorithm
Figure 5.5: RDSs generated using the ltered signal SSRUVFIL provided by the zero-
Doppler interferene anellers.
(Figure 5.5.b) algorithms.
Three regions have been detailed, in order to show how both algorithms aet to
the zero-Doppler line area (red) and targets loation (orange), seleting the targets with
ehoes of dierent power levels and with loated at dierent distanes from the zero
Doppler line. A deeper analysis of the onsidered dierent ltering strategies is presented
in setion 7.
5.2.3.2 Detetion Stage
Detetor stage transforms eah RDS in a logial matrix omposed of zeros (target absent)
and ones (target present). The most ommon detetors used in PBRs are based on
inoherent Constant False AlarmRate (CFAR) tehniques [Gandhi and Kassam, 1988,Cao
et al., 2010℄. These solutions adjust the detetion threshold to be applied to eah ell of the
squared magnitude of the RDS, aording to the estimated statistis of the surrounding
ells. In Figure 5.6, the general detetion sheme is presented, where q0 is the Cell Under
Test or CUT, [q1 . . . qR] are the R referene ells that will be used for estimating lutter
statistis, T is the multipliative fator that depends on the desired PFA, and Tq is the
threshold estimated by the CFAR tehnique. The Cell-Averaging CFAR, CA-CFAR,
detetion rule and T onstant alulation are presented in Figure (5.1). This detetor
is optimum under the assumption of independent and identially distributed interferene
samples with exponential probability density funtion [Gandhi and Kassam, 1988℄.
q0
H1
≷
H0
T ·
R∑
i=1
qi T = (PFA)
−1/R − 1 (5.1)
Guard ells around the CUT guarantee that the spillover ontributions of a target on
the CUT, are not onsidered in the lutter statistis estimation. The onsidered strategies
for the referene ells seletion, using 1D or 2D windowing tehniques, are depited in 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: CFAR detetor sheme
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() Retangular window
Figure 5.7: Referene windows for the CFAR detetor: CUT (red), referene ells (gray),
guard ells (yellow).
• 1D windowing tehniques. For eah CUT, the referene window an extend along
range (RANGE detetor) or Doppler (DOPPLER detetor) as depited in Figure
5.7(a) and 5.7(b).
• Combination of two detetors. Through the use of the AND operator, the output of
two detetor with the referene ells extended along range and Doppler dimensions
respetively are ombined in order to delare a target if and only if both detetors
have delared it simultaneously. This mehanism makes its PFA always better that
the best of the two detetors, but its PD worse that the worst of them.
• 2D windowing tehnique. As additional 2D CA-CFAR tehnique use retangular
window (2D-Window detetor) as depited in Figure 5.7.
5.2.3.3 Traking stage
A traking system based on a Kalman lter operating in the range-Doppler plane was
implemented. The desired targets were ground vehiles moving in an adverse environment,
haraterized by the presene of obstales. The traking stage is ompose of three steps:
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1. Bidimensional Kalman lter: From the individual RDS detetion plots along whole
onsidered aquisition time Tadq, the Kalman lter stage isolates (in spae between
dierent targets) and attahes (in time for a same target) this set of detetions in
order to obtain traks that ontain as muh target dynami information as possible.
A brief mathematial desription of the kalman lter applied to a bistati senario
was arried out. In (5.2), the dynami model used to desribe the target manoeuvres,
[Li and Jilkov, 2003℄, is expressed:
Rb(k) = Rb(k − 1) + VRb(k − 1)T + 1/2aRb(k − 1)T 2 + w(k) (5.2)
where Rb(k) is the bistati range position of the target in the k-th CPI , VRb and
aRb are its veloity and aeleration omponents in the bistati range dimension,
and w(k) is the small aeleration variation modelled as noise. T is dened as the
time between onseutive iterations. The atualization stage equation is delared
in (5.3):
x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + u(k)
x(k) = [Rb(k), VRb(k), fd(k), Vfd(k)]
T (5.3)
where x(k) is the state vetor omposed of the bistati range, Rb , Doppler shift,
fd, and the veloity in both dimensions, VRb, Vfd , u(k) models the errors soures of
the proess. The relations between the bistati range and Doppler omponents of
target speed, and the bistati Doppler shift allow the denition of the state transition
matrix F (5.4), being λ the wavelength measured at the entral frequeny.
VRb(k) = −fd(k)λ
fd(k) = fd(k − 1) + Vfd(k − 1) ; F =


1 0 −λT −λT 2
0 0 −1 −λT
0 0 1 T
0 0 0 1

 (5.4)
2. Trak onrmation: In order to redue the false-trak delaration, speially in the
zero-Doppler zone, where a high onentration of false traks is expeted, a two-rules
system was implemented to restrit as muh as possible the trak onrmation to
real targets:
− Temporal rule: reursive detetions in an identied trak must be assoiated
with the same target in order to onrm the trajetory. Markov logi was
seleted due to its low false alarm rate and time onrmation [Bar-Shalom
et al., 1989℄.
− Spatial rule: the relationship between Doppler shift and the range rate should
be obeyed, imposing several dynami onstrains to the onsidered trajetories.
3. Geodesi oordinate onverter: Due to the absene of angular disrimination, the
target manoeuvres ould not be unambiguously dened. A preliminary study of the
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radar senario was arried out, where the GIS, Geographi Information Systems In-
formation, was analysed foussing on existing roads and their harateristis. Then,
using this referene veloity prole, the target traks were assoiated with a road,
through a reursive proess, assuming that the target follows preditable movements
on the existing road. However, the onverter is not able to determinate the real tar-
get manoeuvre for targets desribing unexpeted trajetories. But the presene of
these unexpeted traks ould be used as alarm system on the surveillane area.
Chapter 6
Senarios of interest analysis
6.1 Introdution
The bistati nature of the passive radar and the lak of ontrol of IoO loation and
parameters, make the study of the senario a key issue: system overage, range and ross-
range resolutions and targets detetability mainly depend on the seleted senario through
the system geometry.
The main tool in radar senario analysis is the system overage, dened as the max-
imum range where a target is deteted fullling PD and PFA requirements, taking into
onsideration spei target and interferene models. In the present hapter, the main
elements that allow a system overage estimation are presented:
• A rst estimation of the system overage an be obtained using expression (2.10),
that is repeated in (6.1) for onveniene.
snrIN =
pTgTgRλ
2σbis
(4π)3 (RRRT )
2 ·
1
k · (Ta+ Tant−con) · B (6.1)
This expression requires the knowledge of IoO parameters suh as emplaement,
frequeny, bandwidth, and radiated power, and a omplete haraterization of the
passive radar reeiving hain.
• An estimation of the exess propagation looses taking into onsideration topograph-
ial information of the area of interest and the IoO and radar reeiver areas.
• The estimation of the Bistati-RCS, BRCS, of the target of interest, for the fre-
queny band and the senario geometry.
APIS projet foused on the problem of primary radar overage gaps lling to detet
low altitude ying targets. The developed demonstrator was validated in the Aldolfo
Suarez - Madrid Barajas airport in Madrid. On the other hand, this PhD Thesis was
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developed under the frame of the IDEPAR projet, whih objetive was the detetion
and traking of terrestrial vehiles in semi-urban senarios. The University of Alalá
ampus was seleted as main trial site due to the possibility of maintaining the system
deployed on the Polytehni Shool roof during the design and pre-validation phases. As
an alternative, a more hallenging senario was also presented, loated in Guadalajara,
and haraterized by a omplex relief and very bad DVB-T illumination onditions.
6.2 Analysis of the aquisition hain for overage esti-
mation purposes
Using equation (6.2) an estimation of the system overage is obtained:
(RRRT )
2 =
pTgTgRλ
2σbis
(4π)3 snrIN
· 1
KTinB
(6.2)
where Tin = Ta+Tant−con with Ta and Tant−con the antenna and interonnetion elements
equivalent temperatures respetively, and snrin is the signal to noise ration at the antenna
terminals.
The relation between snrIN and the detetion parameters, the signal to noise ratio at
the detetor input, snrDET is the key element for the estimation of the system overage
for speied PFA and PD values, setion 2.2.2.
A detailed study of the impat of the dierent elements of the reeiving hain, using
Figure 6.1 as referene, gives rise to a general expression that an be a useful tool for the
design of the PBR System.
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Figure 6.1: General sheme of a PBR reeiver hain.
• In this study, the dominant interferene is the reeiving hain thermal noise, so
pre-proessing stages an be ignored, and only the proessing gain assoiated with
the mathed lter operation performed by the CAF is onsidered, giving rise to a
Signal to Noise Ratio at the output of the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) equal
to snrADC = snrDET/gP , being gP = TintB the CAF proessing gain.
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• snrADC an be also expressed using the values of the signal and noise power at the
input of the element, and then, it ould be related with snrRF :
snrADC =
SRF · gADC
nRF · gADC + nCADC = snrRF ·
1
1 +
nCADC
nRF · gADC
(6.3)
where gADC and nCADC are the power gain and the noise ontribution at the output
of the ADC, and SRF and nRF are the signal and noise power at the input of the
ADC, respetively.
• Applying a similar proedure to the RF blok, an expression that relates this blok
parameters and snrIN is obtained:
snrIN = snrRF ·
(
1 +
nCRF
nIN · gRF
)
(6.4)
where gRF and nCRF are the power gain and the noise ontribution at the output
of the RF front-end, and SIN and nIN are the signal and noise power at the input
of the reeiver hain, respetively.
• The nal equation that relatse the minimum snrIN and snrDET , is obtained:
snrIN = snrDET ·
1 +
nCADC
nRF · gADC
B · Tint ·
(
1 +
nCRF
nIN · gRF
)
(6.5)
Using (6.5) for the snrDET value required by the implemented detetion rule for the
speied PFA and PD, the limit of the overage an be alulated from (6.2).
An estimation of the required reeived power level at the input of demonstrator a-
quisition system to full detetion onstrains an be obtained, taking into onsideration
the seleted system omponents and senario harateristis: snrin = −145.4458dBm.
6.2.1 Exess propagation losses estimation
Using equation (6.2), the Cassini ovals are obtained, but this estimated overage only
assumes free spae propagation losses. There are senarios, speially those oriented to
ground targets, where exess propagation losses will not be negligible, making this esti-
mation very inaurate. In expression (6.6) an estimation of the radar overage taking
into onsideration this eet is presented.
(RRRT )
2 =
pTgTgRλ
2σbis
(4π)3 snrIN
· 1
KTinB
· lIoO−target · lIoO−PBR (6.6)
where lIoO−target is the exess propagation losses assoiated with the path between the IoO
and the sought target, while ltarget−PBR is the path the target eho follows until reahing
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the passive reeiver. Topographial information of the radar senario is required in order
to estimate those additional losses.
The modelling of exess propagation losses is usually arried out using eletromag-
neti simulators. In this work, WinProp (AWE Communiations GmbH) was used. This
software allows the seletion of dierent propagation models and the integration of GIS
data in order to model the relief of the area of interest.
The Dominant Path Predition Model, DPM, was seleted as the eletromagneti
method for simulations in this work due to seleting a full 3D approah for the path
searhing, obtaining more realisti results that for example Hata-Okumura model, where
the topography is not onsidered, or Knife-Edge Diration Model, KEDM, where the
diret ray is always onsidered generating a too dominant eet. DMP auray also
exeeds the obtained using empirial models, with short assoiated omputation times.
The seleted strategy for overage estimation is desribed as follows:
• The inident power at eah point within the AoI, is obtained assuming the senario
harateristis and an additional height added to the topographial information: a
target with that altitude is assumed to be loated at eah point of the AoI.
• The ltarget−PBR is alulated for all the points onsidered in the previous step.
• Using both results in ombination with the desired target BRCS and IoO and radar
reeiver parameters, the reeived power and the snrin an be alulated for eah
target loation in the area of interest. Then the system overage mask is estimated
through the omparison with a threshold, if the value is greater or equal than the
required power derived from snrin, the detetion of the seleted target at this point,
is ahievable.
In Figure 6.3 an example of the senario analysis arried out with this method is
depited in order to shown the inuene of onsidering the exess propagation losses. The
topographial information of the seleted senario is depited in Figure 6.2.
 
Figure 6.2: Topographial map of the example senario.
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At this point the IDEPAR reeiver hain was speied, so a sensitivity equal to -
145.4458 dBm was used for generating the overage maps, in addition, a BRCS of 10
dBsm was assumed. The IoO and the reeiver were loated in Madrid and Alalá de
Henares respetively, assuming a baseline of 28 km. In 6.3(a) the Cassini's Ovals obtained
onsidering only free spae propagation losses are depited, expression (6.2). Assuming
the same IoO and radar reeiver harateristis, but inluding exess propagation losses
estimated using WinProp, system overages were alulated for targets loated at dierent
heights: 100m and 25m, Figures 6.3(b) and6.3() respetively.
 
(a) Coverage stimation based on Cassini's oval
 
(b) Considering exeed propagation losses:
ht = 100m
 
() Considering exeed propagation losses:
ht = 25m
Figure 6.3: Estimated system overage omparison between dierent target heights. Rep-
resentative overages are marked with white arrows.
6.2.2 BRCS estimation
In setion 2.2.4 BRCS denition was presented. An estimation of its value must be
onsidered in order to arry out the passive radar overage analysis. In this work, the
POFACETS software (Naval Postgraduate Shool, California) [Jenn, 2016℄,was used for
modelling target BRCS using the Physial Optis, PO, approximation. This method
yields good results for targets with large size (
LTarget
λ
≥ 10), but multiple reetions,
diration and surfae waves eets are not onsidered.
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Two dierent methodologies were applied in order to estimate the BRCS: a global
approah and a bistati angle dependant one.
• Global approah: the elevation angles for the inidene and the sattering diretions
were xed and obtained through the senario geometry analysis. Azimuth inidene
angles varied from 0 to 180◦ taking advantage of the symmetrial geometry of the
targets. For eah azimuth inidene angle, the observation one was varied from 0◦
to 360◦. A matrix that models the BRCS of a target for all angular ombinations
was obtained.
• Bistati angle dependant approah: in this ase, and still assuming xed elevation
angles, the relation between inidene and observation azimuth angles is onsidered
onstant and equal to the target bistati angle. Then the 3D model is rotated 360
in the horizontal plane. The results show an estimation of the BRCS partiularized
for the target loation within the senario.
For methodology omparison purposes, two targets of interest were analysed using both
approahes: a ar loated at ground level, and a small CESSNA-like aeroplane, Figure
6.4. In Table 6.1 the main parameters assumed for BRCS estimation are presented,
and in Table 6.2 results are summarized; for the seond methodology, values of β =
{60◦, 90◦, 120◦} were seleted.
 
Length: 8.3m 
Width: 11m 
Height: 2.7m 
(a) Commerial ar: Mazda 6 SPORT
 
Length: 7.735m 
Width: 1.795m 
Height: 1.440m. 
(b) Small aeroplane: CESSNA 172
Figure 6.4: 3D models and main harateristis of the seleted targets of interest.
Results show great dierenes between the mean values obtained with both approahes.
In Figure 6.5 the estimated BRCS values for all inidene and sattering azimuth angles
onsidered in the global methodology are presented. Higher values onentrate in the
forward satter region, proving that these are the responsible of the higher values ob-
tained using this methodology. This peaks do not aet to the seond methodology if the
onsidered β is not lose to 180◦
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Table 6.1: Main parameters for BRCS estimation
Parameter Mazda 6 SPORT Cessna 172
θinc = 89.03
◦ θinc = 91.23
◦
Elevation angles
θobs = 89.69
◦ θobs = 94.04
◦
RT 13 Km
RR 6.5 Km
hIoO 650 m
hTarget 430 + 0 = 430m 430 + 500 = 930 m
hPBR 465 m
Table 6.2: Estimated BRCS for the seleted targets assuming the seleted senario.
Mazda 6 SPORT CESSNA 172BRCS
(dBsm) Max. Min. Average Max. Min. Average
Global 29.9215 9.9191 22.4518 26.9163 8.2673 18.1746
β = 60◦ 26.835 -18.769 12.4281 25.8053 -19.6858 13.0442
β = 90◦ 25.855 -18.3710 12.7078 24.797 -26.2283 11.4141
β = 120◦ 22.748 -21.2287 12.1045 22.812 -21.783 10.45
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(a) Commerial ar: Mazda 6 SPORT
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(b) Small aeroplane: CESSNA 172
Figure 6.5: 2D BRCS maps for two representative target models. φi and φ0 stand for the
inidene and sattering azimuth angles, respetively.
6.3 Main trial senario: University of Alalá Campus
In this setion, the main IDEPAR demonstrator senario is presented. The passive reeiver
was loated at the roof of the Superior Polytehni Shool of the University of Alalá in
order to failitate the test and validation measurements along the system developing time.
This senario is haraterized as semi-urban environment: low-height buildings belonging
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(a) Passive reeiver point of view (b) Senario top view
Figure 6.6: Main IDEPAR senario.
to the university ampus, surrounded by ountryside and several roads: Alalá-Meo road,
R2 highway and inner-ampus seondary roads. In Figure 6.3 the view from the passive
reeiver loation is shown.
In Table 6.3 oordinates of the main elements of the geometry are presented. Tor-
respaña transmitter was seleted as IoO among those available in the surrounding area,
taking into onsideration its higher radiated power and its omnidiretional radiation pat-
tern. In Figure 6.6(b), the senario is shown with a detail of the reeiver antenna angular
overage: the antennas were plaed to ensure that the maximum of the radiation pattern
was pointed to the area of interest in order to enlose roads under study.
Table 6.3: Transmitter and passive reeiver loation oordinates
Transmitter Latitude Longitude Altitude
Torrespaña illuminator 40◦25′16.64′′N 3◦39′51.39′′W 658 m
Passive reeiver 40◦30′47.19′′N 3◦20′55.02′′W 628 m
In order to obtain the system overage, the BRCSs of the targets of interest were
estimated: a Mazda 6 SPORT vehile was onsidered as a representative of ar vehiles;
in addition, a drone ying at low altitude was seleted (AAI RQ-2, whose 3D model is
shown in Figure 6.7). In Table 6.4 main senario parameters are summarized.
In Table 6.5 BRCSs estimation results are summarized for the two targets, using
the two proposed methodologies. For the seond one, the following bistati angles were
seleted: β = 55◦, 70◦, 90◦, 105◦. In order to make a onservative overage estimation,
the lowest average BRCS was seleted for eah target: 10.61 dBsm and 3.10 dBsm for
ar and drone 3D models, respetively. Again, a sensitivity equal to -145.4458 dBm was
onsidered for overage estimation.
In Figure 6.8 the estimated overage for a ommerial ar is depited for these senario
parameters and assuming a target at ground level. The resulting area is a irregular
irular-like region of about 4 km of radius that enloses segments of the roads under
study. This estimated area is oherent with the target detetion and traking results
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Length: 4m 
Width: 5.2m 
Height: 1m 
Figure 6.7: AAI RQ-2 Pioneer: 3D CAD model and main dimensions.
Table 6.4: Main senario parameters
Paramterer Mazda 6 SPORT DRONE AAI RQ-2
PIREIoO 20.606 kW
SINMIN -145.4458 dBm
θinc = 89.47
◦ θinc = 89.52
◦
Elevation angles
θobs = 89.7
◦ θobs = 90.4
◦
L 28.671 Km
hIoO 658 + 232 m
hTarget 626 + 0 = 626m 626 + 20 = 646 m
hPBR 465 m
obtained from the measurement ampaigns arried out in this senario: the estimated
trajetories are assoiated to those road segment within the system overage.
The overage area is diretly related to target BRCS but the hange in the size of
the area an be masked by other senario parameters as for example exess propagation
losses that are mainly related to the senario relief and target height. In order to show this
relation, the system overage for a low-ying drone is obtained, Figure 6.9. The estimated
system area onsiderably inreases respet to the ground target-based one, although the
lower BRCS seleted to haraterize the target.
Table 6.5: Estimated BRCS for the IDEPAR main senario.
Mazda 6 SPORT Dron AAI RQ2BRCS
(dBsm) Max. Min. Average Max. Min. Average
Global 33.3294 8.6524 23.9683 65.5541 -2.5458 44.9344
β = 55◦ 20.8323 -31.8791 10.6118 13.2404 -30.1251 3.1052
β = 70◦ 27.2172 -20.5856 13.7543 37.7961 -21.4957 12.9672
β = 90◦ 24.5365 -24.9609 12.9469 38.6338 -22.3837 14.2790
β = 105◦ 27.0228 -18.605 12.9589 17.5844 -27.6268 5.8866
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12.2 km 
Figure 6.8: Estimated system overage for a target modelled by a Mazda 6 SPORT ar
at the main IDEPAR senario
 
Figure 6.9: Estimated system overage for a target modelled by an AAI RQ-2 Pioneer
drone at the main IDEPAR senario
6.4 Rural senario based on CEAR faility loation
The Radioeletri Trials and Analysis Centre, Centro de Ensayos y Análisis Radioelé-
trio (CEAR) is a Spanish Ministry of Defense proteted area for testing and analysing
radar, ommuniations systems, RF antennas and sensors , IFF (Identiation Friend
or Foe) systems, warfare systems, reeiver and transmitter devies, et. It is loated in
Guadalajara in a ountryside environment, Figure 6.10.
An alternative senario sited in CEAR failities is also analysed in this setion, showing
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850 m 
Figure 6.10: CEAR entered senario top view.
the negative eets that an emplaement with omplex relief ould gives rise. In Tables
6.6 and 6.7 the senario loations oordinates and a summary of senario main parameters
are presented, respetively.
Table 6.6: Transmitter and passive reeiver loation oordinates at the CEAR senario
Transmitter Latitude Longitude Altitude
Torrespaña illuminator 40◦25′16.64′′N 3◦39′51.39′′W 658 m
Passive reeiver 40◦36′41.27′′N 3◦06′51.46′′W 946 m
Table 6.7: CEAR senario parameters
Paramterer Mazda 6 SPORT DRONE AAI RQ-2
PIREIoO 20.606 KW
SINMIN -145.4458 dBm
θinc = 90.01
◦ θinc = 87.78
◦
Elevation angles
θobs = 90.03
◦ θobs = 88.55
◦
L 51.2 Km
hIoO 658 + 232 m
hTarget 900 + 0 = 900m 900 + 20 = 920 m
hPBR 958 m
In Figure 6.11 estimated overage for a representative ar is depited, as in previous
senario the minimum average BRCS was seleted, Table 6.8. Results show a small irular
area entred on the passive reeiver, around 1 Km of radius, modulated by the omplex
relief giving rise to a very irregular shape.
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Table 6.8: Estimated BRCS for the senario entered on CEAR failities.
Mazda 6 SPORT Dron AAI RQ2BRCS
(dBsm) Max. Min. Average Max. Min. Average
Global 28.5074 9.2757 23.2747 39.8356 -3.8136 15.7183
β = 55◦ 25.4644 -16.441 12.9029 16.3828 -30.6623 3.0835
β = 70◦ 22.3684 -18.6675 10.7284 18.9076 -33.2463 5.1882
β = 90◦ 23.140 -9.3822 11.2612 18.4268 -355542 5.0041
β = 105◦ 22.3843 -14.6620 11.0325 17.9957 -32.9340 5.6443
 
1200 m 
7.5 km 
Figure 6.11: Estimated system overage for a target modelled by a Mazda 6 SPORT ar
at the CEAR senario
As in the main senario, the higher overage obtained when a drone, ying a low
altitude, is depited in Figure 6.12. A very irregular overage area is shown, due to the
omplex relief the area of interest presents.
The very restritive overage region, its irregular shape, in ombination with the roads
emplaements, makes this senario a very hallenging one for the ground target monitoring
purposes IDEPAR is foused on.
6.5 EO-SAR based passive radar senario
Keeping in mind the purpose of improving the versatility apaities of the passive radar
system, satellite IoOs were onsidered due to the high availability expeted from this
kind of system and their almost total invulnerability against both, natural disasters and
physial attaks. EO-SAR satellites were onsidered in a rst approah. Compared to
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7.5 km 
Figure 6.12: Estimated system overage for a target modelled by AAI RQ-2 Pioneer drone
at the CEAR senario
other satellite systems, they are haraterized by the use of radar signals, lower orbits
and higher transmitted power. The PAZ system was seleted to be analysed. It was
developed by the Spanish National Earth Observation Program, PNOTS and it is a X-
band SAR instrument mounted on a TerraSAR-X-like platform. An analysis of a senario
based on the use of this sensor is presented taking into onsideration system overage
and bistati geometry. The passive radar reeiver was again loated on the roof to the
Superior Polytehni Shool already used in the main IDEPAR senario.
An analysis of the BRCS for the seleted ar, Mazda 6 SPORT, was arried out. Two
inidene elevation angles were seleted, taking into onsideration the reeiver loation
and the IoO orbit harateristis 15◦ and 65◦. In Figure 6.13 the variation of the inidene
azimuth angle is depited for both ases.
For eah seleted inidene elevation angle, an average BRCS value was obtained using
only the rst estimation methodology due to the speial harateristis the use of a spae-
borne illuminator gives rise: very large baseline, split overage areas, et. In Figure 6.14
and 6.15 2D estimated BRCS maps are depited, in addition BRCS averaged value along
the inidene azimuth diretion is shown for θinc = 15
◦
and 65◦ respetively. In Table 6.9
the BRCS values obtained are summarized, onsidering a set of inidene elevation angle
θinc = [15
◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦] .
Due to the great distane between the IoO and the Passive Radar Reeiver, PRRX,
L > 2(RTRR), the overage area is split into two regions entered on the illuminator and
the PRRX, respetively. The area of interest must be loated inside this last oval, so the
PRRX and the area under surveillane are in the same overage region. The overage
area, imposed by the available power at the PBR antenna, was alulated assuming an
inidene angle for the IoO that an varies in [15◦, 65◦] and assoiated Equivalent Isotropi
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Figure 6.13: Study of the spatial and time variation of the system geometry parameters.
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Figure 6.14: Study of the estimated BRCS for θinc = 15
◦
.
Radiated Power (EIRP) that goes from 65.4 dBm for α = 15◦, to 63.4 dBm for α = 65◦,
and it is presented in Figure 6.16.
For satellite platforms haraterized for non geosynhronous orbits, the IoO loation
annot be onsidered as a onstant in the system geometry: there will be a displaement
between the IoO and the passive reeiver. The main geometry parameters (RT , RR and
β) an be estimated for eah deteted target as funtions of time in order to hek its
eet onto passive radar apabilities.
Due to its similarities, TerraSAR-X platform dynami was used to modulate the PAZ
one, that it is not yet deployed. Its instantaneous position an be determined using
the Simplied General Perturbation model (SGP4) and then a bistati system geometry
analysis ould be arried out throughout the overage area (Figure 6.17), assuming that
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Figure 6.15: Study of the estimated BRCS for θinc = 65
◦
.
Table 6.9: Obtained BRCS values for ar target assuming spae-borne senario.
θinc = 15
◦ θinc = 25
◦ θinc = 35
◦ θinc = 45
◦ θinc = 55
◦ θinc = 65
◦
Max. 17.504 21.751 18.944 15.749 15.873 18.224
Min. -4.173 -2.842 -1.454 -2.023 -0.984 1.619
Average 6.19 7.345 7.986 8.764 8.388 9.969
a non-moving ground target was loated at the enter of eah ell of a grid that overs all
the area: for eah grid loation or ell, the evolution of the system geometry parameters
are obtained along 1.5 seonds.
The PR reeiver was loated at the enter of the area of interest. The satellite move-
ment an be assoiated with the following system parameter:
1. The bistati angle is now time-dependent. In Figure 6.13(a) the total variation of
the bistati angle during the whole aquisition time is represented. The maximum
bistati angle variations is equal to 1.17◦.
2. Beause of the satellite movement, the bistati time delay and the assoiated bistati
range are also a funtion of time. This makes the estimated target loation a time-
dependent variable. In Figure 6.18(b), the total variation of the bistati range
during the whole aquisition time is represented. In this ase, variations of 50 m
are alulated.
In Figure 6.19, the virtual trajetory of a stationary target loated at the upper right
orner ell of Figure 6.13(b) is depited. During the aquisition time, an average speed
of 38 m/s and a total variation of the bistati range of around 55 m were estimated.
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Figure 6.16: Coverage area of PAZ as the IoO depending on the sensitivity of the system
and the inidene angle of the satellite's illumination beam.
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Figure 6.18: Study of the spatial and time variation of the system geometry parameters.
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Figure 6.19: Virtual displaement for a xed point inside the area of interest.
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Chapter 7
Zero Doppler Interferene Redution
Strategies
7.1 Introdution
In setion 4 a study of the state of the art in adaptive ltering strategies for ZDR in
passive radar appliations was presented. In the available literature, most of the solutions
are based on LMS and ECA approahes. The advantajes and drawbaks of the proposed
strategies were also desribed in setion 4. Main drawbaks of these algorithms were:
onvergene time, stability, robustness and omputation ost. In general the parame-
ters used for the performane analysis are Steady-State misadjustmen(SSM), onvergene
time, and sometimes main lobe SNR measured using CAF output.
In this PhD thesis, a dierent approah is presented and applied, whih onsiders two
aspets:
• The impat of the ltering stage on the global detetion and traking performane
of the system. This approah allows to take advantage of, for example, the relation
between onseutive CPIs.
• The assoiated omputational ost, espeially in the study ases of most interest,
related to the proessing of high bandwidth signals.
In the study presented in setion 4, ltering approahes were applied to FM, DRM,
Chinese Digital Television and WiFi signals. In this PhD Thesis, multihannel DVB-
T signals aquired by the IDEPAR demonstrator were used. The main features of the
dened problem were the following:
• As a rst approah for inreasing range resolution, the demonstrator was designed
for the aquisition of three onseutive hannels, with a bandwidth of 24 MHz, and
guard intervals between hannels. For integration times of 250ms and 500ms, the
number of samples per CPI was equal to 6 and 12 millions of omplex samples,
respetively
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• Filtering solutions based on bathes proessing were avoided in order to maintain a
Doppler resolution only dependent on the integration time.
• Filter parameters seletion riteria were analysed in terms of detetion and traking
performane on the global system.
• Challenging omputational ost onstraints assoiated to the high bandwidths re-
quired the proposal of alternative approximated solutions ompatible to real time
operation.
7.2 Proposed methodology
The proposed methodology is based on the denition of two quality parameters whih are
alulated on the RDS in order to evaluate algorithms disturbane rejetion performane:
• Target loation SNIR: dened as the ratio between the target loation RDS level
(estimated from a window entred on the target), and the bakground level esti-
mated from data ontained in a outer window, entred on the target, that exludes
the inner window). From the CFAR detetor point of view:
1. The inner window provides the information about the Cell-Under-Test, (CUT),
target levels in the CFAR algorithms.
2. The outer window provides the information about the variable surrounding in-
terferene level, used by the CFAR algorithms to adaptively vary the detetion
threshold to maintain the false alarm probability onstant. Dierent types of
CFAR algorithms use dierent sets of ells to estimate interferene level.
• Zero Doppler Interferene Rejetion ratio, ZDIR: A new window was dened entred
on the zero Doppler line of the CAF, and inluding three windows. The entral one
was used for estimating the interferene level onentrated lose to the zero Doppler
line, and two outer windows for evaluating the pedestal value around the inner one.
Figure 7.1 shows examples of windows denition for SINR evaluation (the upper one
with target, red, and bakground, blue, subwindows), and the yellow one with the zero
Doppler interferene area and the surrounding area in green. If both windows are dened
entred in the same range ell as the target, the eet of target and ZDI dispersion
throughout the CAF an be evaluated.
In the presented results, aquisitions of 20s. were used, and onseutive CPIs of 250ms
were proessed. In Figure 7.2 the RDS used in the analysis is depited. Data aquired
in the main trial senario during the measuring ampaigns arried out in 2014 were used.
In this hapter, for saving spae and without loss of generality, all results are presented
using a RDS, but all the onlusions an be extended to any of the database aquisitions.
In Figure 7.2 the onsidered RDS is presented without applying any pre-proessing stage.
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Figure 7.1: RDS regions used in the algorithm performane analysis: target area in red,
target bakground in blue for the evaluation of SNIR; yellow one with the zero Doppler
interferene and its surrounding area oloured in green for ZDIR evaluation.
The information related to the RDS points under study is also presented: 10 points
omposed of 7 potential targets and additional 3 ones used as a ontrol set without an
assoiated possible target (only for ZDI analysis purposes). All the main high level peaks
in the RDS are onsidered, with high or low Doppler shifts of both signs, and with high or
low assoiated range bin. In Table 7.1 the loation of the referene points is summarized.
Table 7.1: Referene points used in the ltering analysis
Referene Points
(ID)
Range Bin
Doppler Shift
[Hz℄
1
32.0
.92
2
138.0
-61.5
3
195.5
92
4
218.5
65
5
514.0
-44
6
616.0
92
7
678.5
92
8 (ZDI)
439.5
134
9 (ZDI)
503.5
142
10 (ZDI)
581.0
142
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Figure 7.2: RDS and points used in the algorithm analysis
7.3 RLS ltering strategy
In this setion a study of the detetion parameters evolution of the RLS algorithm with
respet to the lter order and the forgetting parameter λ was arried out. The main
algorithm fundamentals an be found in setion 4.4. The algorithm updating rule is
repeated here for onveniene:
w(n) = w(n− 1) + kG(n)F ∗WLS(n) (7.1)
In Figure 7.3 the range-Doppler surfaes for two dierent lters with number of weight
oeients K = [70, 200℄ are presented (the lter order is K-1). There is a level redution
for lower range loations than equally spreads throughout all Doppler values reduing the
CAF level at those loations where targets are expeted.
The α parameter ontrols the algorithm reursive mehanism. In Figure 7.4 the evo-
lution of the SNIR and ZDIR with respet to the forgetting parameter is depited. RLS
algorithm is unable to reah an stable state for λ lower than 0.85, and also for higher
values, the ltering is not obtaining the desired results, reduing onsiderably the SNIR
at the targets positions, Figure 7.4.
The algorithm performane for λ = 0.99 with respet to the lter order is presented
in Figure 7.5, where only lters of order lower than 205 have been onsidered:
• The SNIR shows that the system detetion apabilities will be strongly degraded
due to the use of the RLS ltering approah: in 7.5(a) this is shown as the dierene
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Figure 7.3: Range-Doppler surfae of CPI 70 ltering with RLS algorithm using dierent
lter orders
between dotted and ontinuous oloured lines, representing results using raw and
ltered signals respetively.
• There is a rejetion of the undesired omponents obtained for those ltered targets,
presented in Figure 7.5(b) as a redution in the ZDIR of eah target (ontinu-
ous oloured lines) respet to the obtained when the raw signals are used (dotted
oloured lines).
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(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.4: Variation of the detetion parameters with λ, for the following targets: T1
(Rb = 32), T2 (Rb = 138), T3 (Rb = 198.5), T4 (Rb = 218.5), T6 (Rb = 616) and T7
(Rb = 678).
(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.5: RLS ltering detetion parameters variation with k (lter order),for the fol-
lowing targets: T1 (Rb = 32), T2 (Rb = 138), T3 (Rb = 198.5), T4 (Rb = 218.5), T6
(Rb = 616) and T7 (Rb = 678).
Taking into onsideration the obtained results, the use of this algorithm in the IDEPAR
demonstrator is not reommended, due to the loss in target detetion apability the SNIR
redution gives rise. In addition, the omputational ost inreases onsiderably with the
lter order for the CPI length, making this approah the less suitable for the system
harateristis.
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7.4 LMS based ltering strategies
In this setion, the results of the analysis of LMS-based ltering strategies is shown,
using the dened parameters to take into onsideration their impat on the demonstrator
detetion apabilities. In Figure 7.6 RDSs obtained after applying the onventional LMS
lter for a onventional LMS are depited, assuming a xed value of 250 for K, showing
the general RDS level variation that the ltering proess gives rise for three seleted step-
size parameters: µ = [10−5, 10−6, 10−7]. This level variation was loally analysed through
the estimation of the SNIR parameter at the dened referene points, for µ = 10−5, and
results are shown in Figure 7.7.
If the region that spreads from the zero range bin to the K range bin inluding all
Doppler shifts is onsidered, the ltering not only redues the RDS level of the zero-
Doppler line, but also aets to all Doppler values, being this eet dependent on the RDS
position. A border eet loated around the k − th range bin and spreads throughout
all Doppler values is learly observed. How this RDS level redution evolves along the
Doppler dimension depends on the algorithm parameters:
• For high µ values, the adaptive algorithm is not able to ahieve good ltering results,
an assoiated derease in the SNIR parameters for the ommented K is shown in
Figure 7.7(a). But redue the obtained CAF levels in those points with a range-
bin lower than K, generating a redution in the general RDS region level, Figure
7.6(a). Additionally an abruptly redution in the SNIR level is deteted for all the
targets when the lter order is lose to their respetive range loation. This noth is
generated by the windowing tehnique seleted to obtain the SNIR parameter itself.
y(n) = wH(n)SREF,n (7.2)
• As the µ values get lower, the ltering is improved, and the level redution is more
foused on the Zero-Doppler interferene region, Figures 7.6(b) and 7.6() preserving
the target level. This eet is also shown in 7.7(b), where for a higher step-size
parameter, µ = 5 · 10−6, the SNIR values improves those obtained using µ = 10−6.
• An undesired eet derived of the step-size redution is the inrease of the on-
vergene time of the adaptive proess. Low range bins levels will be progressively
disturbed: in Figure 7.6(b) and 7.6() the progression of this eet is learly visible,
for example at range bins lose to 100. This undesired eet ould redue target
information and zero-Dopper interferene rejetion, Figure 7.6().
Derived from onvergene time onsideration, there is a lower limit for the µ values,
but aording to the onvergene ondition (7.3), there is, in addition, an upper limit that
depends on the signal energy and the algorithm tap input vetor length, determined by
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Figure 7.6: RDS after ltering with LMS algorithm.
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(a) LMS ltering using µ = 10−5 (b) LMS ltering using µ = 5 · 10−6
Figure 7.7: Filter order limitation with respet to the step-size parameter µ, for the
following targets: T1 (Rb = 32), T2 (Rb = 138), T3 (Rb = 198.5), T4 (Rb = 218.5), T6
(Rb = 616) and T7 (Rb = 678).
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Figure 7.8: Convergene zones for xed µ parameter aording to the lter order k
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lter order.
o < µ <
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K−1∑
m=0
E|SREF,n(n−m)|2
(7.3)
In Figure 7.8 the relation between both parameters are depited, in addition, Figure
7.7 show the hanges in this linking eet with respet to the step-size parameter. The
eet of this limitation ould be observed in two dierent ways:
1. For a xed range bin loation where the ltering is desired to be applied, there is an
assoiated upper limit for the step-size value and therefore, the distortion related
to high onvergene time ould not be always avoided.
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(a) Variation of the SNIR (b) Variation of the ZDIR
Figure 7.9: Algorithm performane for the following targets: T1 (Rb = 32), T2 (Rb =
138), T3 (Rb = 198.5), T4 (Rb = 218.5), T6 (Rb = 616) and T7 (Rb = 678), using
µ = 10−6.
2. For a xed step-size value, a upper limit for K value may appear, a maximum range
bin value that sets where the improvements due to the zero-Doppler interferene
redution an be exploited. In Figure 7.7 this eet is depited, showing how the
SNIR is progressively degraded as the lter order inreases, until the ltering eases
to work.
For µ values lower than 2 · 10−6, the ltering an be onsidered free of this limitation
for the range-bins onsidered in this work. In Figure 7.9 the variation of the SNIR and
ZDIR with respet to the lter order are shown for a step-size value that fulls this
riterion but still high enough to avoid the undesired onvergene-time eet gets too
relevant. A great redution in the disturbane level is observed for all studied targets
loations, Figure 7.9(b) and the SNIR level is slightly redued. The study of the target 5
is depited separately in Figure 7.10 due to its loation lose to the zero-Doppler region.
For this target, a great improvement in its detetion apability its expeted due to the
SNRI improvement shown in 7.10(a).
In setions 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 strategies to fae the algorithms limitations derived from
the steps-size onstrains will be proposed.
7.4.1 LMS modiation: weights inheritane
Taking advantage of the segmentation applied to the aquisition data, a weights inher-
itane mehanism has been implemented in order to avoid the undesired eets of the
onvergene time.
1. A null weight vetor is used for the rst segment of the data measurement. For this
segment, all the onvergene time eets ommented in setion 4.3 should be still
onsidered.
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(a) Variation of the SNIR (b) Variation of the ZDIR
Figure 7.10: Algorithm performane for target 5 (Rb = 514) using µ = 10−6
2. The resulting weights vetor obtained at the end of a CPI ltering proess is used
as the LMS initialisation vetor for the next CPI, reduing the time required for
the adaptive algorithm onvergene. This approah is based on the hypothesis of
stationarity of the zero Doppler interferene between onseutive CPIs. In the ase
of study, onseutive CPIs are proessed, so this feature an be assumed.
In Figure 7.11, the global RDS level variation show an improved ltering without
the distortion drawbak aforementioned. From the ltering design point of view, the µ
lower limit has been lowered, at the ost of the degradation of the rst CPI, that always
will be initialized with a null weight vetor. In Figure 7.12 a omparison for the same
algorithm parameters onguration is depited showing the improvement the proposed
weight inheritane mehanism introdues. When equal µ parameters are used, there is
an improvement in the performane only for those targets assoiated with low range bin
loations, where the onvergene time eet aets. As the µ gets lowered, this eet
spreads for all targets. In Figure 7.13, a omparison for the SNIR variation for targets 2
and 7 are shown: the inrease in the SNIR for target 7 its only remarkable for µ = 10−8,
but for target 2, with a lower range bin, a notieable improvement for µ = 10−7 is also
shown.
In Table 7.2a omparison between the inlusion or not of the weight memory is sum-
marized.
For target 7, an unexpeted behaviour is observed: the measured SNIR redues
abruptly for a lter order assoiated with a bistati range not related to it, Rbin = 195 but
with the target 3. In addition this redution is not assoiated to the aforementioned SNIR
redution peak derived from the windowing eet, as all the other level steps are. Target
6 SNIR evolution is also related to target 3 position in a similar way. This relation dis-
appears for the lowers µ values, the ltering proess is more foused on the zero-Doppler
line, whih an be explained for a diret relation in the targets ehoes, as for example,
that target 6 and 7 ould be, in fat, ghost ehoes produed by multipath.
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Figure 7.11: RDS variation with step-size (µ), applying LMS and weighs inheritane
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Figure 7.12: RDS using LMS with and without weight inheritane and µ = 10−8
This relation an be expressed using a simpliation of the signal model where the
multipath omponent is aeted by a delay and loss fator, τMP and AMP respetively,
equation (7.4). In surveillane hannel, (7.5) only one target has been onsidered, mod-
elled with Am, τmandfdm and DPI has been suppressed.
SREF (n) = sIoO (n) + AMPSIoO (n− τMP ) + nRref (n) (7.4)
SSURV (n) = AmSIoO(n− τm)ej2pifdmn + nRsurv(n) (7.5)
Obtaining the CAF for a Doppler equal to the surveillane signal, elements an be
grouped in 2 terms, one orresponding to the real target position and the other one
around the ghost target, related to τMP :
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Table 7.2: LMS algortihm results for dierent step-size parameters.
SNRI ZDIR
LMS WH-LMS LMS WH-LMSTarget
µ = 10−6 µ = 10−6 µ = 10−7 µ = 10−8 µ = 10−6 µ = 10−6 µ = 10−7 µ = 10−8
1 -3.16 -0.20 0.84 1.38 34.08 36.7 40.85 38.85
2 -2.35 -0.71 0.88 1.99 31.68 34.31 38.60 36.45
3 0.95 0.94 1.13 0.70 20.73 20.01 22.73 22.89
4 -2.56 -2.72 -0.97 2.68 17.07 17.18 20.71 17.44
5 20.35 20.47 23.01 25.16 30.15 30.07 37.74 32.86
6 -4.50 -4.54 -0.35 2.28 27.52 27.00 29.49 28.65
7 -3.32 -3.31 0.25 2.42 16.73 16.01 20.03 17.51
(a) Target 2: range bin 138
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(b) Target 7: range bin 678.5
Figure 7.13: SNIR variation using modied algorithm, with lter order parameter for
several step-size parameter onsidering targets 2 and 7.
CAF =
N−1∑
m=0
S∗IoO(n−m)AmSIoO(n− τm) +
N−1∑
m=0
A∗MPS
∗
IoO(n− τMP −m)AmSIoO(n− τm)
(7.6)
If the attenuation of the target due the ltering proess (AZDI) is onsidered, its eets
are presented in both terms:
SSURV (i) = AZDIAmsIoO(n− τm)ej2pifdmn + nRsurv(n) (7.7)
CAFZDI =
N−1∑
m=0
S∗IoO(n−m)AZDIAmsIoO(n− τm)+
N−1∑
m=0
A∗MPS
∗
IoO(n− τMP −m)AZDIAmSIoO(n− τm)
(7.8)
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So the analysis of the RDS before and after the ltering, ould provide information
about ghost targets generated by DPI multipath, that ould be used for improving system
detetion apabilities.
7.4.2 NLMS algorithm
The use of a normalization in the weight vetor updates, makes bigger the LMS algorithm
step-size upper limit. In this work, the NLMS algorithm is ombined with the weight
inheritane approah. In Tables 7.3 and 7.4 the improvements in the SNIR and ZDIR
parameters are presented.
Table 7.3: SNIR improvement using NLMS algorithm for dierent step-size parameters.
Target µ = 10−1 µ = 10−2 µ = 10−3 µ = 10−4 µ = 10−5
1 0.15 1.09 1.36 1.17 0.52
2 -0.29 1.42 1.97 1.84 0.95
3 1.17 0.96 0.66 0.67 0.26
4 -2.53 0.54 2.72 2.52 0.91
5 22.10 24.46 24.69 14.23 1.85
6 -2.53 1.76 2.31 2.08 0.48
7 -1.98 2.25 2.37 2.10 0.48
Table 7.4: ZDIR improvement using NLMS algorithm for dierent step-size parameters.
Target µ = 10−1 µ = 10−2 µ = 10−3 µ = 10−4 µ = 10−5
1 37.80 41.30 36.83 14.46 3.15
2 35.09 38.85 35.60 19.55 3.35
3 20.80 23.55 20.97 8.63 0.90
4 18.45 20.52 15.61 6.33 -0.24
5 31.99 35.28 28.94 12.63 1.55
6 28.03 30.11 25.68 11.75 1.33
7 18.38 19.66 14.67 1.55 0.28
The SNIR values hange slowly with µ parameter, but taking into onsideration the
evolution of the ZDIR, there is a breaking point (around 10−3) at whih the performane
quikly gets worse. Values of the SNIR and ZDIR for targets 2 and 5, onsidering steps
sizes values of µ = [10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−5, 10−5] are depited in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 in
order to analysis this eet. Results shown the improvement obtained in SNIR when the µ
value is redued, but also how the ZDIR improvement respet the raw values is dereased
too.
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For those step-sizes with an assoiated level redution in regions with non-zero Doppler
frequenies, the SNIR link between target 2 and targets 6 and 7 is still present making
reasonable their onsideration as ghost targets. In Figure 7.16 it is shown how the target
7 SNIR redution for the range bin loation of the target 3 (198.5) disappears when the
step-size parameter gets lower than 10−2.
Through the analysis of target 5, an example of the ltering performane for targets
lose to zero-Doppler line is presented. For these targets, onsiderably better SNIR is
expeted, due to it is diretly aeted by ZDIR. The ZDIR for this kind of targets shows
a small inrease, due to the target level rise up the estimated pedestal value onsidered
in the parameter alulation (green oloured window in 7.1).
(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.14: NLMS results for target number 2 (Rb = 138) for several step-size parameter.
(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.15: NLMS results for target number 5 (Rb = 514) for several step-size parameter.
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Figure 7.16: Analysis of the target 7 (Rb = 678) SNIR evolution with respet to lter
order, showing its relation with the target 3 range bin position (198.5).
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Figure 7.17: Results for a WI-NLMS for a xed and variable bath length.
A bathes estimation proess of the instant lter error an be implemented in order
to improve the gradient estimation. A memory vetor with length 'L' was used to obtain
a temporal mean of the instant variation. In Figure 7.17(a) the eet to of using a buer
vetor with length equal to 100 for target 2 is depited. No signiant improvement
with respet to the onventional NLMS algorithm has been deteted for the proessed
aquired data. The evolution of the performane parameters with respet to the length
of the estimation vetor has been arried out in Figure 7.17(b) and it was not deteted
any evolution in the algorithm performane.
The onventional NLMS approah in addition to weight inheritane,WI-NLMS , ould
be onsidered the most protable of the stohasti gradient algorithms studied in this
work.
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7.5 ECA-based strategy: LS-Matrix
In setion 4.5.1 it was shown how the omputational ost of ECA-based algorithms in-
reases with the lter order and mainly with the length of the input signal vetor. In
IDEPAR, three DVB-T hannels were aquired, with a total bandwidth of 24 MHz. Inte-
gration times of 250 ms and 500ms were onsidered, and, for the seleted senario, K=900
was required, so the assoiated omputational ost ould be estimated as 2 GFLOP ap-
proximately. As an alternative to ECA-B and ECA-Sliding, a LS-Matrix based approah
is proposed, that an be applied to any type of signal, in ontrast to ECA-by-Carrier.
Returning to the least square basi priniples 4.2.1, in with the ECA algorithm is
based, the value of the weight vetor an be expressed in (7.9).
wˆ = Φ−1zSREF,d (7.9)
Matrix Φ is dened in (7.10), where eah matrix element an be expressed as in (7.11):
Φ =


φ(0, 0) φ(1, 0) . . . φ(K − 1, 0)
φ(0, 1) φ(1, 1) . . . φ(K − 1, 1)
.
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.
.
.
φ(0, K − 1) φ(1, K − 1) . . . φ(K − 1, K − 1)

 (7.10)
φ(c,m) =
N∑
i=K
SREF (i−m)S∗REF (i− c) 0 ≤ (c,m) ≤ K − 1 (7.11)
The alulation of the zSREF,d vetor does not require a big omputational eort,
but the alulation of Φ
−1
an demand a ritial amount of omputational and memory
resoures.
If the data for time instants i < m is equal to zero, eah element of the matrix an
be onsidered as an autoorrelation for dierent time instants of the referene hannel
signal, or a linear ombination of it.
• For those matrix elements belonging to the diagonal,  = m:
φ(c,m) = RSREF (0)−RSREF (0)|corm
RSREF (τ) =
N−m∑
n=1
SREF(n+ τ)SREF
∗(n)
(7.12)
where RSREF is the autoorrelation of the reeived signal dened as in expression
(7.12), and RSREF |v is dened as its last v terms.
• For those matrix elements dened for t > m, with τ = c−m :
φ(c,m) = RSREF (τ)−RSREF (τ)|m (7.13)
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• For those matrix elements dened for  < m, with τ = m− c :
φ(c,m) = R∗SREF (τ)−R∗SREF (τ)|c (7.14)
As the alulation of the autoorrelation is a problem very optimized in a omputa-
tional ost point of view, if the method is expressed in a matrix way, a great redution in
the ltering time ould be obtained.
This method, is inluded as a result although the same onlusions were obtained in
a published paper (January 2016) but with a slightly dierent theoretial starting point:
instead of Φ and zSREF,d, (X
H
X)−1XHSSURV is used, [Colone et al., 2016℄.
The proposed approah, LSM-ECA, was applied to the three hannels DVB-T signal
for K=300 and K=500 , taking into aount the lter order as the only ustomizable lter
parameter.
In Figure 7.18 the RDS after ltering are depited for two values for parameter K. The
level of the RDS is redued for those range loations assoiated with range-bins lower than
the lter order but this redution is only signiant for the zero-Doppler row omponents:
• For the ltered loations, RDS non zero-Doppler values are not signiantly mod-
ied. There is not level redution for those loations, so the detetion system a-
pabilities for the targets should stay unaeted. In fat, a slight improvement in
SNIR is deteted, Figure 7.19(a), for most of the potential targets.
• In Figure 7.19(b) ZDIR evolution with K for eah target is depited showing the
algorithm disturbane anellation performane for eah of the RDS loation under
study, showing a dened interferene level derease when the onsidered lter order
omprehend the range bin target loation.
• For those targets in whih its SNIR is diretly aeted by zero-Doppler interferene
omponents, a great improvement in the system detetion apabilities is expeted.
In Figure 7.20 the analysis parameters evolution for target number 5 is depited:
in 7.20(a) an improvement higher than 20 dB is shown for the SNIR, but a slightly
inrease in ZDIR is deteted in 7.20(b), due to the way the parameter is alulated.
The absene of a generalized redution at non zero-Doppler shifts, makes the targets
6 and 7 ZDIR values detahed from the target 3 one.
In Table 7.5 SNIR and ZDIR results when LSM-ECA tehnique is applied are summa-
rized. In addition, results when aWI-NLMS approah are also repeated her for omparison
purposes.
Taking into onsideration theses results, a very similar system detetion apabilities
are expeted for both pre-proessing tehniques: in terms of proessing time, the LSM-
ECA approah learly outperforms the LMS based option due to it reahes the desired
weights vetor in a single step. But when the WI-NLMS approah is used, the seletion
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Figure 7.18: Range-Doppler surfae of CPI 70 using ECA algorithm for dierent lter
orders.
of the step-size parameter gives rise to small ustomization omponent, that ould allow
the identiation of ghost targets.
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(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.19: Evolution of the LSM-ECA ltering with the parameter K (lter order) for
the following targets: T1 (Rb = 32), T2 (Rb = 138), T3 (Rb = 198.5), T4 (Rb = 218.5),
T6 (Rb = 616) and T7 (Rb = 678).
(a) SNIR (b) ZDIR
Figure 7.20: Evolution of the LSM-ECA ltering with the parameter K (lter order) for
the target number 5, loated at Rb = 514.
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Table 7.5: SNIR and ZDIR results for LSM-ECA tehnique in omparison with respet
to WI-NLMS (µ = 10−3).
SNIR ZDIR
Target
LSM-ECA
WI-NLMS
(µ = 10−2)
RAW LSM-ECA
WI-NLMS
(µ = 10−2)
1 1.3283 1.3571 33.7315 30.117 36.8229
2 1.9087 1.9714 30.7634 30.7974 35.5966
3 0.6611 0.6633 17.9640 17.8994 20.9726
4 2.5996 2.7164 13.2445 12.3691 15.6072
5 24.4011 24.6910 28.1229 25.9268 28.9377
6 2.3081 2.3132 23.9461 23.9945 25.6810
7 2.3525 2.3714 12.6268 13.3987 14.6737
Chapter 8
Validation of the IDEPAR
demonstrator
In this hapter, detetion and traking apabilities of the IDEPAR system are veried,
using the real data aquired by the demonstrator in a ground senario. The IDEPAR
system was loated at the roof of the Superior Polytehni Shool of the University of
Alalá. A more detailed analysis of the seleted senario an be found in setion 6.3.
The superimposition of the whole set of CPI detetions an be analysed in order to
highlight the trajetories of the deteted targets. An example of detetor outputs for an
aquisition of 20 s. omposed of 80 CPIs is presented in Figure 8.1. The regions where
the targets are expeted to be deteted and their related roads are also shown.
The data used in this work belong to a database aquired during 2015. Several o-
operative targets provided with GPS reeivers were used for veriation purposes. In
this hapter, and without loss of generality, two measurements were onsidered, data1
and data2, that onsist of 30-seond data aquisitions, with 120 CPIs obtained using an
integration time and a PRI of 250 ms. The measurements onsidered in this work were
obtained foussing on the ontrol of the ooperative targets along Meo road, onsidering
low tra level time intervals.
8.1 System detetion apabilities analysis
The system detetion apabilities an be evaluated through the analysis of the PD and
PFA. In this setion, a study of the detetion performane of the IDEPAR demonstrator
is arried out, onsidering two of the zero-Doppler interferene anellation tehniques
presented in setion 7: LSM-ECA and WI-NLMS solutions.
For eah onsidered pre-proessing stage, PD and PFA parameters were estimated.
Ground-truths at the output of the detetor are required for aurate estimations, but
due to the omplex nature of the eletromagneti bakpropagation proess, targets dy-
namis and radar system, the real ground-truth is not available. Using onrmed traker
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Figure 8.1: An example of IDEPAR demonstrator measurement: dierent detetion re-
gions in the area of interest
traks, a ground truth was generated for eah CFAR detetor. Traker traks were pre-
viously onrmed using GPS data (ooperative vehiles) and visual information about
non-ooperative targets present in Meo road during the aquisitions. The following
methodologies were applied for Pfa and Pd estimations [Jarabo-Amores et al., 2016℄:
• PFA estimation: target ontributions in the RDM were removed. In eah CPI, the
set of pixel detetions assoiated with a single target must be grouped, to estimate
the entroid that will be applied to the traker. If the plot is assigned to a trak,
all pixel detetions related to the entroid will be removed from the RDM for PFA
estimation purposes. As eah CFAR detetor generates dierent groups of pixel
detetions for a single target, they were ombined using a logi OR operation for
generating the ommon ground-truth.
• PD estimation: the omplexity of PD estimation was higher than for PFA due to the
errors assoiated with the pixel detetions grouping tehnique. Beause of that, PD
was estimated at plot level, using onrmed traker outputs.
Detetion results for eah measurement were analysed separately, when four CA-CFAR
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detetors (RANGE, DOPPLER, AND and 2D-Window), were applied. These detetors
were briey introdued in setion 5.2.3.2. The seletion of the number of referene and
guard ells at eah side of the CUT for every detetor were seleted onsidering ground
target and senario harateristis, Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Cell onguration for the seleted CA-CFAR detetors.
Cells
RANGE DOPPLER
2D-WINDOWS
Referene
32 4
(32/4)
Guard
6 3
(6/3)
NCELL 64 8 1064
8.1.1 data1 detetion results
In this aquisition, several ars were running along the roads withing the area of interest.
One of them was a ooperative one, arrying a GPS reeiver. The PFA results for data1
measurement are summarized in Table 8.2, showing the variation of the results with the
dierent detetors and with the dierent ltering strategies:
• First, detetion performane without any pre-proessing stage was analyzed, as a
referene ase. In Figure 8.2, the RDS obtained for the CPI 79 is depited, showing
in the zoomed regions two targets onsidered in detetion parameters estimation.
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Figure 8.2: RDS of CPI 79, without applying any pre-proessing tehnique. Zoomed
regions show details of two of the onsidered targets for PD and PFA estimations.
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Table 8.2: PFA results for data1.
Filtering
Tehnique
RANGE DOPPLER AND 2D-WINDOW
Without
Filtering
3.7939 · 10−5 2.1200 · 10−3 2.615 · 10−5 7.2060 · 10−4
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.05)
1.7551 · 10−5 1.7464 · 10−5 6.1995 · 10−6 3.2220 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.01)
1.8468 · 10−5 2.8510 · 10−5 7.3780 · 10−6 4.5537 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0075)
2.3959 · 10−5 3.0649 · 10−5 8.4261 · 10−6 5.0078 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.005)
5.5235 · 10−5 3.2657 · 10−5 9.3866 · 10−6 5.6103 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0025)
2.6806 · 10−5 4.0865 · 10−5 1.0303 · 10−5 6.6145 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.001)
3.1260 · 10−5 6.1647 · 10−5 1.3796 · 10−5 7.9678 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0005)
4.3397 · 10−5 1.0731 · 10−4 1.7201 · 10−5 1.1038 · 10−4
LSM-ECA 3.0867 · 10−5 3.5975 · 10−5 7.6403 · 10−6 1.0182 · 10−4
As the stationary lutter ontributions is mainly loated along the zero-Doppler
line, and taking into onsideration how the CA-CFAR referene ells are ongured
for eah detetor, the worst result is expeted for DOPPLER CA-CFAR detetor,
whih referene ells extend along the Doppler dimension, and an inlude the zero
Doppler line and/or other omponents of stationary lutter that spread along the
Doppler dimension. On the other hand, AND detetor is expeted to present the
best PFA results, beause only delares a target if the RANGE and DOPPLER
CFARs delare it. In addition, the presene of these disturbanes, makes the desired
objetive of PFA = 10
−6
unreahable when that RDS region is onsidered, being an
evidene about the non-Gaussian statistis of the interferene in this region.
• The disturbane redution obtained with the LSM-ECA tehnique improves the
PFA mainly on the detetors most aeted by the lutter along the zero Doppler
line, being this improvement of several orders of magnitude for the DOPPLER
one. In Figure 8.3 the RDS is depited. Those false alarms assoiated with lutter
omponents spreading along Doppler dimension, won't be aeted by the ECA
ltering as it is shown in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.3: RDS of CPI 79 applying a LSM-ECA tehnique. Zoomed regions show details
of the two of the onsidered targets for the PD and PFA parameters estimation.
• The disturbane anellation of the WI-NLMS depends on the step-size parameter
and on the Doppler position of the sought target as was ommented in setion 7.4.
In this study, a set of representative values were seleted, µ = [0.05, 0.01, 0.0075,
0.005, 0.0025, 0.001, 0.0005℄. In Figure 8.5 two examples of RDSs obtained with
this approah are shown.
In Table 8.2 s low degradation of the PFA is observed as the µ parameter is re-
dued, until a breaking point is reahed, after whih the PFA performane drops
more abruptly. These results are ompletely oherent with those obtained from the
analysis of the ZDIR parameter in hapter 7, making lear the relation between
the detetion performane parameter, PFA, and the ltering analysis one, ZDIR. In
addition, and onsidering the ltering eet over low Doppler disturbanes, as the
step-size parameter gets lower, the results are similar to those obtained with the
LSM-ECA, as is observed in Figure 8.6: for higher µ the disturbane is ompletely
removed, but as mu dereases, the disturbane rejetion was redued.
The PD results for data1 are summarized in Table 8.3. This parameter mainly depends
on several fators:
1. The target Signal to Interferene Ratio (SIR).
2. The statistial nature of the RDS data. In onjuntion with the target SIR, the
theoretial minimum PD an be estimated using the detetion urves.
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Figure 8.4: RDS of CPI 79: disturbane detailed applying a LSM-ECA tehnique.
3. The additional SIR required to ompensate the estimation error of the interferene
power surrounding the CUT. This error is diretly related to the total number of
referene ells (NCELL), and is alled CFAR-losses.
4. The presene of interfering targets ould introdue an additional redution in the de-
tetion apability, due to they inrease the surrounding area interferene power and
the estimated detetion threshold. Similarly, strong lutter or other zero-Doppler
disturbanes gives rise to a similar performane degradation.
The worst results were obtained with the DOPPLER detetor. This is due to its low
NCELL that inreases the required target SIR, and the fat that this is the detetor most
aeted by the ZDI. Its performane denes the upper limit for the PD obtained using
the AND detetor. The best results were obtained when the 2D-Window detetor was
used. But this detetor is assoiated with the worst results in terms of PFA, disouraging
its use in radar systems.
The dierent ltering tehniques also require additional onsiderations: the ltering
modify the statistial properties in the area around the zero Doppler line, giving rise to
a detetion performane redution beause the applied CFARs assume independent and
idential distributed Gaussian interferene (exponential intensity).
• Considering the results obtained in the SNIR parameter study in setion 7.5 LSM-
ECA ltering gives rise to an inrease in the target SNR between 1 and 2 dBs.
In addition, as its disturbane redution is entred on a very thinner region of the
RDS maps, the PD apabilities redution assoiated with the hanges in the data
statistial properties was limited. Results show that this ltering approah improves
the detetion apability a 14% approximately, with respet to the ase where no ZDI
tehniques are applied.
• Considering simultaneously the SIR improvement, and the size of the region over
whih the disturbane anellation is foused, the WI-NLMS detetion apabilities
are diretly related to the steps-size parameter. For a higher µ, the region aeted by
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(a) µ = 0.05
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(b) µ = 0.005
Figure 8.5: RDS of CPI 79 applying a WI-NLMS tehnique. Zoomed regions show details
of the two of the onsidered targets for the PD and PFA parameters estimation.
the hanges in the data statistial nature is wider, reduing the PD, being similar
to the ase where no ZDI tehniques are applied. When smaller µ parameters
were seleted, this region was redued and the detetion probability inreased. In
addition, a low improvement on targets SIR are expeted. The obtained results
are ompletely oherent with this onlusions, validating in this ase, the SNIR
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(b) µ = 0.005
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Figure 8.6: RDS of the CPI 79: disturbane detailed applying a WI-NLMS tehnique for
dierent step-size parameter values.
parameter as an indiator of the PD performane.
From a system performane point of view, solutions based on LSM-ECA and WI-
NLMS (µ = 0.001), give rise to very similar detetion apabilities results. LSM-ECA
solutions present the lower omputational ost, but WI-NLMS based solution allow ertain
level of ustomization that an be exploited for ahieving trade-o solutions for dierent
senarios through the adjustment of the step-size parameter.
8.1.2 data2 detetion results
In this aquisition, two ontrolled ars were running along the roads withing the area of
interest, one of them is a ooperative one with a GPS devie, but in this measurement,
the ontrolled target trajetories are not oinident in time.
In Figure 8.5, the RDS for the dierent ltering tehniques are depited. In addi-
tion, for eah RDS, zoomed regions showing one of the targets onsidered for detetion
estimation are also shown.
A study analogous to that presented in setion 8.1.1 was arried out: the results of PFA
and PD are summarized in Tables 8.4 and 8.5, respetively. The analysis of the estimated
detetion performane parameters shows the same global trends that were observed for
the data1 measurement. The most relevant features are the following:
• The obtained PFA was, in general, slightly better than the obtained with the other
measurement. In addition, the improvement in terms of false alarm probability
obtained using WI-NLMS was also higher, reahing for one of the seleted step-
size parameters, µ = 0.05, a result lose to the desired value, 10−6. On the other
hand, when a low µ is seleted, the aforementioned degradation in the NLMS-based
tehniques is more pronouned.
• The obtained results show a redution in the PD for all the seleted strategies: if no
ZDI rejetion tehnique is applied, a detetion probability around 15% was obtained,
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Table 8.3: PD results for data1.
Filtering
Tehnique
RANGE
(%)
DOPPLER
(%)
AND
(%)
2D-WINDOW
(%)
Without
Filtering
59.24 42.04 37.58 71.97
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.05)
61.75 42.68 41.40 69.43
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.01)
65.61 52.23 48.41 77.71
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0075)
66.88 51.59 49.04 80.89
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.005)
69.43 52.87 49.04 81.53
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0025)
68.79 54.14 50.32 81.53
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.001)
70.06 56.05 53.50 83.44
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0005)
70.70 56.05 52.87 84.08
LSM-ECA 73.25 55.41 53.50 84.08
very far from the desired 80%. Applying disturbane anellation tehniques, a great
improvement was obtained for RANGE detetor with respet to the previous ase
(without ZDI rejetion stages), but the estimated PD of 50% is quite far from the
desired value and it is a really undesirable result, beause it means that system
unertainty is total.
• To explain the low Pd values obtained, the following fat must be onsidered:
 Low target SIR: the analysed targets present lower signal power (up to 2 dBs
less than in data1 ).
 Interfering targets are observed in the region where the ontrolled trajetories
are loated.
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(a) Without applying any ltering
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(b) LSM-ECA
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(d) WI-NLMS with µ = 0.005
Figure 8.7: RDS of the CPI 55 applying dierent disturbane anellation tehniques.
Zoomed regions show details of one of the onsidered targets for the PD and PFA param-
eters estimation.
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Table 8.4: PFA results for data2.
Filtering
Tehnique
RANGE DOPPLER AND 2D-WINDOW
Without
Filtering
2.96 · 10−5 2.0100 · 10−3 2.3488 · 10−5 6.8356 · 10−4
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.05)
8.688 · 10−6 3.5800 · 10−6 2.0519 · 10−6 1.3621 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.01)
1.6809 · 10−5 5.9812 · 10−6 2.6632 · 10−6 2.1043 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0075)
1.8686 · 10−5 7.3346 · 10−6 3.1871 · 10−6 2.5104 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.005)
2.0781 · 10−5 8.775 · 10−6 3.8419 · 10−6 3.0823 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0025)
2.6413 · 10−5 1.4888 · 10−5 5.4136 · 10−6 4.0821 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.001)
3.5669 · 10−5 4.2087 · 10−5 8.5134 · 10−6 5.9856 · 10−5
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0005)
5.2041 · 10−5 9.5656 · 10−5 1.4058 · 10−5 9.1247 · 10−5
LSM-ECA 3.2089 · 10−5 1.6329 · 10−5 5.9812 · 10−6 9.1728 · 10−5
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Table 8.5: PD results for data2.
Filtering
Tehnique
RANGE
(%)
DOPPLER
(%)
AND
(%)
2D-WINDOW
(%)
Without
Filtering
31.09 14.29 10.92 60.50
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.05)
41.18 13.45 12.61 59.66
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.01)
50.42 25.21 24.37 74.79
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0075)
51.26 30.25 26.89 74.79
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.005)
52.94 36.13 30.25 75.63
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0025)
58.82 38.66 33.61 81.51
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.001)
53.78 41.18 33.61 82.35
WI-NLMS
(µ = 0.0005)
54.62 41.18 32.77 81.51
LSM-ECA 47.06 36.97 27.73 75.63
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8.2 GPS-based results validation
In this setion, a omparison of the traker output with the data provided by the ontrolled
ar's GPS was arried out in order to validate the global system performane apabilities.
AS pre-proessing stages, two solutions were seleted, onsidering the PD and PFA
studies presented in the previous setion:
1. A LSM-ECA approah, with a seleted K that enables the ltering of the whole
range under study (K > 500).
2. A WI-NLMS approah with µ = 0.0025 and K > 500.
The detetion stage was implemented using a range-based approah CA-CFAR teh-
nique as a trade o between the solutions with best results on PFA and those with good
results on PD.
8.2.1 Traker results analysis for data1
In Figure 8.8 the trajetory of the ooperative ar aquired during data1 is shown over a
real map of the AoI, using the information provided by the GPS. The trajetory is related
with a ar moving along Meo road. 
Figure 8.8: Real map trajetory using the GPS trak of data1
First, the results obtained with a LSM-ECA pre-proessing tehnique are depited
in Figure 8.9. The superimposition of the whole set of detetions for the measurement
is depited in Figure 8.9(a), showing that several proto-trajetories were observed at
dierent ranges and veloities, not only the assoiated with the ooperative target. In
Figure 8.9(b) the obtained set of traks are shown.
In order to validate the system performane, in Figure 8.9(), the superposition of the
detetion plot, and the real trajetory provided by the target GPS are ompared. Results
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Figure 8.9: Detetion and traking stage results, for the data1 with a LSM-ECA tehnique.
show how the traker generates a ontinuous trajetory, orretly approximating the real
manoeuvre of the target.The detetions are almost superimposed to the points provided
by the GPS, exept at the end of the trajetory where the target enters a region shadowed
by one big building lose to the Polytehni Shool.
Results obtained onsidering a WI-NLMS are shown in Figure 8.10.
Considering the detetion point of view, small amount of dierenes are observed with
respet to the LSM-ECA approah, Figure 8.10(a), but these variations are enough to
hange the traks provided by the Kalman ltering stage. In Figure 8.10(b), one of the
outgoing traks (assoiated with negative Doppler) was missed and other was learly ut.
On the other hand, the trak assoiated with the GPS data was still orretly generated,
without appreiating any signiant variation when the both traks are ompared in
Figure 8.10().
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Figure 8.10: Detetion and traking stage results, for data1 measurement with a WI-
NLMS tehnique.
8.2.2 Traker results analysis for data2
In Figure 8.11 the trajetory of the ooperative ar aquired during data2 is shown. The
ontrolled trajetory is also assoiated with Meo road and is very similar to the obtained
in data1.
In Figure 8.12, results obtained with a LSM-ECA are depited. As the PD obtained in
this measurement is lower than the obtained with data1, less trak denition is obtained
when the whole set of detetions are superimposed (Figure 8.12(a)). The traking stage
is able to ompensate part of this performane degradation: it is able to obtain a set of
well omposed traks (Figure 8.12(b)).
As in the previous measurement, the traker stage output shows a ontinuous and well
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Figure 8.11: Real map trajetory using the obtained GPS trak of data2 in the AoI
estimated trak for the ooperative ar with few traking errors (Figure 8.12()).
Conversely, when WI-NLMS was applied, a great redution in the traking perfor-
mane was observed, giving rise to several traks losses, Figure 8.13(b), in spite of the
fat that for the ontrolled traks, the obtained PD is higher than the ahieved with LSM-
ECA. But, again, the traker is able to ahieve a very remarkable result for the trak
assoiated whit the ooperative target (Figure 8.13()).
Considering the results of the GPS ooperative trak analysis, IDEPAR system is able
to obtain very aurate trajetory estimations, that an be onsidered preise enough for
ground ontrol monitoring appliations.
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Figure 8.12: Detetion and traking stage results, for the data2 with a LSM-ECA teh-
nique.
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Figure 8.13: Detetion and traking stage results, for the aquired data2 measurement,
pre-proessed with a WI-NLMS tehnique.
Chapter 9
Systems robusteness improvements and
updates
9.1 Introdution
In setion 2 the dependeny of the system with the eletromagneti spetrum available
on the passive reeiver surrounding area, was presented as one of the main drawbaks
of this kind of radar systems, due to the lak of ontrol over IoOs alloation. A COTS-
based approah is proposed in order to improve the system robustness against hanges in
the eletromagneti spetrum. The target disrimination apabilities of a passive radar
system are ompletely related to the range and angular resolutions. Range resolution an
be inreased aquiring higher instantaneous bandwidths, objetive losely related to the
dependeny on available IoOs previously ommented, but angular resolution is dened by
the radar antenna system. An analysis of antenna system elements in order to improve
system angular disrimination was arried out.
9.2 System robustness against IoO hannel alloation
The swith-over from analogue to digital TV broadasting was sheduled by the end of
2012 in Europe. The digital ompression systems used by the DVB-T signals, frees up
a large frequeny band, that will be available for other ommerial broadasters. The
Radio Spetrum Poliy Programme (RSPP) mandated the opening up of the 800 MHz
band to non television purposes: the higher hannels of the DVB-T band were realloated
at lower frequenies, in order to allow LTE 800MHz band transmissions. In Spain this
spetrum reassignment was arried out on the mid-term of 2015.
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Table 9.1: DVB-T hannel distribution in three Spanish regions: Madrid, Barelona and
Valenia
Channel Madrid Barelona Valenia Channel Madrid Barelona Valenia
22 X X 44 X
23 X X 45
26 X X 46 X
27 X 47 X
28 X 48 X
29 X 49 X
31 X 50 X
33 X X X 54
34 X 55 X
39 X 57 X
40 X 58 X X
41 X X 59 X
43 X
9.2.1 Problem formulation
System IDEPAR was designed for working with up to 3 onseutive hannels, at the higher
DVB-T frequeny band. As it is shown in Table 9.1, there is not enough onseutive
hannels in the DVB-T spetrum to fulll the resolution requirements ahieved with the
original spetrum alloation, the frequeny at with most of the hannels an be aquired
was onsiderably redued, and the spetrum alloation hanges from one region to another.
In order to overome the high hannel dispersion, and to provide the system with ro-
bustness against the loal hannel distribution, a solution based in digital DVB-T hannel
mixers is proposed taking into onsideration that the less modiations on the reeiver
hain are desired, and the limitation in instantaneous bandwidth dened by the Ettus
boards.
Twin A/D T.0X proessors from Televes were seleted due to its hannel onverter
apabilities: the mixer hanges the frequeny at with a DVB-T hannel is entred. The
DVB-T hannel is then moved from its original frequeny loation to a new one. Eah
proessors is able to displae up to two dierent signal segments simultaneously using the
two modules whih is omposed of, Figure 9.2.
Then, the seletion of the IoO hannels that will be used in the PBR will be on-
gurable, detahing the aquisition and proessing hain design from the loal DVB-T
distribution. In addition, system improves its robustness against future hanges in the
ommerial spetrum alloations sheduled by Spanish government for the next years.
In Figure 9.1 an example of the basi sheme of the use of these omponents is pre-
sented, assuming that three hannels are proessed. The main drawbaks of this working
sheme are the frequeny oset that these omponents gives rise, and the target Doppler
dispersion.
The frequeny oset is generated by the use of loal osillators, not only for eah
Twin A/D T.0X proessor, but for eah module that the hardware is omposed by. In
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Figure 9.1: Proposed working sheme for the DVB-T hannels mixers in IDEPAR system
 
Figure 9.2: Twin A/D T.0X proessors blok diagram.
Figure 9.3 a detailed blok diagram of an individual module is depited, showing the
two frequeny onversions arried out during the signal displaement that give rise to
the frequeny mismathes. In expression (9.1), the real entral frequeny of the referene
and surveillane signals at the output of the mixer is presented, when only one DVB-T
hannel is onsidered:
fcsurv = fc ±∆fcsurv
fcref = fc ±∆fcref (9.1)
where fc is the entral frequeny of the output ongured hannel, and ∆fcref and ∆fcsurv
are the osets that dierent modules introdue at the referene and surveillane signals
respetively. These osets give rise to an error in the oherent proessing arried out
by the CAF: if the oset is onstant, this error onsist in a displaement of the zero-
Doppler line to a new position that an be loated out of the sope onsidered during CAF
generation. Additional zero-Doppler row replias ould appears at linear ombinations of
the surveillane and referene proessed signals osets.
This displaement, for the studied omponents, goes from a few hundreds of Hz up to
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Figure 9.3: Detailed working sheme for an individual proessor's module.
several tens of kHz and it is not onstant: it hanges every time the module is swithed on,
and varies with time during its operation. In Figure 9.4 the estimated oset brought in by
a mixer is depited, using segments of 5 seonds (20 oset samples) with a time separation
of 10 minutes. This experiment resemble the oset behaviour expeted in a measurement
ampaign, with signal aquisition omposed of several CPIs of a small duration (bloks),
with a bigger time separation between them. Dierenes of several tens of Hz between
bloks, and of near 10 Hz within a blok, an be observed, variations that are bigger than
system Doppler resolutions,(4 Hz for tint = 250ms).
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Figure 9.4: Temporal variation of an example estimated oset
9.2.2 Frequeny oset ompensation
To fae this RDS distortion, a new pre-proessing stage must be inluded in the PBR
system. In this stage, an estimation of frequeny osets of aquired signals should be
obtained and then ompensated. As the oset are not assoiated to the aquisition han-
nel, but to the DVB-T hannels, this signal proessing must be arried out on the ltered
DVB-T signals, in ordert o apply this tehnique to eah hannel individually. In addition,
this ompensation proess must be aorded eah aquisition time, due to the aforemen-
tioned oset time variation. The main steps of the proposed ompensation tehnique are
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Figure 9.5: Estimated bandwidth respet to the spetrum threshold.
the following:
• Rough oset alulation at the aquisition hannels. In this stage, the main oset
omponent of referene and surveillane hannels will be estimated. The algorithm
takes advantage of the well known shape of a DVB-T hannel spetrum: eah han-
nel is omposed of 7.607 MHz of data information, and two adjaent guard bands
in order to omplete the 8 MHz of bandwidth. For a sliding spetrum level, an es-
timated hannel bandwidth is obtained from the interval between the rst and the
last frequeny that surpass the threshold. The assoiated entral frequeny is stored
as the power level is redued step by step, until the estimated bandwidth gets higher
than a pre-xed value near the theoretial one. Averaging the entral frequenies
obtained from those bandwidths lose to 7.607 MHz, an estimated hannels oset
an be ompensated. In Figure 9.5 an example of the relation of the estimated
hannel bandwidth with the spetrum level threshold is depited for surveillane
and referene hannels.
In order to improve the auray of this estimation step, two strategies ould be
used: obtaining the estimated oset mean value along a set of onseutive CPI,
and/or improve the DVB-T hannel spetrum shape through multi-CPI umulative
spetrum instead single-CPI one. The misadjustment derived of the inter-CPI oset
dierenes ould be ompensated in the seond stage of the algorithm, that only
works at CPI level.
• Surveillane hannel frequeny displaement. In Figure 9.6 , RDSs obtained before
and after applying gross ompensation stage are depited for a DVB-T signal dis-
plaed from hannel 41 (634 MHz) to hannel 68 (850 MHz). The zero Doppler
interferene is still displaed several Doppler ells away the entral position and a
blurring eet over that line, its adjaent ones, and over the targets, an be ob-
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Figure 9.6: Results of gross oset ompensation over the RDS.
served. These eets give rise due to the estimation error and the variation of the
hardware oset within the aquisition time.
A frequeny displaement will be applied to surveillane hannels in order to ouple,
at eah CPI, its entral frequeny to the referene one. In a rst step, an estimation
of the Zero-Doppler line misadjustment is arried out: the value of the Doppler
row in the RDS that presents the higher level ould be used for RDS ompensation
through displaing the surveillane hannel the same value but with opposite sign.
The system Doppler resolution will be the maximum auray ahievable in this
step: in the example, signals length of 250 ms are used, so frequeny steps of 4 Hz
are expeted. In order to break through this auray limitation, a multi-resolution
reursive algorithm ould be used:
1. A set of equispaed frequenies are seleted around the Doppler displaement
estimated in previous step. For eah frequeny, a shifted opy of the surveil-
lane hannel and its assoiated RDS are obtained.
2. Through the analysis of the olumn assoiated with the higher zero Doppler
disturbane, searhing the lower power dispersion, the frequeny under onsid-
eration for the next iteration will be seleted.
3. The algorithm is restarted reduing the gap between the elements of the fre-
queny vetor. A trade o between auray and omputational ost must be
ahieved through the seletion of frequeny step-size at eah iteration level,
and the number of iterations itself.
In Figure 9.7, RDSs obtained before and after applying ne ompensation steps are
shown. The improvement in the zero-Doppler disturbane loation at a entral row
is observable. In addition, the blurry eet was signiantly redued.
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Figure 9.7: Fine oset ompensation results.
When the oset is ompensated, the seond ommented drawbak ould give rise, the
dispersion of the Doppler information of the target. The Doppler shift information asso-
iated to eah target is related to the signal working frequeny. If displaed hannels are
used in the oherent proessing, there is as assoiated Doppler-shift for eah of the origi-
nal pre-mixers signals. The dierenes between those values are related to the separation
between the transmitted seleted individual DVB-T hannels. The study of this eet
will be faed in MASTERSAT projet, whih an be onsidered as IDEPAR follow-on
projet.
9.3 Antenna subsystem study for improving angular
disrimination
In setion 5.2.1, the antenna DAT HD75 BOSS was presented as the hosen one for the
IDEPAR demonstrator beause to its high gain and front-to-bak ratio, FB. For passive
radar systems, a great reeiver gain is required due to a low eho signal level is expeted.
In addition, a high FB ratio helps the system to isolate referene and surveillane hannels
from interferenes, and also for reduing the DPI through the use of the radiating pattern
on the surveillane antenna as a kind of spatial ltering in ombination with the seletion
of a favourable geometry, if possible. In Table 9.2 its main harateristi are summarized,
and in Figure 9.8 the 3D radiation pattern and the estimated gain are also depited,
assuming a working frequeny of 750MHz, taking into onsideration the IoO spetrum
re-alloation ommented in setion 9.2.
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Table 9.2: DAT HD75 BOSS main harateristis
Beamwidth
Frequeny
Azimuth (θ) Elevation (φ)
FB Ratio Gain
750 MHz 24.06◦ 23.5◦ 30.26 dB 17.31
(a) Antenna gain (b) 3D radiation pattern
Figure 9.8: Additional DAT HD75 BOSS working parameters.
9.3.1 Problem formulation
The use of a single radiating element for the aquisition system do not allow any angu-
lar disrimination at detetor level: the targets are assoiated to the steering diretion
the antenna is ongured. The more aurate target position estimation is provided for
traking stage through the use of additional data as Doppler proles for the region of in-
terest. But due to the omplexity of the bistati geometry, the georreferened oordinates
estimation of the deteted targets is a very omplex problem, espeially in systems with
low angular resolution.
An improvement in the angular resolution of the system an be ahieved through the
use of array antenna and digital beamforming: taking into onsideration the array geom-
etry and its number of elements, the oherent ombination of the aquired signal of eah
of the array sensors give rise to ustomizable radiation patterns, dierent from the single
one. Then, thinner beamwidths and eletronially ongurable pointing diretion are the
key elements beamforming tools provide for improving target angular disrimination.
The harateristis of the single radiating element due to its inuene over the overall
beamforming tehnique performane are the following:
• Antenna gain and beamwidth: The single element radiation pattern must be as
smooth as possible in the angular interval where beamforming tehniques will be
designed for varying the antenna array pointing diretion. If this is not the ase,
undesired eets, suh as blind pointing diretions or high sidelobes an aet beam-
forming tehniques performane.
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(a) (b) HFSS model
Figure 9.9: TELEVES 4G-NOVA antenna [TELEVES 4G-NOVA, 2016℄
• Physial size: in order to avoid the grating lobe eet, the array inter-element
spaing in general must be d ≤ λ
2
. So the physial antenna dimensions must full
this onstrain. On the other hand, the oupling eet among array elements is a
funtion of the physial inter-element spaing.
The onlusion of study of the feasibility of the DAT-HD75 antenna, taking into
onsideration these fators, showed that this antenna was not well suited to be used as an
element of an array designed for digital beamforming tehniques appliation: its physial
dimension , width = 560mm does not full the grating lobes onstrain, d = 1.2879λ at
the lower frequeny of the DVB-T band. In addition, it presents a high diretivity and
an irregular main lobe shape.
9.3.2 New antenna seletion
In order to selet a better option for the array sensor, the 4G-NOVA antenna was also
analysed. This antenna model is a log-periodi one based on mirostrip tehnology, and
overed with a radome that inrease its physial dimensions but that an be easily re-
moved 9.9. The minimum array inter-element distane ahievable at the lower DVB-T
frequeny band when this antenna is used, d = 0.6196λ, onsidering the plasti over, still
generates grating lobes, but as the array pointing diretion must be ongured within the
single radiation element main lobe limits, these undesired seondary lobes do not aet to
the system. If the radome is removed, the grating lobes will be ompletely avoided for the
lower frequeny band. In Table 9.3 the antenna main parameters are summarized assum-
ing it works at 750 MHz, that is approximately in the entred of the DVB-T onsidered
frequeny band.
Table 9.3: 4G-NOVA main harateristis
Beamwidth
Frequeny
Azimuth (θ) Elevation (φ)
FB Ratio Gain
750 MHz 59.94◦ 92.4◦ 19.49 dB 8.3
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The antenna radiation patter is not so diretive as the DAT antenna one, but the main-
lobe shape is very regular and presents a smooth gradient, both fats are improvements
in terms of the array point of view. The loses in terms of diretivity will be ompensated
in the beamforming proess. The 4G-NOVA's elevation pattern is also very regular. 3D-
radiation pattern and its main uts obtained after the HFSS simulations are depited in
Figure 9.10.
(a) 3D radiation pattern
(b) 2D Azimuth radiation pattern () 2D Elevation radiation pattern
Figure 9.10: 4G-NOVA antenna radiation pattern obtained with HFSS software
9.3.2.1 Anehoi hamber real measurements
In order to obtain more preise antenna analysis, due to its promising array-oriented
harateristis, the antenna was haraterized through measurements in the High Teh-
nology and Homologation Centre, Centro de Alta Tenolog

ía y Homologaión, (CATE-
CHOM) [CATECHOM, 2016℄, assuming a working frequeny of 760 MHz.
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Figure 9.11: CATECHON anehoi hamber.
CATECHOM is a Centre Supporting Investigation in the University of Alalá. Its
objetive is to support the ativities of investigation and tehnologial development in
relation with teleommuniations, eletronis and information tehnologies, for the uni-
versity ommunity and for other publi and/or private institutions as well.
The CATECHOM has an infrastruture, an instrumentation, and a high qualied sta,
for the ahievement of tests in dierent elds: EMC, limate, vauum, eletrial seurity
and antennas, and also to alibrate eletrial and eletroni equipments. The introdued
Quality Management System loated in the standard terms of the UNE-EN ISO/IEC
17025:2005, is applied to all the setions of the Centre. The anehoi hamber and the
basi antenna measurement sheme are presented in Figures 9.11 and 9.12, respetively.
Suitable absorbent material and probe antenna are required for the speied onsidered
senario. The measurement system bandwidth must be able to aord multiple onseutive
DVB-T hannels and their broadasting frequeny band:
• The mirowave absorber is EHP-8PCL (ETS-LINDGREN) exept in the areas where
speular reetion is expeted. In those areas EHP-12PCL (ETS-LINDGREN) has
been used. Their main harateristis are summarized in 9.13, showing the suitabil-
ity of both absorbers.
• For the frequeny band of interest, an AT4002A antenna (Amplier Researh) is
available, Figure 9.14(a). The gain of the antenna is depited in 9.14(b), as a
funtion of the frequeny.
The anehoi hamber is provided with a roll-over-azimuth positioning system (an
spherial measurement system) as depited in Figure 9.15, where the main auray pa-
rameters of the positioning stage are summarized. So, 3D radiation patterns an be
measured.
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Figure 9.12: Antenna measurement system basi sheme.
 
Figure 9.13: Anehoi hamber absorber: EHP-8PCL (top) and EHP-8PCL (bottom)
[ETS-LINDGREN, 2016℄.
Due to the dimensions of the hamber, measurements will be performed in near eld
onditions and should be onverted to far eld. The CATECHOM antenna measure-
ment system inludes the software appliation EXPAND for performing this transforma-
tion [Harrington, 1961,Hansen, 1988℄. This software has been developed by the Madrid
Polytehni University (UPM) and has been validated using the transformation routine
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(a) AT4002A antenna
 
(b) AT4002A antenna gain
Figure 9.14: Anehoi hamber probe antenna:AT4002A (Amplier Researh).
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Figure 9.15: Anehoi hamber roll-over-azimuth positioner: Divimek PHV-200 (roll),
Divimek PHV-300 (azimuth).
SNIFTD or ASY-EXPAND (the ASYSOFT Spherial Near-Field to Far Field Transfor-
mation routine developed by Antenna System Solutions [SNIFTD, 2016℄. This software is
used by the UPM laboratory of antenna test and ompliane, whih has been ertiated
by ENAC (Entidad Naional de Areditaión, National Entity for Areditation) under
the norm UNE-EN ISO/IEC 17025: 2005.
The 4G-NOVA antenna performane was measured in CATECHOM hamber. In
Figure 9.16(a) is depited how the antenna is loated at the hamber positioner. Results
obtained for azimuth and elevation radiation patterns show a measured antenna behaviour
very similar to the predited by the simulations:
• Azimuth plane, Figure 9.16(b): small dierenes an be observed mainly at the
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Figure 9.16: Comparison between simulated radiation pattern and anehoi hamber
measurement.
bakside of the radiation pattern. In addition a variation in the shape of the main-
lobe is deteted too, reduing its symmetry.
• Elevation plane, Figure 9.16(): the mainlobe mathes almost perfetly with the
obtained through HFSS simulation, and the variation in the bakside of the pattern
are not relevant.
So, the measurements prove that the onlusions reahed through the analysis of the
HFSS simulations are ompletely valid.
9.3.2.2 First beamforming results
In this setion, a st approah to beamforming performane analysis for IDEPAR demon-
strator using 4G-NOVA antenna is arried out, taking into onsideration the proposed
single radiating element harateristis, the DVB-T illuminator signal parameters and
also the senario. A General Data Independent Response Design (GDIRD) tehnique was
seleted to be used in this work, due to its apaity to design a ustomized radiation
pattern, allowing the seletion of several steering diretions and/or the position of nulls
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Figure 9.17: Beamformer radiation patter for dierent working frequenies: φmax = 30
◦
and φnull = −10◦
if the interferene diretion of arrival is known [Veen and Bukley, 1988℄. Before apply-
ing narrowband beamforming, the narrowband assumption onstrains [Krim and Viberg,
1996℄ must be veried, equation (9.2):
Earr ≪ fc
B
(9.2)
where Earr is the array aperture expressed as the array physial size measured in wave-
lengths, fc is the working frequeny and B is the signal bandwidth. This expression an
be re-formulated in terms of the number of elements of the array (N), and the physial
separation between them (d), equation (9.3):
TBP =
B · (N − 1) · d
c
≪ 1 (9.3)
Assuming B = 24MHz, a DVB-T signal omposed of 3 onseutive hannels, fc =
478MHz as the lower limit in the DVB-T frequeny band, and an array onformed by 5
elements, TBP = 0.125, a value very lose to the limit of the assumption. Taking into
onsideration that this value depends on the signal entral frequeny, in Figure 9.17, the
beamformer radiation pattern for dierent frequenies are ompared, seleting φ = 30◦ as
the maximum radiation pattern diretion and setting a null at φ = −10◦. The variation
between the onsidered frequenies at the radiation pattern point of interest are really
small, so the behaviour of the bearformer performane an be onsidered almost onstant
within the used frequeny band.
The beamformer gain using the 4G-NOVA antenna as single radiating element, ob-
tained trough the HFSS simulation, is depited in Figure 9.18. The improvement respet
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Figure 9.18: Antenna and beamformer output gain in the onsidered frequeny range
onsidering an array omposed of 3 and 5 elements.
to the single antenna performane is around 5 dB when using 3 array elements, and around
7dB when the number of elements was inreased to 5, ompensating the lower gain the
antenna has.
The use of the array in a PBR dene a senario with an unknown number of sought
targets within the area of interest dened by the overage onstrains the system impose.
In addition, the diretion of the surrounding IoOs (desired one and the interferene ones)
must be onsidered. For eah of the onformed beams, a set of nulls an seleted or redue
the DPI or other known interferene soures.
In order to improve the angular target disrimination, the simultaneous beam on-
formation at dierent steering diretions were proposed: if the azimuthal resolution is
enough, the detetion output for all beams an be used to develop 3D detetion stages,
or a data fusion an be arried out to gives rise to an individual detetion output.
In Figure 9.19, a superposed beamformer outputs using this sheme are depited, using
a simulated DBV-T signal omposed of 3 onseutive hannels: 5 beams are generated
at φ = [−40◦,−20◦, 0◦, 20◦, 40◦], obtaining radiation patterns with a mainbeam of ±20◦,
that is an improvement of a 33% respet to the single antenna. For the beams designed
to φmax = ±20◦ a pointing error of 2◦ is observed, doubling this error, 4◦, for the pointing
angles of φmax = ±40◦. These two beams are pointing outside the main beam of the single
radiating element, presenting the highest sidelobes, the SLLφmax=±40◦ ≈ −8dB but for
the entral pointing angles is SLLφmax=[±20◦,0◦] ≈ −11.5dB, and the shape of their main
lobes is less symmetrial, these dierenes an be observed in Figures 9.20(a) sand 9.20(b).
Using an array omposed of more elements these undesired eet will be mitigated: the
pointing error will be redued and in addition, a thinner mainlobe an be obtained. The
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Figure 9.19: 5 simultaneous beams onformed pointing to φmax = [−40◦,−20◦, 0◦, 20◦, 40◦]
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Figure 9.20: Beamformer mainbeam shape variation and SLL inrements for two dierent
pointing diretion.
maximum number of elements of the array in this work is N = 5, imposed by the number
of reeiver hains available.
The main advantage is the total ontrol over the radiation patter the proposed method
gives rise allowing the ustomization of the antenna system performane in order to adapt
it to the partiular radar senario.
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Chapter 10
Conlusions
This PhD. Thesis is the result of an intense researh ativity in passive radar sensors,
an emerging tehnology that is aquiring high relevane. The origin of this Thesis was
the APIS projet, and from the beginning to the end of this work, the interest on these
sensors has experiened a great impulse, with the ativities of numerous international
researh groups and dierent alls in European Defene Ageny, FP7 and H2020 European
programs. Thanks to the funding provided by the Spanish Ministry of Eonomy and
Competitiveness under the IDEPAR projet, this Thesis was proposed with two main
objetives:
• Sienti objetive: To study passive radars apabilities and propose solutions
for improving their performane taking into onsideration dierent aspets:
 These systems are highly dependent on the senario (geometry, relief, available
IoOs, targets of interest, et). Many of the studies presented in the literature
dealt with aerial appliations. As APIS proved the feasibility of ommerial
airplanes detetion and traking in landing and taking o manoeuvres, this
Thesis foused on terrestrial targets and started the study of drons detetion.
In this line, spae based IoOs were analyzed as alternatives/omplements of
terrestrial ones. The geometries of these senarios are quite dierent from
passive systems based on terrestrial IoOs. The long distanes between the IoO
and the reeiver and the area of interest, and the movement of the IoO platform
were analysed in detail.
 Bistati radar ross setion of the targets of interest at UHF frequenies for
geometries assoiated to passive radars based on terrestrial IoOs, and at X
band, for geometries assoiated to passive radars based on satellite IoOs.
 Analysis of multihannel DVB-T signals as opportunity ones, and the impat
of the dispersion of DVB-T hannels, their dierent alloations in dierent
areas of a same ountry, and the hanges assoiated to the Digital Dividend
and future hanges sheduled for 2020.
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 Preproessing tehniques for rejeting DPI and lutter in the surveillane han-
nel, and adjust the referene signal. These stages are ritial beause their
diret impat of system detetion performane and omputational ost.
• Tehnologial objetive: Design and development of a portable tehnologial
demonstrator for the aquisition of real data and the validation of the proposed
proessing solutions.
The aquisition system design and hardware seletion in order to full detetion a-
pabilities requirements, the analysis of the available radar senarios to estimate system
performane, and the seletion and implementation of the required signal pre-proessing
stages to redue Zero-Doppler disturbane as one of the most relevant passive radar
drawbaks, are the main system elements under study in this PhD Thesis. In addi-
tion, IDEPAR improvements in terms of antenna subsystem, and of robustness against
IoO spetrum alloation are also onsidered.
As an added value, a feasibility study of satellite IoOs based passive radars was pre-
sented as a rst answer to the problem of guaranteeing IoOs availability in remote senarios
where DVB-T signals are not present.
Contributions and onlusions derived from this PhD Thesis are presented in the
following setions. In addition, future researh lines will be desribed.
10.1 Regarding senario analysis methodology
The use of non-ontrolled IoOs not designed for radar detetion purposes, and the bi-
estati/multistati nature of the target radar eho, ompliate the design and analysis of
passive radar systems:
• Available IoOs loation with respet to the area of interest, their waveform hara-
teristis, the radiated power and the radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna,
are usually not the most favourable for the passive radar system design.
• Passive radar emplaement must be seleted among those available, and, again, are
usually not the most favorable for the passive radar system design.
• In radar literature, bistati RCS studies of targets are signiantly less extended that
monostati ones. On the other side, most of the available bistati and monostati
RCS studies fous on typial radar frequenies, that are higher than the UHF ones
exploited by the seleted IoOs (DVB-T).
• Passive radar systems have been validated in aerial senarios, being neessary the
study of their apabilities in terrestrial ones for the detetion of ground targets.
The dierent ases of study that an be dened (rural, semi-urban, urban, farm,
et) ompliate the denition of system parameters and the proposal of solutions to
fulll the desired requirements.
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• Geometries for passive radars exploiting terrestrial and satellite IoOs are quite dif-
ferent. Spei studies were arried out for both ases.
The senario analysis is the key element for the system design in order to fulll desired
performane requirements. As a result, the overage area will be estimated as the area
were the most hallenging target among those dened as interest ones, an be deteted
with speied probabilities of detetion and false alarm, and, if required, under spei
weather onditions. The main ontributions and onlusions assoiated to the PhD Thesis
are the following:
10.1.1 Bistati radar ross setion studies at UHF frequenies.
The POFACETS software was used to estimate bistati RCS values of the dened targets
of interest. Two methodologies were proposed:
1. A rst approah is based in an estimation of a BRCS using all angular ombinations,
giving a global information of the target despite o its position.
2. A seond approah was proposed for onsidering the spei radar senario geometry
in the BRCS study. For eah type of desired target, the most probable or most
interesting trajetories were dened and the assoiated elevation and bistati angles
alulated. For eah seleted elevation and bistati angles, the target was rotated
in the azimuth plane and the average BRCS was estimated. This method was
desribed and applied in [Bárena-Humanes et al., 2015℄. Values estimated from
the seond approah are usually lower than those obtained from the rst one. This
result is mainly due to the high ontributions if the forward propagation in the rst
approah.
10.1.2 System overage estimation
As a rst approah, the overage area was estimated assuming free spae propagation in
the IoO-target and target-PR paths. This solution is widely extended in the bibliography
and was used in [Jarabo-Amores et al., 2016℄. A more preise methodology was devel-
oped using omplex propagation models for both paths. The WinProp eletromagneti
simulator was used in [Gómez-del Hoyo et al., 2016,Gómez-del Hoyo et al., 2016℄. Results
showed that the rst approah, based on free spae losses was really optimisti, being
neessary a more aurate simulation of the propagation losses. In this PhD Thesis, a
more detailed study was performed onsidering target altitude. This study was motivated
by the problem of deteting small targets ying at low altitudes. Drons are hallenging
targets that are demanding great eorts for improving radar sensors in order to make
possible their detetion and traking.
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10.1.3 Seleted senarios
The main IDEPAR validation senario was analyzed. This semi-urban senario was lo-
ated in the roof of the Superior Polytheni Sholl of the University of Alalá with a
highway and a road. The rst one was far from the reviever and was haraterized by
a low tra and a high average speed, while the road was loser and haraterized by a
higher tra and a lower average speed. In order to shown the eets of a omplex relief
and an adverse IoO alloation, the analysis of the senario entered on CEAR failities
was arried out, showing the great redution of the system overage for ground targets.
Both senarios were also studied onsidering a low-ying drone. Results showed that the
higher altitude of the drone with respet to the previously onsidered ars provided a
higher overage in spite of the signiantly lower radar ross setion of the drone.
10.2 Regarding Spae-borne illuminators feasibility for
passive radars
The ase study of senarios based on satellite IoOs was onsidered as a natural evolution
of IDEPAR. A detailed study was arried out in order to analyze the feasibility of a passive
radar exploiting an Earth Observation SAR sensor [Bárena-Humanes et al., 2015℄ as the
PAZ satellite. The main onlusions are the following:
• The transmitted signal is haraterized by periodi ambiguity peaks that limit the
overage area and the target dynamis, but the limits imposed by the signal AF are
beyond the limits imposed by these other fators, so the ambiguity peaks have no
pratial eet on system performane.
• A study of potential bistati geometries was arried out in order to determine the
time availability and the instrumented spatial overage. The orbital parameters,
the aquisition modes and the operation shedule impose ritial limitations to the
IoO availability.
• Dierent study ases were dened to analyze the impat of OI orbit. The virtual
displaement of a target was modelled and pratial values alulated.
• Inident power density and required sensitivity. The available power at the PR
antenna was estimated as a funtion of the target-to-PR distane, proving the feasi-
bility of PAZ (overages of 15 km are ahievable with aordable system sensitivities).
• PBR based on PAZ an provide speed and trajetory of moving target to improve
the information extration from the aquired SAR images in the operational phase.
Or being used as a low-ost easily deployable and ongurable alibration tool in
the ommissioning phase of the SAR sensor, or in posterior maintenane proesses.
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10.3 Regarding IDEPAR demonstrator
The IDEPAR demonstrator was developed in the University of Alalá, to be used as
a design and testing platform for the analysis and improvement of PBRs omponents
(software and hardware seletion). The main task onsidered along development proess
were:
• IDEPAR is a DVB-T based passive bistati radar, designed to work in the higher
part of the DTV broadasting band, using up to three onseutive hannels to obtain
improved resolution apabilities.
• COTS philosophy was onsidered for the aquisition hain omponents and proess-
ing hardware seletion: ommerial antennae subsystem and standard RF front-end
omponents and SDR aquisition boards. The versatility and modularity these
omponents provide improve the system added value for researh purposes.
• O-line digital proessing sheme or pre and post proessing stages, in order to
allow a easy integration of algorithms and their validation using real data aquired
under ontrolled onditions.
In this PhD work, the basi signal proessing arhiteture for PBR, whih will be the
seleted one for be implemented in the demonstrator, was presented. The semi-urban
senario used along developing and evaluation system stages is onsidered for results vali-
dation: ooperative targets and other non-ooperative ones ontrolled by visual inspetion
are used, and ground-truths at the output of the detetor are generated for improving
the detetion performane estimation. Results show that the detetion of low speed ars
in presene of big buildings is feasible, although signal proessing tehniques need to be
modied to full the desired detetion requirements (PFA = 10
−6
and PD = 80%).
10.4 Regarding Zero-Doppler Interferene suppression
tehniques
A deep study of dierent adaptive ltering strategies for disturbane anellation was
arried out. LMS, RLS and ECA solutions were analyzed from a theoretial point of
view, and in the ontext of passive radar appliations. Most of the previous researh was
foused on onvergene properties, lutter attenuation and disturbane to main peak ratio
redution in the CAF. Studies were applied to FM, DVB-T, WiFi and DRM signals.
The analysis of the seleted algorithms was arried out from the point of view of
global system performane, onsidering detetion and traking apabilities, and ompu-
tational ost. For the haraterization of the algorithm in terms of detetion and traking
apabilities, two analysis parameters were dened:
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• Signal to Noise and Interferene Ratio (SNIR), related to system sensitivity for
speied system performane parameters (PFA and PD).
• Zero Doppler Interferene Rejetion (ZDIR), that quanties the rejetion/redution
of interferene omponents loated lose to the zero Doppler line in the RDS.
A design methodology based on the analysis of the evolution of these parameters as a
funtion of the dierent adaptive approahes design parameters was proposed. The main
onlusions extrated from the study of the onsidered LMS approahes and the proposed
solutions are summarized:
• LMS lters LMS algorithms family introdues a level redution along the Doppler
dimension, but this redution dereases as the Doppler shift inreases. How fast
this redution dereases depends on spei lter implementation and step-size pa-
rameter onguration. The LMS study proved that there was a upper limit of the
step-size value, µ. As a result, the possibility of avoiding the distortions related to
high onvergene times is not guaranteed. On the other hand, for a xed step-size
value, a range limitation may appear, observed as a SNIR degradation as the lter
order inreases. For solving these problems, the following solutions were analysed:
 The use of a normalization in the weight vetor updating rule inreases the
LMS algorithm step-size upper limit, NLMS algorithms.
 Weights inheritane: a weights inheritane mehanism was implemented to
avoid the undesired eets of the onvergene time. Based on the hypothesis
of stationarity of the zero Doppler interferene, the weights vetor obtained at
the end of a CPI was used for initializing the adaptive proess of the next CPI.
• RLS lters
The RLS algorithm redues the RDS level throughout all the Doppler dimension
in a more homogeneous way, independently of lter parameters (K and forgetting
fator). Furthermore, the algorithm is unable to ahieve an aeptable ltering
performane for the seleted set of parameters.
• ECA lters Least Square Matrix based ECA, that takes advantage of LS-fundamentals
to redue its omputational ost, only redues zero Doppler shift positions on the
RDS, ahieving a great rejetion of the undesired interferenes without a redution
on the target detetion apabilities, but introduing a little improvement. This
very spei setting prevents the system to ompletely remove interferenes that
are spread around several non zero Doppler rows, lutter with an small assoiated
Doppler.
Attending to detetion point of view, Weights Inheritane NLMS algorithm and the
ECA-based one obtained very similar results, being those obtained by the rst approah
slightly better for both parameters SNIR and ZDIR.
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LSM-ECA algorithm is learly the most time eient of the analyzed proessing tool,
but the WI-NLMS presents a ertain degree of ustomization that ould help during
system design and validation stages. As a side eet of the level redution along non-zero
Doppler frequenies, multipath ghost target an be identied through the analysis of the
ommented RDS parameters evolution of eah target with respet to lter order.
10.5 Regarding the DVB-T hannels alloation prob-
lem
One of the main passive radar drawbaks is the near omplete lak of ontrol over the
illuminator and the need of adjust the aquisition stages to the available signals and their
eletromagneti spetrum alloation: for example, hanges in government ommerial
broadasting signals regulations ould require system hardware readjustment. Along this
PhD work, one major hange in the DVB-T hannel spetrum distribution happened,
and as a result, the working entral frequeny and the number of onseutive hannels
available have been redued. In order to fae this problem, a low ost solution is proposed
based in ommerial broadast mixers that allow the hannel displaement before the RF
front-end, partially detahing aquisition hain design and the loal hannel alloation.
Derived from the general purpose nature of the seleted hardware, an oset ompen-
sation stage must be inluded due to the imbalane between mixers loal osillators. The
entral frequeny oset hanges between eah DVB-T hannel displaed, any time the
hardware is swithed o and also has a small temporal migration. This frequeny unou-
pling between referene and surveillane hannel gives rise to a great error in the oherent
proessing.
A ompensation stage is proposed based in the a-priori knowledge about the signal
spetrum shape, through a two steps strategy:
• A rough oset estimation applied to both system aquisition hannels. The om-
pensation of this oset improves RDS generation, but a Doppler error and a blurring
eet are still present due to the harateristis of the oset.
• A ne ompensation, where the surveillane hannel working frequeny is displaed
to the referene one, through an iterative approximation.
After this stage, the zero-Doppler line errors were redued to a level lower than system
resolution, and also the blurring was mitigated, making possible the target parameter
estimation.
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10.6 Future researh lines
IDEPAR demonstrator development and validation has enouraged all the RS3Lab group
ativities in passive radar researh eld. Future works, many of them are being developed
nowadays, and have given rise to three new PhD Thesis that are in progress, an be
lassied as follows:
1. Study and optimization of PBR main signal proessing stages.
2. Signal proessing improvements assoiated to the development of array antennas
and the appliation of beamforming tehniques.
3. Demonstrator update for satellite IoOs exploitation: new antenna subsystem, hanges
in the aquisition hain in order be able to aquire DVB-S signals at working fre-
quenies higher than 10 GHz, et.
4. New signal proessing tehniques for high bandwidth/sparse signals.
5. Design of ustomized low ost path antennas as single radaiting elements for an-
tenna array performane improvement
6. Multistati systems development and analysis: data fusion tehniques for detetion,
traking, and robustness improvement.
7. Computing platforms for reduing the gap towards real time implementation. The
omputation on GPU devies using available Global Purpose GPU (GPGPU) util-
ities, as for example CUDA, should be a priority task to be faed. On the other
hand, signal proessing apabilities of new aquisition boards with high performane
integrated FPGAs will be explored.
10.6.1 Study and optimization of PBR main signal proessing
stages
Using the urrent IDEPAR system version as development platform, and taking advantage
of the availability of real data, and the presented results on ZDI rejetion tehniques,
improved detetion and traking solutions are being developed.
Regarding the detetion stage, there are several researh tasks in progress:
1. A omplete statistial analysis of the RDS data is expeted to be useful to improve
the system performane. This analysis must inlude the eets of the dierent
disturbane anellation tehniques, and other pre-proessing stages.
2. Other detetors but CA-CFAR must be onsidered: dierent CFAR approahes as
Greatest Of CFAR (GO-CFAR), Smallest Of CFAR (SO-CFAR) or Variability Index
CFAR (VI-CFAR). Alternative solutions based on intelligent agents ould be used.
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Other detetion tehniques as Moving Target Indiator (MTI) or Moving Target
Detetor (MTD) ould be analysed as potential detetion stages improvement.
10.6.2 Array antennas development and beamforming tehniques
appliation
In this PhD Thesis, a preliminary study of ommerial antennas based arrays for im-
proving IDEPAR angular overage and resolution was arried out. The possibility of
generating multiple and simultaneous beams, will impulse the improvement of ZDI reje-
tion tehniques, and the development of 3D detetion and traking solutions.
Due to beamforming tehniques onstrains imposed to the single radiating element,
the seletion of a ommerial antenna is a ompliated task. In this PhD Thesis, the
TELEVES 4G-NOVA antenna was onsidered, but in order to full all the speied
requirements, a wideband path antenna is being aorded, taking into onsideration the
exploitation of DVB-T signals in the seleted senarios.
Digital beamforming tools will be tested over real data aquired in dierent senarios
in order to improve system detetion an traking apabilities and to validate the results
obtained in this PhD Thesis using simulated signals. Another important related researh
line is that related to the implementation of Diretion of Arrival (DoA) estimation teh-
niques, whih are expeted to improve traking apabilities and will allow the study of
solutions for authomati IoO seletion.
10.6.3 New signal proessing tehniques for high bandwidth/sparse
signals
High bandwidths are desired for inreasing range resolution. The variability and hannel
dispersion of DVB-T hannels generate a ritial hallenge to guarantee the performane
of a PBR in any emplaement.
In this PhD Thesis, a low ost solution based on ommerial mixers was proposed and
alibration tehniques were developed for allowing the use of those devies.
A more promising, but more expensive, solution is the aquisition of wideband signals.
Due to the nature of DVB-T signal, dierent hannels and frequeny gaps will be aquired
in this bigger bandwidth. Available hannels and gaps will depend on the loal DVB-T
hannel alloation. This sparse nature of the aquired signal will require the design and
analysis of spei signal proessing stages for disturbane anellation, detetion and
traking.
Both solutions are expeted to suer target Doppler dispersion that must be studied
for minimize its impat on system apabilities.
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Glosary
ADC: Analog-to-Digital Converter
AoI: Area of Interest
BNLMS: Blok based Least Mean Square
CA-CFAR: Cell Averaging CFAR
CAF: Cross Ambiguity Funtion
CATECHOM: Centro de Alta Tenolog

ía y Homologaión, High Tehnology and Ho-
mologation Centre
CEAR: Centro de Ensayos y Análisis Radioelétrio
CFAR: Constant False Alarm Rate
CUDA: Computed Unied Devide Arhiteture
CUT: Cell Under Test
DFT: Disrete Fourier Transform
DOA: Diretion of Arrival
DRM: Digital Radio Mondiale
DSGN: Digital Satellite News Gathering
DVB-S: Digital Video Broadasting- Satellite
DVB-T: Digital Video Broadasting- Terrestrial
ECA: Extensive CAnellation
ECA-B: Extensive CAnellation Bathes
ECA-Sliding: Extensive CAnellation Sliding
ECA-C: ECA-by-Carrier
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EMC: EletroMagneti Compatibility
ENAC: Entidad Naional de Areditaión, National Entity for Areditation
FB: Front-to-Bak ratio
GDIRD: General Data Independent Response Design
GO-CFAR: Greatest OF CFAR
GPU: Graphis Proessor Unit
IFF: Identiation Friend or Foe
IoO: Illuminator of Opportunity
ISV: Instantaneous Squared Value
LO-CFAR: Least OF CFAR
LMS: Least Mean Square
LNA: Low Noise Amplier
LS: Least Square
LSM-ECA: Least Square Matrix based ECA
MPEG: Moving Piture Experts Group
MSE: Mean Squared Error
MTI: Moving Target Indiator
MTD: Moving Target Detetor
NLMS: Normalized Least Mean Squared
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequeny Division Multiplexing
PBR: Passive Biestati Radar
QPSK: Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
RCS: Radar Cross Setion
RDLMS: Range-Doppler NLMS
RDM: Range-Doppler Map
RDS: Range-Doppler Surfae
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RLS: Reursive Least Square
SDR: Software Designed Radio
SIR: Signal to Interferene Ratio
SLL: SideLobe Level
SFN: Single Frequeny Network
SOF: Start Of Frame
SSE: Sum of squares error
SSM: Steady State Misadjustement
TBP: Time-Bandwidth Produt
TPS: Transmission Parameter Signalling
UPM: Universidad Politénia de Madrid, Madrid Polytehni University
VI-CFAR: Variability Index CFAR
VSLMS: Variable Step-size Least Mean Square
WI-NLMS: Weight Inheritane Normalized Least Mean Square
WLS: Weight Least Squares
WiFi: Wireless Fidelity, Wireless Internet
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